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Abstract
We introduce a new type of weakly enriched categories over a given symmetric monoidal
model category M ; these are called Co-Segal categories. Their definition derives from the
philosophy of classical (enriched) Segal categories. We study their homotopy theory by giving
a model structure on them. One of the motivations of introducing these structure was to have
an alternative definition of higher linear categories following Segal-like methods.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we pursue the idea initiated in [3], of having a theory of weakly enriched categories
over a symmetric monoidal model category M = (M,⊗, I). We introduce the notion of Co-Segal
M -category. Before going to what motivated the consideration of these ‘categories’ we present very
briefly hereafter the main philosophy.
In a classical M -category C, for every triple (A,B,C) of objects of C, the composition is given
by a map of M :
C(A,B)⊗ C(B,C) −→ C(A,C).
In a Co-Segal category such composition map is not explicit; we have instead the following
diagram:
C(A,B)⊗ C(B,C) C(A,B,C)
C(A,C)
//
≀

where the vertical map C(A,C) −→ C(A,B,C) is required to be a weak equivalence. As one can see
when this weak equivalence is an isomorphism or an identity (the strict case) then we will have a
classical composition and everything is as usual. In the non-strict case, one gets a weak composition
given by any choice of a weak inverse of that vertical map.
The previous diagram is obtained by ‘reversing the morphisms’ in the Segal situation, hence the
terminology ‘Co-Segal’. The diagrams below outline this idea:
C(A,B)⊗ C(B,C) C(A,B,C)
C(A,C)
∼oo
OO
In a Segal category
C(A,B)⊗ C(B,C) C(A,B,C)
C(A,C)
//
≀

In a Co-Segal category
If the tensor product ⊗ of the category M = (M,⊗, I) is different from the cartesian product
× e.g M is a Tannakian category, the so called Segal map C(A,B,C) −→ C(A,B) ⊗ C(B,C) ap-
pearing in the Segal situation is not ‘natural’; it’s a map going into a product where there is no a
priori a way to have a projection on each factor. The Co-Segal formalism was introduced precisely
to bypass this problem.
In [3], following an idea introduced by Leinster [26], we define a Segal enriched category C having
a set of objects X, as a colax morphism of 2-categories
C : PX :−→ M
satisfying the usual Segal conditions. As we shall see a Co-Segal category is defined as a lax
morphism of 2-categories
C : (SX)
2-op −→ M
2
satisfying the Co-Segal conditions (Definition 4.7 ). Here PX is a 2-category over ∆ while SX ⊂ PX
is over ∆epi. These 2-categories are probably example of what should be a locally Reedy 2-category,
that is a 2-category such that each category of 1-morphisms is a Reedy category and the composition
is coherent with the Reedy structures.
To develop a homotopy theory of these Co-Segal categories we follow the same philosophy
as for Segal categories, that is we consider the more general objects consisting of lax morphisms
C : (SX)
2-op −→ M without demanding the Co-Segal conditions yet; these are called Pre-Co-Segal
categories.
As X runs through Set we have a category MS(Set) of all Pre-Co-Segal categories with mor-
phisms between them. We have a natural Grothendieck bifibration Ob : MS(Set) −→ Set.
The main result of this paper is the following
Theorem. Let M be a symmetric monoidal model category which is cofibrantly generated and such
that all the objects are cofibrant. Then the following holds.
1. the category MS(Set), of Pre-Co-Segal categories admits a model structure which is cofibrantly
generated,
2. fibrant objects are Co-Segal categories,
3. If M is combinatorial then so is MS(Set).
Plan of the paper
We begin the paper by the definition of a lax diagram in a 2-category M , which are simply lax
functors of 2-category in the sense of Bénabou [5]. We point out that M -categories are special cases
of lax diagrams as earlier observed by Street [38].
Then in section 3 we recall some basic definitions about multisorted operads or colored operads.
The idea is to use the powerful language of operads to treat 2-categories and lax morphisms in
terms of O-algebras and lax morphisms of O-algebras for some suitable operad. The operads we’re
working with are the ones enriched in Cat.
Given two O-algebras C. and M. there is a category LaxO-alg(C.,M.) of lax morphisms and
morphism of lax morphisms. After setting up some definitions we prove that:
• for a locally presentable O-algebra M. the category LaxO-alg(C.,M.) is also locally presentable
(Theorem 3.8);
• If M. is a special Quillen O-algebra (Definition 3.9) and under some hypothesis, the category
LaxO-alg(C.,M.) carries a model structure (Theorem 3.12).
In section 4 we introduce the language of Co-Segal categories starting with an overview of the
one-object case. We’ve tried as much as possible to make this section independent from the previous
ones. We only use the language of lax functor between 2-categories rather than lax morphisms of
O-algebras. We introduce first the notion of an S-diagram in M which correspond to Pre-Co-Segal
categories (Definition 4.6). Then we define a Co-Segal category to be an S-diagram satisfying the
Co-Segal conditions (Definition 4.8). After giving some definitions we show that
• A strict Co-Segal M -category is the same thing as a strict (semi) M -category (Proposition
4.11);
• The Co-Segal conditions are stable under weak equivalences (Proposition 4.14).
In section 5 we show that the category MS(X) of Pre-Co-Segal categories with a fixed set of
objects X is:
• is cocomplete if M is so (Theorem 5.2) ; and
• locally presentable if M is so (Theorem 5.1).
For both of these two theorems, we’ve presented a ‘direct proof’ i.e which doesn’t make use of the
language of operads; the idea is to make the content accessible for a reader who is not familiar with
operads.
In section 6 we consider the notion of locally Reedy 2-category. The main idea is to provide a
direct model structure on the category MS(X) (Corollary 6.15).
In section 7 we give two type of model structures on MS(X), using a different method. These
model structures play an important role in the later sections. We show precisely that if M is a
symmetric monoidal model category, which is cofibrantly generated and such that all the objects
are cofibrant, then we have:
• a projective model structure on MS(X) denoted MS(X)proj (Theorem 7.6);
• an injective model structure on MS(X) denoted MS(X)inj (Theorem 7.7);
• the identity functor Id : MS(X)proj ⇄MS(X)inj : Id is a Quillen equivalence (Corollary 7.8);
These model structures are both cofibrantly generated (and combinatorial if M is so). The projec-
tive model structure is the same as the one given by Corollary 6.15.
The section 8 is dedicated to study of the category MS(Set) of all Pre-Co-Segal categories. We
show that:
• MS(Set) inherits the cocompleteness and local presentability of M (Theorem 8.2); and
• that MS(Set) carries a fibered projective model strucuture which is cofibrantly generated. And
if M is combinatorial then so is MS(Set) (Theorem 8.8 and Corollary 8.11).
In section 9, we begin by constructing for each set X, an endofunctor S : MS(X) −→ MS(X),
called ‘Co-Segalifcation’ which takes any Pre-Co-Segal category to a Co-Segal category (Proposition
9.7). Assuming that MS(X) is left proper if M is so (Hypothesis 9.2.3.1) we prove that:
• There exists a new injective model structure on MS(X) denoted MS(X)
+
inj which is combina-
torial and such that the fibrant objects are Co-Segal categories. MS(X)
+
inj is the left Bousfield
localization of MS(X)inj with respect to some set of maps Kinj (Theorem 9.12).
• There is also a new projective model structure on MS(X) denoted MS(X)
+
proj which is com-
binatorial and such that the fibrant objects are Co-Segal categories. The model category
MS(X)
+
proj is the left Bousfield localization of MS(X)proj with respect to some set of maps
Kproj (Theorem 9.21).
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• We have also a new fibered projective model structure on MS(Set) denoted MS(Set)
+
proj which
is combinatorial and such that the fibrant objects are Co-Segal categories (Theorem 9.24).
In section 10 we reviewed the basics about M -categories for a 2-category M . For a fixed set
of objects X, we show that if M is locally a model category (Definition 10.1) and all the objects
are cofibrant, then the category M -Cat(X) has a model structure which is cofibrantly generated
and combinatorial if M is so. We leave the reader who might be interested to give a fibered model
structure on M -Cat and even the ‘canonical model structure’ in the sense of Berger-Moedijk [7].
It seems clear that all the previous results on Co-Segal categories should hold if we replace the
monoidal model category M by a 2-category which is locally a model category.
Acknowledgments. I would like to warmly thank my supervisor Carlos Simpson for his support
and encouragement. This work owes him a lot. This paper is an extension of a previous work
originally motivated by a question of Julie Bergner and Tom Leinster; their ideas have undoubtedly
influenced this work. I would like to thank Jacob Lurie for helpful conversations. I would also like
to thank Bertrand Toën for helpful comments.
2 Lax Diagrams
In the following we fix M a bicategory (or 2-category). For a sufficiently large universe V we will
assume that all the 2-categories we will consider (including M ) have a V-small set of 2-morphisms.
Definition 2.1. A lax diagram in M is a lax morphism F : D −→ M , where D is a strict
2-category.
For each D we will consider Lax(D,M ) the 1-category of lax morphisms from D to M and
icons in the sense of Lack [24].
− The objects of Lax(D,M ) are lax morphisms,
− the morphisms are icons (see [24]) .
Icons are what we call later simple transformations (Definition 4.12). The reader can find for
example in [24, 25] these definitions.
Warning. Note that in general there is only a bicategory and (not a 2-category) of lax morphisms.
This bicategory is described as follows
− The objects of are lax morphisms,
− the 1-morphisms are transformations of lax morphisms,
− the 2-morphisms are modifications of transformations.
By definition of a lax morphism F : D −→ M we have a function between the corresponding
set of objects
Ob(F ) : Ob(D) −→ Ob(M ).
This defines a function Ob : Ob[Lax(D,M )] −→ Hom[Ob(D),Ob(M )] which sends F to Ob(F ).
Given a function φ from Ob(D) to Ob(M ) we will say that F ∈ Lax(D,M ) is over φ if
Ob(F ) = φ. We will denote by Lax/φ(D,M ) be the full subcategory of Lax(D,M ) consisting of
objects over φ and transformations of lax morphisms.
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M -categories are lax morphisms Given an M -category C having a set of objects X, then we
can define a lax morphism denoted again C : X −→ M . Here X is the universal nontrivial groupoid
associated to X; we refer it as the undiscrete or coarse category associated to X. In this context
one interprets the lax morphism as the nerve of the enriched category.
This identification of M -categories as lax morphisms goes back to Bénabou [5] as pointed out
by Street [38]. Bénabou defined them as polyads as the plural form of monad.
We pursue the spirit of this identification which is somehow the ‘universal lax situation’.
3 Operads and Lax morphisms
In the following we use the language of multisorted operads also called ‘colored operads’ to treat
the theory of 2-categories and lax functors as O-algebras and morphism of O-algebras of a certain
multisorted operad O. When there is no confusion we will simply say operads to mean multisorted
operads.
Although the results of this section will be stated for a general operad O, one should keep in
mind the special case where O is the operad we will see in the Example 3.1 below.
We recall briefly hereafter the definition of the type of operad we will consider. For a detailed
definition of these one can see, for example, [8] or [27]. In the later reference multisorted operads
are called multicategories.
Let C be a nonempty set (thought as a set of coulors or sorts).
A C-multisorted operad O in Cat, or a Cat-operad, consists of the following data.
1. For all n ≥ 0 and each (n + 1)-tuple (i1, ..., in; j) of elements of C there is a category
O(i1, ..., in; j).
2. For each i ∈ C, we have an identity operation expressed as a functor 1
1i−→ O(i; i), where 1 is
the unit category.
3. There is a composition operation:
O(i1, ..., in; j)× O(h1,1, ..., h1,k1 ; i1)× · · · × O(hn,1, ..., hn,kn ; in) −→ O(h1,1, ..., hn,kn ; j)
(θ, θ1, ..., θn) 7→ θ ◦ (θ1, ..., θn).
4. The composition satisfies associativity and unity conditions. The reader can find all the details
in [27, Chap.2] or in [23, Part I].
When the set C has only one element (one colour) we recover the definition of an operad.
Remark 3.1. In the condition (1) above, when n = 0 we have no colour in ‘input’, so we will
denote by O(0, i) this category. Here the ‘0’ means zero input.
This category O(0, i) allows us to have an ‘identity’ or ‘unity object’ when we want to have the
notion of unital O-algebra. For this reason we will always set O(0, i) = 1.
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For a fixed set of colors C, we have a category of C-multisorted operads in Cat with the ob-
vious notion of morphism. The reader can find a definition in [8]. We follow the same notation
as in [8] and will denote by OperC(Cat)the category of C-multisorted operads in Cat. Similarily
if E is a monoidal category, we will denote by OperC(E ) the category of C-multisorted operads in E .
Below we give an example of a multi-sorted operad which will play an important role in the upcom-
ing sections. This is the multi-sorted operad whose algebras are 2-categories i.e enriched categories
over Cat. The construction we present here is equivalent to the one given in [8, Section 1.5.4].
Example 3.1. Let X be a nonempty set and X be the associated indiscrete or coarse category.
Recall that X is the category with X as the set objects and such that there is exactly one morphism
between any pair of elements.
Let C = X ×X be the set of pairs of elements of X. There is a one-to-one corespondance be-
tween C and the set of morphisms of X. We will denote by N (X) the nerve of X and by N (X)n
its set of n-simplices.
We define a C-multisorted operad OX as follows.
• for n > 0 we take
OX(i1, ..., in; j) =
{
1 = the unit category if (i1, ..., in) ∈ N (X)n and j = in ◦ · · · ◦ i1
∅ = the empty category if not
• For n = 0 we set
OX(0, i) =
{
1 if i = IdA in X i.e i = (A,A) for some A ∈ X
∅ if not
• The ‘identity-operation’ functor 1 −→ OX(i, i) is the identity Id1.
• The composition:
OX(i1, ..., in; j) × OX(h1,1, ..., h1,k1 ; i1)× · · · × OX(hn,1, ..., hn,kn ; in) −→ OX(h1,1, ..., hn,kn ; j)
is either one of the (unique) functors:
1× · · · × 1
∼=
−→ 1
∅
Id
−→ ∅
∅ −→ 1
• The associativity and unity axioms are straightforward.
We will see in a moment that an OX -algebra in Cat is equivalent to a 2-category having X as
its set of objects.
Claim. Given a nonempty category B, If we replace everywhere X by B in the construction above,
one gets a multisorted operad OB inCat where the set of colours C is the set Arr(B) of all morphisms
of B. An OB-algebra is the same thing as a lax morphism from B to (Cat,×,1).
And more generally given a symmetric monoidal category M = (M,⊗, I) having an initial object
0, we can construct a multisorted M -operad OB, replacing 1 and ∅ respectively by I and 0. As in
the previous case an OB-algebra in M will be the same thing as a lax morphism from B to M .
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Definition 3.2. Let O be a C-multisorted operad in Cat.
An O-algebra M. is given by the following data.
• For each i ∈ C we have a category Mi.
• M0 = 1.
• For each (n + 1)-tuple (i1, ..., in; j) of elements of C there is a functor:
O(i1, ..., in; j) ×Mi1 × · · · ×Min
θ
i.|j
−−−→ Mj
• We have also a functor O(0, i) ×M0 −→Mi which gives a functor
1
ei−→Mi.
• These functors are compatible with the associativity and unity of the composition of O.
Notations 3.0.0.1. Given (x,m1, ...,mn) ∈ O(i1, ..., in; j) ×Mi1 × · · · ×Min we will use the sug-
gestive notation ⊗x(m1, ...,mn) = θi.|j (x,m1, ...,mn). The idea is to think each functor θi.|j(x,−)
as a general tensor product.
The following proposition shows us how the theory of lax functors and operads are related within
the theory of enriched categories.
Proposition 3.3. Let X be a nonempty set. We have an equivalence between the following data.
i) An OX -algebra in Cat,
ii) A 2-category with X as the set of objects.
iii) A lax morphism F : X −→ (Cat,×,1)
Remark 3.2. We can also include a fourth equivalence between the strict homomorphism from
PX to (Cat,×,1), where PX is the 2-path category associated to X (see [3]). And as claimed
above, one can replace everywhere X by an arbitrary category B. The fourth equivalence will be a
homomorphism from PB to (Cat,×,1).
Sketch of proof. The equivalence between ii) and iii) is well known and is left to the reader.
We simply show how we get a 2-category from an OX -algebra. The implication ii) ⇒ i) will follow
immediately by ‘reading backwards’ the argumentation we present hereafter.
Let M. be an OX -algebra in Cat. We construct a 2-category M as follows.
1. Ob(M) = X
2. Given a pair (A,B) ∈ X2 = C, we have a category M(A,B) and we set M(A,B) = M(A,B).
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3. Given A,B,C in X, if we set i1 = (A,B), i2 = (B,C) and j = (A,C) we have O(i1, i2; j) = 1
and the functor OX(i1, i2; j)×Mi1 ×Mi2 −→Mj gives the composition:
M(A,B)×M(B,C)
∼=
−−−−−→
canonical
1×M(A,B)×M(B,C) −→M(A,C).
4. Each OX(i, i) acts trivially on Mi i.e the map OX(i, i) ×Mi −→ Mi is the canonical isomor-
phism 1×Mi
∼=
−→Mi.
5. One gets the associativity of the composition in M using the fact the following functors are
invertible and have the same codomain:
• OX(i1 ◦ i2, i3; j)× OX(i1, i2; i1 ◦ i2)× OX(i3; i3)
∼=
−→ OX(i1, i2, i3; j)
• OX(i1, i2 ◦ i3; j)× OX(i1, i1)× OX(i2, i3; i2 ◦ i3)
∼=
−→ OX(i1, i2, i3; j)
with i1 = (A,B), i2 = (B,C), i3 = (C,D) and i1 ◦ i2 = (A,C), i2 ◦ i3 = (B,D). This provides
a natural isomorphism between the domains of the two functors. Putting these together with
the fact that the action of OX on M. is compatible with the composition of OX , we get the
desired natural isomorphism expressing the associativity of the composition in M.
6. For each i of the form (A,A) we have OX(0, i) = 1 and the unity condition of the algebra
provides a morphism 1 −→ M(A,A) which satisfies the desired conditions of an identity
morphism in a 2-category.

The functor Ob : Cat −→ Set which sends a category to its set of objects, commutes with
the cartesian product, so that it’s actually a (strict) monoidal functor. As a consequence we get a
functor
Ob : OperC(Cat) −→ OperC(Set).
For R ∈ OperC(Set) and O ∈ OperC(Cat) we will say that O is over R if Ob(O) = R.
Remark 3.3. It’s not hard to see that since the functor Ob is monoidal, for any O-algebra M. then
Ob(M.) is automatically an Ob(O)-algebra.
3.1 Lax morphism of O-algebra
We now consider the type of morphism of O-algebras we are going to work with. Our definition is
different than the standard definition of morphism of algebras. The idea is to recover the definition
of lax functor between 2-categories when O is of the form OX .
Definition 3.4. Let O be an object of OperC(Cat) and C., M. be two O-algebras.
A lax morphism F. : C. −→ M. of O-algebras, or simply a lax O-morphism,is given by the fol-
lowing data and axioms.
Data:
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• A family of functors {Fi : Ci −→Mi}i∈C .
• For each (n + 1)-tuple (i1, ..., in; j), a family of natural transformation {ϕ = ϕ(i.; j)} :
O(i1, ..., in; j)× Ci1 × · · · × Cin Cj
O(i1, ..., in; j) ×Mi1 × · · · ×Min Mj
θ //
ρ
//
Fj

Id×Fi1×···×Fin

ϕ
;C⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
⊗x(Fi1c1, ...,Fincn)
ϕ(x,c1,...cn)
−−−−−−−→ Fj [⊗x(c1, ..., cn)]
Axioms: The natural transformations ϕ
i
.
|j
(−) satisfy the following coherence conditions, which are
the ‘ 2-dimensional’ analogue of those satisfied by θ
i
.
|j
(−) and ρ
i
.
|j
(−):
ϕ
i
.
|j
⊗θ {IdIdO(i.|j) ×[(
∏
i
ϕhi,.|i)⊗ Idshuffle]} = ϕh.,.|j ⊗ {Idγh
.,.|i.|j
× IdId∏Mh
.,.
}.
More explicitly, given
• (x, x1, ..., xn) ∈ O(i.|j)× O(h1,. |i1)× · · · × O(hn,. |in)
• (d1,1 , ..., d1,k1 , ..., dn,1 , ..., dn,kn ) ∈Mh1,1 × · · · ×Mh1,k1
× · · · ×Mh
n,kn
• ⊗γ(x,x1,...,xn)(d1,1 , ..., dn,kn ) = c
• ⊗xi(di,1 , ..., di,ki ) = ci, i ∈ {1, ..., n},
• ⊗x(c1, ..., cn) = c
• ϕi = ϕ(xi, di,1 , ..., di,ki ) : ⊗xi(Fdi,1 , ...,Fdi,ki ) −→ F[⊗xi(di,1 , ..., di,ki )] = Fci
we require the equality :
ϕ(γ(x, x1, ..., xn), d1,1 , ..., dn,kn ) = ϕ(x, c1, ...cn) ◦ [⊗x(ϕ1, ..., ϕn)].
In the next paragraph we make some comments about the coherence conditions in the previous
definition.
Coherences
The previous coherence can be easily understood when we think that the family of functors {Fi :
Ci −→Mi}i∈C equipped with the family of natural transformations {ϕi. |j(x)}x∈Ob(O(i1,...,in;j)), is an
O-algebra of some arrow-category we are about to describe.
Let’s consider Arr(Cat)+ the double category given by the following data.
• The objects are the arrows of Cat i.e functors F
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• A morphism from F to G consists of a triple (α, β, ϕ) where α and β are functors and ϕ a
natural transformation as shown in the following diagram:
· ·
· ·
α //
β
//
G

F

ϕ
;C⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
We will represent such morphism as a column or a row:
 αβ
ϕ
, (α;β;ϕ).
• The horizontal composition ⊗h and vertical composition ⊗v in Arr(Cat)+ are given as follows α′β′
ϕ′

G−→H
⊗h
 αβ
ϕ

F−→G
=
 α′ ◦ αβ′ ◦ β
ϕ′αx ◦ β
′(ϕx)

F−→H αβ
ϕ′

K−→L
⊗v
 βγ
ϕ

F−→G
=
 αγ
L(ϕx) ◦ ϕ
′
Fx

KF−→LG
It’s not hard to see that Arr(Cat)+ carries a monoidal structure with the cartesian product of
functors where the unity is the identity functor Id1. The product of two morphisms (α, β, ϕ) and
(α′, β′, ϕ′) is given by:  αβ
ϕ
×
 α′β′
ϕ′
 =
 α× α′β × β′
ϕ× ϕ′

Remark 3.4. We have a functor Cat →֒ Arr(Cat)+ sending a natural transformation σ : F −→ G
to (Ids; Idt;σ) where s and t are the source and target of both F and G.
Given an object F of Arr(Cat)+, we will use the notation O⊙F := IdO×F . With the monoidal
category (Arr(Cat)+,×, Id1) we can say that the coherence conditions on ϕi.|j are equivalent to
say that the family {Fi}i∈C is an O-algebra in (Arr(Cat)+,×, Id1) where the maps
O(i1, ..., in; j) ⊙ [Fi1 × · · · × Fin ] −→ Fj
are given by the family of triple (θ
i.|j , ρi.|j , ϕi.|j ).
Composition of lax O-morphisms
Let C.,M.,N. be three O-algebras and (F., ϕ
i.|j ) : C. −→M.,
(G., ψ
i. |j) : M. −→ N. be two lax O-morphisms.
We define the composite G. ◦ F. to be the lax O-morphism given by the following data.
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• The family of functors {Gi ◦ Fi : Ci −→ Ni}i∈C .
• For each (n+1)-tuple (i1, ..., in; j), the family of natural transformation {χi.|j (x)}x∈Ob(O(i1,...,in;j))
where:
χ
i.|j (x) = Gj [ϕi. |j(x)] ◦ ψi.|j(x)∏Fi(−) .
• More precisely the component of χ
i.|j (x) at (c1, ..., cn) ∈ Ci1 × · · · × Cin is the morphism:
χ
i.|j (x)(c1,...,cn) = Gj [ϕi.|j (x)(c1,...,cn)] ◦ ψi.|j(x)(Fi1 c1,...,Fincn).
We leave the reader to check that these data satisfy the coherence conditions of the Definition 3.4.
Remark 3.5.
The identity O-morphims of an algebra (M., θ
i.|j ) is given by the family of functors {IdMi}i∈C and
natural transformations {Idθ
i.|j (x)
}x∈Ob(O(i1,...,in;j)).
3.2 Morphisms of lax O-morphisms
O-algebras and lax O-morphisms form naturally a category. But there is an obvious notion of
2-morphism we now describe. A 2-morphism is the analogue of the transformations of lax functors.
Definition 3.5. Let (F., ϕ
i
.
|j
) and (F.′, ϕ′
i
.
|j
) be two lax O-morphisms from C. to M..
A 2-morphism σ. : F. −→ F.′ is given by the following data and axioms.
Data: A family of natural transformations {σi : Fi −→ F
′
i}i∈C .
Axioms: For any x ∈ O(i1, ..., in; j), and any (c1, ..., cn) ∈ Ci1 ×· · ·×Cin, the following commutes :
⊗x(Fi1c1, ...,Fincn) Fj [⊗x(c1, ..., cn)]
⊗x(F
′
i1
c1, ...,F
′
incn) F
′
j [⊗x(c1, ..., cn)]
ϕ(x,c1,...,cn) //
ϕ′(x,c1,...,cn)
//
σj,⊗x(c.)

⊗x(σi1,c1 ,...,σin,cn)

The composition of 2-morphisms is the obvious one i.e component-wise. We will denote by
LaxO-alg(C.,M.) the category of lax O-morphisms between two O-algebras C. and M..
3.3 Locally presentable O-algebras
Below we extend the notion of locally presentable category M to O-algebras for an operad O ∈
OperC(Cat).
Definition 3.6. Let (M., θ
i.|j
) be an O-algebra. We say that M. is a locally presentable O-algebra
if the following conditions holds.
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• For every i ∈ C the category Mi is a locally presentable category in the usual sense.
• For every (i1, ..., in; j) the functor θi.|j preserves the colimits on each factor ‘ik’ (1 ≤ k ≤ n)
that is for every (ml)l 6=k ∈
∏
l,l 6=kMil and every x ∈ O(i1, ..., in; j) the functor
θ
i.|j
(x; (ml)) := θi.|j (x; ...,ml, ...mk−1,−,mk+1, ...) : Mik −→Mj
preserves all colimits.
Example 3.7.
1. If O is the operad of enriched categories, then any symmetric closed monoidal category M
which is locally presentable is automatically a locally presentable O-algebra. The second
condition of the definition follows from the fact that being closed monoidal imply that the
tensor product of M (which is a left adjoint) preserves colimits on each factor.
2. More generally any biclosed monoidal category M (see [20, 1.5]), not necessarily symmetric,
which is locally presentable is a locally presentable O-algebra.
3. Any 2-category (or bicategory) such that the composition preserves the colimits on each factor
and all the category of morphisms are locally presentable, is a locally presentable OX -algebra
for the operad OX of the Example 3.1.
Remark 3.6. In the same fashion way we will say that M. is a cocomplete O-algebra if all the Mi
are cocomplete and if the second condition of the previous definition holds.
The main result in this section is the following.
Theorem 3.8. Let M. be a locally presentable O-algebra. For any O-algebra C. the category of lax
O-morphisms LaxO-alg(C.,M.) is locally presentable.
Proof. See Appendix D 
3.4 Special Quillen O-algebra
In the following we consider an ad-hoc notion of Quillen O-algebra.
Definition 3.9. Let (M., θ
i.|j
) be an O-algebra. We say that M. is a special Quillen O-algebra
if the following conditions holds.
1. M. is complete and cocomplete,
2. For every i ∈ C the category Mi is a Quillen closed model category in the usual sense.
3. For every x ∈ O(i1, ..., in; j), the functor ⊗x preserves (trivial) cofibrations with cofibrant
domain. This means that for every n-tuple of morphisms (gk)k in Mi1 × · · · × Min , such
that each gk has a cofibrant domain, then ⊗x(g1, ..., gn) is a (trivial) cofibration in Mj if all
g1, ..., gn are (trivial) cofibrations.
Say that M. is cofibrantly generated if all the Mi are cofibrantly generated. Similarly if each Mi is
combinatorial we will say that M. is combinatorial.
Example 3.10.
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• Any model category is obviously a special Quillen O-algebra with the tautological operad (no
operations except the 1-ary identity operation).
• Another example of special Quillen algebra is a symmetric monoidal model category. In fact
using the pushout-product axiom one has that (trivial) cofibrations with cofibrant domain are
closed by tensor product.
Remark 3.7. Note that in our definition we did not include a generalized pushout product axiom;
it doesn’t seem relevant, for our purposes, to impose this axioms in general. But if one is interested
of having such axiom, a first approximation will be of course to mimic the monoidal situation. Below
we give a sketchy one.
Axiom: Say that M. is pushout-product compatible if:
• for every x ∈ O(i1, ..., in; j)
• for every cofibrations f : ak −→ bk ∈Mik , g : al −→ bl ∈Mil ,
• for every (n− 2)-tuple of cofibrant objects (cr)r 6=l,r 6=l
then the map
δ : ⊗x(−, ak,−, bl,−) ∪⊗x(−,ak ,−,al,−) ⊗x(−, bk,−, al,−) −→ ⊗x(−, bk,−, bl,−)
is a cofibration which is moreover a trivial cofibration if either f of g is.
⊗x(c1, ..., ak,−, al, ..., cn) ⊗x(c1, ..., ak,−, bl, ..., cn)
⊗x(c1, ..., bk,−, al, ..., cn) ⊗x(c1, ..., bk,−, bl, ..., cn)
⊗x(Id,...,Id,−,g,...,Id)//
⊗x(Id,...,Id,−,g,...,Id)
//
⊗x(Id,...,f,−,Id,...,Id)

⊗x(Id,...,f,−,Id,...,Id)

. ww33
δ
**❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚
The main result in this section is to say that under some hypothesis on the triple (O,C.,M.) then
there is a model structure on LaxO-alg(C.,M.). We don’t know for the moment if we have the same
result without any restriction. We will denote by KC. =
∏
iHom(Ci,Mi).
Definition 3.11. Let (C., ρ) and (M., θ) be two O-algebras.
1. Say that C. is O-well-presented, or O-identity-reflecting (henceforth ir-O-algebra) if for
every n+ 1-tuple (i1, ..., in; j) the following functor reflects identities
ρ : O(i1, ..., in; j)× Ci1 × · · · × Cin −→ Cj .
This means that the image of (u, f1, ..., fn) ∈ O(i1, ..., in; j) × Ci1 × · · · × Cin is an identity
morphism in Cj (if and) only if all u, f1, ..., fn are simultaneously identities.
2. Say that (C.,M.) is an O-homotopy-compatible pair if F : KC. −→ KC. preserves level-
wise trivial cofibrations, where KC. is endowed with the injective model structure. Here F is
the left adjoint of the functor U which forgets the laxity maps (see Appendix D.1).
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The motivation of these definitions is explained in the Appendix E.
With the previous material we have
Theorem 3.12. For an ir-O-algebra C., and a special Quillen O-algebra M. assume that
• (C.,M.) is an O-homotopy compatible pair,
• all objects of M. are cofibrant,
• M is cofibrantly generated with I. (resp. J.) the generating set of (trivial) cofibrations
then there is a model structure on LaxO-alg(C.,M.) which is cofibrantly generated. A map σ : F −→ G
is
• a weak equivalence if Uσ is a weak equivalence in KC.,
• a fibration if Uσ is a fibration in KC.,
• a cofibration if it has the LLP with respect to all maps which are both fibrations and weak
equivalences,
• a trivial cofibration if it has the LLP with respect to all fibrations.
• the set F(I.) and F(J.) constitute respectively the set of generating cofibrations and trivial
cofibrations in LaxO-alg(C.,M.).
The pair
U : LaxO-alg(C.,M.)⇆
∏
i
Hom(Ci,Mi) : F
is a Quillen pair, where F is left Quillen and U right Quillen.
Proof. The idea is to transfer the (product) model structure on KC. =
∏
iHom(Ci,Mi) through
the monadic adjunction F ⊣ U using a lemma of Schwede-Shipley [34]. In fact LaxO-alg(C.,M.) is
equivalent to T-alg for the monad T = UF. The method is exactly the same as in the proof of
theorem 7.6.
All we have to check is that the pushout of Fσ is a weak equivalence for every generating trivial
cofibration σ in KC.. This is exposed in the Appendix E. 
An alternative description of LaxO-alg(C.,M.)
In the following we fix a multi-sorted operad O and an O-algebra C.. Our goal is to describe the
category LaxO-alg(C.,M.) as subcategory of LaxO’-alg(1.,M.) for some operad O′ = OC. =
∫
C.; here
1. is the terminal algebra. This will simplify many construction such as pushouts and colimit in
general.
Definition of OC.
By definition of C., for each (n+ 1)-tuple we have an action of O given by a functor
θ
i.|j : O(i1, ..., in; j) × Ci1 × · · · × Cin −→ Cj.
When there is no confusion we will omit the subscript and will write simply θ.
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The set D of colours or sorts of OC. is the set of object of C., that is D =
∐
i∈C Ob(Ci).
Given an (n + 1)-tuple (c1, ..., cn, cj) ∈ Ci1 × · · · × Cin × Cj, we define the category of operations
OC.(c1, ..., cn, cj) as follows:
• the objects are pairs (x, h), with x ∈ O(i1, ..., in; j) and h : θ(x, c1, ..., cn) −→ cj a morphism
in Cj
• a morphism from (x, h) to (y, k) is a morphism u : x −→ y in O(i1, ..., in; j) such that
h = k ◦ θ(u, c1, ..., cn); or equivalently θ(u, c.) is a morphism from h to k in the slice category
Cj/cj .
If γ is the mutliplication or substitution of O, then we define the associated multiplication γ
C.
in the natural way to be a mixture of γ and θ.
Given [(xi, hi)]1≤i≤n with (xi, hi) ∈ OC.(di,1, ..., d1,ki , ci) then we set
γ
C. [(x1, h1), ..., (xn, hn)] := [γ(x1, ..., xn), θ(d1,1, ..., dn,kn)].
Proposition 3.13. The data OC.(c1, ..., cn, cj) with γC. constitute a D-multisorted Cat-operad.
Proof. The associativity of γ
C. follows from the associativty of γ and θ. 
Remark 3.8. Note that there is a function p : D −→ C between the set of colours which is just
the subscript-reading operation: for ci ∈ Ob(Ci) p(ci) = i. Pulling back O along p we get a D
multisorted operad p⋆O.
We have then that for each (c1, ..., cn, cj) ∈ D
n+1, p⋆O(c1, ..., cn, cj) = O(i1, ..., in; j).
The projection on the first factor is a functor π : OC.(c1, ..., cn, cj) −→ O(i1, ..., in; j) ( π(x, h) = x)
and it’s not hard to see that these functors π fit coherently to form a morphism of D-multisorted
operads denoted again π : OC. −→ p⋆ O.
For an O-algebra M, by p we have an p⋆ O-algebra and by π we have an OC.-algebra π⋆[p⋆M.].
When there is no confusion we will simply write π⋆M..
Definition 3.14. Let C and D be two small 1-categories. A prefunctor F : C −→ M is an object
given by the same data and axioms of a functor except the preservations of identities, that is we do
not require to have F (IdA) = IdFA for A ∈ C.
In other terms a prefunctor is the same thing as a morphism between the underlying graphs
which is compatible with the composition on both sides.
The compatibility of the composition forces each F (IdA) to be an idempotent in M. Obviously any
functor is a prefunctor.
In the same fashion way given two O-algebras C. and M. a prelax O-morphism F. : C. −→ M.
is the same thing as a lax O-morphism except that each Fi : Ci −→Mi is a prefunctor.
Proposition 3.15. Let C. and M. be two O-algebras. We have an equivalence between the following
data:
1. a prelax O-morphism from C. to M.,
2. a lax OC.-morphism from 1. to π
⋆M..
Proof. Simply write the definition of each object. 
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4 Co-Segal Categories
4.1 The one-object case
Conventions.
• By semi-monoidal category we mean the same structure as a monoidal category except
that no unit object is required. Obviously any monoidal category has an underlying semi-
monoidal category.
• A lax functor between semi-monoidal categories is the same thing as a lax functor between
monoidal categories without the data involving the units. A strict lax functor will be call as
well ‘monoidal functor’.
• More generally we will say semi-bicategory (resp. semi-2-category) to be the same thing as
bicategory (resp. 2-category) except that we don’t require the identities 1-morphisms.
• We have also the notion of lax morphism, transformation of lax morphisms, between semi-
bicategories in the natural way.
• For a semi-bicategory A and a bicategory B, a lax morphism from A to B will be a morphism
from A to the underlying semi-bicategory of B which will be denoted again B.
In the following we fix M = (M,⊗, I) a monoidal category.
4.2 Overview
As we identify M -categories with one object and monoids of M , we shall expect that a Co-
Segal category with one object will be a kind of homotopical semi-monoid1 of M . We will call them
Co-Segal semi-monoids.
To define a Co-Segal category C with one object A, we need a sequence of objects of M
C(A,A) C(1) : the ‘hom-space’ of A
C(A,A,A) C(2)
· · ·
C(n ∗ A) = C(A, ..., A︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n+1)-A
) C(n) n ≥ 1
together with the following data.
1In the standard terminology we would have said ‘up-to-homotopy’ monoid but this terminology is already used
for another notion of weak monoid (see [3]).
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1. A diagram expressing a ‘quasi-multiplication’
C(A,A) ⊗ C(A,A) C(A,A,A)
C(A,A)
µ1,1 //
weak.equivγ0

generic lifting
55
2. Some other semi-multiplications: C(n ∗A)⊗ C(m ∗ A)
µn,m
−−−→ C((n+m) ∗ A)
3. In the ‘semi-cubical’ diagram below each face is commutative and the weak equivalences γi
must satisfy : γ1 ◦ γ0 = γ2 ◦ γ0 to have an associativity up-to homotopy.
C(A,A)⊗ C(A,A) ⊗ C(A,A) C(A,A)⊗ C(A,A,A)
C(A,A,A) ⊗ C(A,A) C(A,A,A,A)
Id⊗µ1,1 //
µ1,1⊗Id
uu❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧
µ1,2
uu❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧
µ2,1
//
C(A,A) ⊗ C(A,A)
C(A,A) ⊗ C(A,A) C(A,A,A)
µ1,1
uu❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧
γ0⊗Id
OO
Id⊗γ0
OO
µ1,1
//
γ2
\\
γ1
BB
C(A,A)
γ0
OO
4. We have other commutative diagrams of the same type as above which give the coherences of
this weak associativity of the quasi-multiplication etc.
As one can see when all of the maps ‘γi’ are isomorphism we will have the data of semi-category
with one object i.e a semi-monoid of M . In this case we know from Mac Lane [31] that a semi-
monoid in M is given by a monoidal functor:
N (C) : (∆epi,+,0) −→ M
which we interpret as the nerve of the semi-enriched category C with one object.
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Remark 4.1. The object 0 doesn’t play any role here since there is no morphism from any another
object to it. So we can restrict this functor to the underlyinng semi-monoidal categories (see
Definition 4.2 below).
4.3 Definitions
Notations 4.3.0.2.
• We will denote by n the set {0, · · · , n− 1} with the natural order on it.
• The objects of ∆ will be identified with those n and the morphisms will be the nondecreasing
functions. The object 0 corresponds to the empty set.
Definition 4.1. Let Υ = (∆epi,+) be the semi-monoidal subcategory of (∆,+,0) described as
follows.
• Ob(Υ) = Ob(∆)− {0}.
• The morphisms are:
Υ(m,n) =
{
{f ∈ ∆(m,n), f is surjective} if m ≥ n > 0
∅ otherwise.
Remark 4.2.
1. For f ∈ Υ(m,n), by definition f is surjective and nondecreasing then it follows that f pre-
serves the ‘endpoints’ i.e f(0) = 0 and f(m− 1) = n− 1.
2. For n ≥ 1 we denote by σni the unique map of Υ from n+ 1 to n such that σi(i) = σi(i+ 1)
for i ∈ n = {0, · · · , n − 1}. The maps σni generate all the maps in Υ (see [31]) and satisfies
the simplicial identities:
σnj ◦ σ
n+1
i = σ
n
i ◦ σ
n+1
j+1 , i ≤ j.
3. Mac Lane [31] pointed out that just like (∆,+, 0), Υ contains the universal semi-monoid which
still corresponds to the object 1 together the (unique) map σ10 : 2 −→ 1.
Now we can take as definition.
Definition 4.2. Let M = (M,⊗, I) be a monoidal category. A semi-monoid of M is a monoidal
functor
F : Υ −→ M .
We now assume that M is equipped with a class of map called homotopy or weak equivalences.
We refer the reader to [3] for the definition of base of enrichment.
Definition 4.3. Let (M ,W ) be base of enrichment.
A Co-Segal semi-monoid of (M ,W ) is a lax monoidal functor
F : Υop −→ M
satisfying the Co-Segal conditions:
for every f ∈ Υ(m,n) the morphism F (f) : F (n) −→ F (m) is a weak equivalence i.e F (f) ∈ W .
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Remark 4.3.
1. It’s important to notice that in the first definition we use Υ = (∆epi,+) while in the second
we use Υop = (∆epi
op,+).
2. Here as usual, the underlying semi-monoid is the object F (1).
3. Finally it’s important to notice that since the morphism of Υ are generated by the maps σni
and because W is stable by composition, it suffices to require the Co-Segal conditions only
for the maps F (σni ).
To understand the definition one needs to see the data that F carries.
Observations 1.
1. By definition of a lax morphism for every n,m we have a ‘laxity map’
Fn,m : F (n)⊗ F (m) −→ F (n+m).
In particular for m = n = 1 we have a map F1,1 : F (1)⊗ F (1) −→ F (2).
2. The Co-Segal condition for f = σ10 : 2 −→ 1 says that the map F (σ
1
0) : F (1) −→ F (2) is
a weak equivalence. If we combine this map with the previous laxity map we will have a
quasi-multiplication as we described earlier:
F (1)⊗ F (1) F (2)
F (1)
F1,1 //
weak.equivF (σ10)

3. For every f : n −→ n′ and g :m −→m′ the following diagram commutes
F (n′)⊗ F (m′) F (n′ +m′)
F (n)⊗ F (m) F (n +m)
Fn′,m′ //
F (f)⊗F (g)

F (f+g)
Fn,m //
4. For every triple of objects (m,n,p) using the laxity maps and the maps ‘F (f)’ we have some
semi-cubical commutative diagrams as before, which will give the associativity up-to-homotopy
and the suitable coherences.
Terminology.
• When all the maps F (f) are isomorphisms then we will say F is a strict Co-Segal semi-monoid
or a Co-Segal semigroup.
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• Without the Co-Segal conditions in the Definition 4.3 we will say that F is a pre-semi-monoid.
Proposition 4.4. We have an equivalence between the following data:
• a classical semi-monoid or semigroup of M
• a strict Co-Segal semi-monoid of M .
When we will define the morphisms between Co-Segal semi-monoids, this equivalence will auto-
matically be an equivalence of categories.
Sketch of proof.
a) Let F : Υ −→ M be a semi-monoid. We define the corresponding Co-Segal semi-monoid F˜
as follows.
• We set F˜ (n) = F˜ (1) := F (1) for every n, and for every f : m −→ n we set F˜ (f) :=
IdF (1).
• Finally the laxity maps correspond to the multiplication of the semi-monoid F (1) i.e
F˜n,m is the composite:
F (1)⊗ F (1)
Id
−→ F (2)
F (σ10)−−−→ F (1)
for m ≥ 1,n ≥ 1.
b) Conversely let G : Υop −→ M be a strict Co-Segal semi-monoid. We get a semi-monoid [G]
in the following manner.
• [G](1) = G(1),
• [G](n) = G(1)⊗n = G(1)⊗ · · · ⊗G(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n-times
,
• We have a multiplication µ : [G](1)⊗ [G](1) −→ [G](1) which is the map G(σ10)
−1 ◦G1,1
obtained from the diagram below:
G(1)⊗G(1) G(2)
G(1)
G1,1 //
∼=G(σ10)

µ
55❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
• On morphism, we define [G] on the generators by [G](σni ) := IdG(1)⊗i ⊗µ⊗ IdG(1)⊗n−i−1
• Finally one gets the associativity from the semi-cubical diagram mentioned before.

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4.4 The General case: Co-Segal Categories
4.5 S-Diagrams
In addition to the notations of the previous section, we will also use the following ones.
Notations 4.5.0.3.
Cat≤1 = the 1-category of small categories with functors.
Bicat2= the 2-category of bicategories, lax morphisms and icons ([24, Thm 3.2]).
2
1
2 Bicat2 = the category of semi-bicategories, lax morphisms and icons.
PC = the 2-path-category associated to a small category C (see [3]) .
∆+ = the category ∆ without the object 0 i.e the category of finite nonempty ordinals.
Υ+ = the category Υ without the object 0.
1 = {O,O
IdO−−→ O} = the unit category.
X = the coarse category associated to a nonempty set X (see [3]).
(B)2-op = the 2-opposite (semi) bicategory of B. We keep the same 1-cells but reverse the 2-cells
i.e
(B)2-op(A,B) := B(A,B)op.
(M ,W ) = a base of enrichment, with M is a general bicategory.
2-Iso(M ) = the class of invertible 2-morphisms of M . Recall that (M , 2-Iso) is the smallest base
of enrichment.
Note. We will freely identify bicategories and 2-categories. And as usual monoidal categories will
be identified with bicategories with one object.
Recall that the 2-path category PC is a generalized version of the monoidal category (∆,+,0)
in the sense that when C ∼= 1 then PC ∼= (∆,+,0). It has been shown in [3] that a classical enriched
category with a small set of objects was the same thing as a homomorphism in the sense of Bénabou
from PX to M , for some set X.
In what follows we introduce a generalized version of the semi-monoidal category Υ = (∆epi,+)
just like we did for (∆,+,0). For C a small category, we consider SC, a semi-2-category contained
in PC, such that S1 ‘is’ Υ.
Proposition-Definition 4.5. Let C be a small category.
There exists a strict semi-2-category SC having the following properties.
− the objects of SC are the objects of C,
− for every pair (A,B) of objects, SC(A,B) is a category over Υ i.e we have a functor called
length or degree
LAB : SC(A,B) −→ Υ
− LAA becomes naturally a monoidal functor when we consider the composition on SC(A,A),
− if C ∼= 1, say ob(C) = {O} and C(O,O) = {IdO}, we have an isomorphism of semi-monoidal
categories:
SC(O,O)
∼
−→ Υ
2Note that Bicat2 is not the standard one which includes all transformation. The standard one is not a 2-category.
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− the operation C 7→ SC is functorial in C:
S[−] : Cat≤1 12 Bicat2
C
F
−→ D SC
SF−−→ SD
//
✤ //
Proof. SC is the object obtained from the genuine fibred product of semi-2-categories:
SC PC
(∆epi,+) (∆,+,0)
  i //
L

 
i
//
L


Note. We will be interested in particular to the cases where C is of the form X, the indiscrete
or coarse category associated to a nonempty set X. In that case an object of SX(A,B) can be
identified with an (n+1)-tuple (E0, · · · , En) of elements of X for some n, with E0 = A and En = B.
For simplicity we will use small letters: r, s, t,..., to represent such chains (E0, · · · , En).
A morphism u : t −→ s of SX(A,B) can be viewed as an operation which deletes some letters
of t to get s, keeping A and B fixed.
In the upcoming definitions we consider a 2-category M which is also a special Quillen O-algebra
for the operad ‘OX ’ of 2-categories. This situation covered also the special case of a 2-category which
is locally a model category (Definition 10.1).
Definition 4.6. Let M be a 2-category which is a special Quillen algebra.
An S-diagram of M is a lax morphism F : (SC)
2-op −→ M for some C. We will say for short that
F is an SC-diagram of M .
One can observe that this definition is the generalization of Definition 4.3 without the Co-Segal
conditions.
Definition 4.7. Let M be a 2-category which is a special Quillen algebra.
A Co-Segal S-diagram is an S-diagram
F : (SC)
2-op −→ M
satisfying the Co-Segal conditions: for every pair (A,B) of object of C, the component
FAB : SC(A,B)
op −→ M (FA,FB)
takes its values in the subcategory of weak equivalences. This means that for every u : s −→ s′ in
SC(A,B), the 2-morphism
FAB(u) : FAB(s
′) −→ FAB(s)
is a weak equivalence in the model category M (FA,FB).
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Terminology. When all the maps FAB(u) are 2-isomorphisms , then we will say that F is as strict
Co-Segal SC-diagram of M .
Observations 2. By construction of SC for every pair of objects (A,B) and for every t ∈ SC(A,B)
we have a unique element f ∈ C(A,B) and a unique morphism ut : t −→ [1, f ].
Concretely t is a chain of composable morphisms such that the composite is f , or equivalently t
is a ‘presentation’ (or factorization) of f with respect to the composition. It follows that for any
morphism v : t −→ s we have that ut = us ◦ v.
Since in each M (FA,FB) the weak equivalence have the 3-out-of-2 property and are closed by
composition, it’s easy to see that F satisfies the Co-Segal conditions if and only if F (ut) is a weak
equivalence for all t and all pair (A,B).
Definition 4.8. A Co-Segal M -category is a Co-Segal SX-diagram for some set X.
4.5.1 Weak unity in Co-Segal M -categories
The definition of a Co-Segal M -category gives rise to a weakly enriched semi-category, which means
that there is no identity morphism. But there is a natural notion of weak unity we are going to
explain very briefly. This is the same situation as for A∞-categories which arised with weak identity
morphisms (see [15, 16]). If C is a Co-Segal M -category denote by [C] the Co-Segal ho(M )-category
we get by the change of enrichment (=base change) L : M −→ ho(M ). [C] is a strict Co-Segal
category which means that it’s a semi-enriched ho(M )-category. Then we can define
Definition 4.9. Say that a Co-Segal M -category C has weak identity morphisms if [C] is a classical
enriched category over ho(M ) (with identity morphisms) .
There is a natural question which is to find out whether or not it’s relevant to consider a “direct”
identity morphism i.e without using the base change L : M −→ ho(M ). At this level we don’t
know for the moment if such consideration is ‘natural’. Below we give alternative definition.
Definition 4.10. A Co-Segal M -category C has weak identity morphisms if for any object A of C
there is a map IA : I −→ C(A,A) such that for any object B the following commutes up-to-homotopy:
I ⊗ C(A,B)
C(A,A)⊗ C(A,B) C(A,A,B)
C(A,B)
ϕAAB //
weak.equiv≀

∼= //
IA⊗Id

The above diagram will give the left invariance of IA; the same type of diagram will give the
right invariance. Note that we’ve limited the invariance to the ‘1-simplices’ C(A,B) of C i.e we do
not require such a diagram with C(A0, ...An) with n > 1. There are two reasons that suggest this
limitation. The first one comes from the fact that for unital A∞-categories, the unity condition is
only required for the binary multiplication ‘m2’ (see for example Kontsevich-Soibelman [22, Sec.
4.2], Lyubashenko [30, Def. 7.3]).
The other reason is that C(A,B) and C(A, ..., Ai, ..., B) have the same homotopy type (the Co-
Segal conditions); thus if C(A,B) is weakly invariant under IA we should have the same thing for
C(A, ..., Ai, ..., B). Finally we should mention that in the grand scheme of algebra, imposing further
conditions reduces the class of objects.
The question of weak unities will be treated separately in another work.
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4.5.2 The classical examples
In the following discussion we will use the following conventions.
− By semi-enriched category we mean a structure given by the same data and axioms of an
enriched category without the identities . We will say as well M -semi-category to mention
the base M which contains the ‘Hom’. This is the generalized version of semi-monoids.
− As for M -categories, we have the morphism between M -semi-categories by simply ignoring
the data involving the identities.
− Our M -categories and M -semi-categories will always have a small set of objects.
The following proposition is the generalized version of Proposition 4.4.
Proposition 4.11. We have an equivalence between the following data:
1. an M -semi-category
2. a strict Co-Segal SX-diagram of M .
The proof is very similar and is straightforward. We give hereafter an outline for the case where
M is a monoidal category.
Sketch of proof. Let A be an M -semi-category with X = Ob(A ). We define the corresponding
strict Co-Segal SX-diagram F = (F,ϕ) as follows:
∗ each component FAB : SX(A,B) −→ M is a constant functor :{
FAB([n, s]) = FAB([1, (A,B)]) := A (A,B) for all [n, s]
FAB(f) := IdA (A,B) for all f : [n, s] −→ [n
′, s′] in SX(A,B)
∗ the laxity maps are given by the composition:
ϕs,t := cABC : A (B,C)⊗A (A,B) −→ A (A,C)
Conversely let F : (SX)
2-op −→ M be a strict Co-Segal SX-diagram. We simply show how we get
the composition of the M -semi-category which is denoted by MXF .
∗ First we have Ob(MXF ) = X.
∗ We take MXF (A,B) := FAB([1, (A,B)], for every A,B ∈ X.
∗ The laxity map ϕs,t for s = [1, (A,B)], t = [1, (B,C)] is a map of M
ϕs,t : M
X
F (B,C)⊗M
X
F (A,B) −→ M
X
F (A,B,C)
where MXF (A,B,C) := FAC([2, (A,B,C)]).
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∗ Now in SX(A,C) we have a unique map [2, (A,B,C)]
σ10−→ [1, (A,C)] parametrized by the map
σ10 : 2 −→ 1 of Υ. The image of this map by FAC is a map
F (σ10) : M
X
F (A,C) −→ M
X
F (A,B,C)
which is invertible by hypothesis.
∗ And we take the composition cABC = F (σ
1
0)
−1 ◦ ϕs,t as illustrated in the the diagram below:
MXF (B,C)⊗M
X
F (A,B) M
X
F (A,B,C)
MXF (A,C)
ϕs,t //
∼=F (σ10)

cABC
55❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧

Remark 4.4. The previous equivalence will turn to be an equivalence of categories when we will
have the morphisms of S-diagrams.
4.6 Morphism of S-Diagrams
As our S-diagrams are lax morphisms of semi-bicategories, one can guess that a morphism of S-
diagrams will be a transformations of lax morphisms in the sense of Bénabou. This is the same
approach as in [3] where the morphism of path-objects were defined as transformations of colax
morphisms.
But just like in [3] not every transformation will give a morphism of semi-enriched categories.
In [3], a general transformation is called ‘M -premorphism’ and an M -morphism was defined as
special M -premorphism.
Warning. In the following, we will only consider the transformations which will give the classical
notion of morphism between semi-enriched categories. We decide not to mention ‘M -premorphisms’
between S-diagrams.
We recall hereafter the definition of the transformations of morphisms of semi-bicategories we
are going to work with. The following definition is slightly different from the standard one, even
though in the monoidal case, it is the standard one.
Definition 4.12. Let B and M be two semi-bicategories and F = (F,ϕ), G = (G,ψ) be two lax
morphisms from B to M such that FA = GA for every object A of B.
A simple transformation σ : F −→ G
B M
G
88
F
&&
σ

.
is given by the following data and axioms.
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Data: A natural transformation for each pair of objects (A,B) of B:
B(A,B) M (FA,FB)
GAB
55
FAB
))
σ

.
hence a 2-morphism of M , σt : Ft −→ Gt, for each t in B(A,B), natural in t.
Axioms: The following commutes :
Fs⊗ Ft F (s⊗ t)
Gs⊗Gt G(s⊗ t)
ϕs,t //
σs⊗σt

σs⊗t
ψs,t //
With this definition we can now give the definition of morphism of S-diagrams.
Definition 4.13. Let F and G be respectively an SC-diagram and an SD-diagram of M . A mor-
phism of S-diagrams from F to G is a pair (Σ, σ) where:
1. Σ : C −→ D is a functor such that for every A ∈ Ob(C) we have FA = G(ΣA),
2. σ : F −→ G ◦ SΣ is a simple tranformation of lax morphisms:
(SC)
2-op (SD)
2-op
M
(SΣ)
2-op
//
F
$$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
G
}}③③
③③
③③
③③
③③
③
σ +3
When all the components ‘σt’ of σ are weak equivalences we will say that (Σ, σ) is a level-wise weak
equivalences.
Notations 4.6.0.1.
1. For a small category C, we will denote by Lax∗[(SC)
2-op,M ] the category of SC-diagrams with
morphism of SC-diagrams.
2. We will denote by MS(C) the subcategory of Lax
∗[(SC)
2-op,M ] with morphisms of the form
(IdC, σ). It follows that the morphisms in MS(C) are simply determined by the simple trans-
formations ‘σ’.
3. For C = X , we will write MS(X) to mean MS(X).
Proposition 4.14. Let M be a 2-category which is a base of enrichment or a special Quillen
algebra, and F : (SC)
2-op −→ M , G : (SC)
2-op −→ M be two S-diagrams in M . For a level-wise
weak equivalence (Σ, σ) : F −→ G we have:
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1. If G is a Co-Segal S-diagram then so is F ,
2. If F is a Co-Segal S-diagram and if Σ is surjective on objects and full then G is also a Co-Segal
S-diagram.
Remark 4.5. In the category MS(C) the condition required in (2) is automatically fulfilled because
the morphism in MS(C) are of the form (IdC, σ).
Sketch of proof. The key of the proof is to use the ‘3-out-of-2’ property of weak equivalences in M .
This says that whener we have a composable pair of morphisms (f, g), then if 2 members of the set
{f, g, g ◦ f} are weak equivalences then so is the third.
For the assertion (1), we need to show that for every u : s −→ s′ in SC(A,B), we have FAB(u) :
FAB(s
′) −→ FAB(s) is a weak equivalence in M . To simplify the notations we will not mention the
subscript ‘AB’ on the components of F and G.
By definition of (Σ, σ) for every u : s −→ s′ in SC(A,B), the following diagram commutes:
F (s′) G[SΣ(s
′)]
F (s) G[SΣ(s)]
σs′
∼
//
F (u)

G[SΣ(u)]≀

σs
∼
//
Since all the three maps are weak equivalences by hypothesis, we deduce by 3-out-of-2 that F (u) is
also a weak equivalence, which gives (1).
For the assertion (2) we proceed as follows. The assumptions on Σ implie that for any morphism
v : t −→ t′ in SD(U, V ) there exists a pair of objects (A,B) of C and s
′, s in SC(A,B) together with
a maps u : s −→ s′ such that:
ΣA = U , ΣB = V ,
SΣ(s) = t, SΣ(s
′) = t′,
SΣ(u) = v.
And we have the same type of commutative diagram:
F (s′) G(t′)
F (s) G(t)
σs′
∼
//
F (u) ≀

G(v)

σs
∼
//
Just like in the previous case we have by 3 for 2 that G(v) is also a weak equivalence.

5 Properties of MS(C)
This section is devoted to the study of the properties that MS(X) inherits from M e.g (co)-
completeness, accessibility, etc. For simplicity we consdier here only the cases C = X , for some
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nonempty set X. The methods are the same for an arbitrary C.
Environment: We assume that M = (M,⊗, I) is a symmetric closed monoidal category (see
[20] for a definition). One of the consequences of this hypothesis is the fact that for every object A
of M the two functors
−⊗A :M −→M and (hence) A⊗− :M −→M
preserve the colimits. Note that these conditions turn M into a special Quillen algebra.
Warning.
1. When we say that ‘M is (co)-complete’ we mean of course that the underlying category M is
(co)-complete. And by colimits and limits in M we mean colimits and limits in M .
2. We will say as well that M is locally presentable, accessible when M is so.
3. Some results in this section are presented without proof since they are easy and are sometime
considered as ‘folklore’ in category theory.
5.1 MS(X) is locally presentable if M is so
Our goal here is to prove the following
Theorem 5.1. Let M be a symmetric closed monoidal category which is locally presentable. Then
for every nonempty set X the category MS(X) is locally presentable.
To prove this, we proceed in the same way as in the paper of Kelly and Lack [21] where they
established that M -Cat is locally presentable if M is so.
The idea is to use the fact that given a locally presentable category K and a monad T on K, then
if T preserve the directed colimits then the category of algebra of T (called the Eilenberg-Moore
category of T) is also locally presentable (see [1, Remark 2.78]).
In our case we will have:
• K is the category
∏
(A,B)∈X2 Hom[SX(A,B)
op,M ]. We will write KX to emphasize that it
depends of the set X
• There is a forgetful functor U : MS(X) −→ KX which is faithful and injective on object,
therefore we can consider MS(X) is a subcategory of KX .
• There is left adjoint Γ of U inducing the monad T = UΓ.
• The category of algebra of T is precisely MS(X).
Remark 5.1. The theory of locally presentable categories tell us that any (small) diagram category
of a locally presentable category, is locally presentable (see [1, Corollary 1.54]). It follows that each
Hom[SX(A,B)
op,M ] is locally presentable if M is so. Finally KX is locally presentable since it’s a
(small) product of locally presentable categories.
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But before proving the Theorem 5.1 we must first show that MS(X) is co-complete to be able
to consider (filtered) colimits. This is given by the following
Theorem 5.2. Given a co-complete symmetric monoidal category M , for any nonempty set X the
category MS(X) is co-complete.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. See Appendix C 
Proposition 5.3. The monad T = UΓ : KX −→ KX is finitary, that is, it preserves filtered colimits.
Proof of the proposition. Filtered and directed colimits are essentially the same and it’s known that
a functor preserves filtered colimits if and only if it preserves directed colimits (see [1, Chap. 1,
Thm 1.5 and Cor ]). This allows us to reduce the proof to directed colimits.
Recall that colimits in KX =
∏
(A,B)∈X2 Hom[SX(A,B)
op,M ] are computed factor-wise.
For F = (FAB) recall that TF = ([ΓF]AB) where Γ is the left adjoint of U (see Appendix
B.1).3 To simplify the notation we will not mention the subscript ‘AB’. For each pair (A,B) the
AB-component of ΓF is ΓF : SX(A,B)
op −→ M the functor given by:
• for t ∈ SX(A,B) we have
ΓF(t) =
∐
(t0,··· ,tl)∈Dec(t)
F(t0)⊗ · · · ⊗ F(tl).
• for u : t −→ t′ , we have
ΓF(u) =
∐
(u0,··· ,ul)∈Dec(u)
F(u0)⊗ · · · ⊗ F(ul)
where ui : ti −→ t′i.
Let λ < κ be an ordinal and (Fk)k∈λ be a λ-directed diagram in KX whose colimit is denoted
by F∞.
For any l the diagonal functor d : λ −→
∏
i=0...l λ is cofinal therefore the following colimits are
the same 
colim(k0,...,kl)∈λl+1{F
k0(t0)⊗ · · · ⊗ F
kl(tl)}
colimk∈λ{F
k(t0)⊗ · · · ⊗ F
k(tl)}
The first colimit is easy to compute as M is symmetric closed and we have
colim(k0,...,kl)∈λl+1{F
k0(t0)⊗ · · · ⊗ F
kn
tl
} = F∞(t0)⊗ · · · ⊗ F
∞
tl
.
Consequently colimk∈λ{F
k(t0)⊗ · · · ⊗ F
k
tl
} = F∞(t0)⊗ · · · ⊗ F
∞(tl).
3Note that actually TF = ([UΓF]AB) but since U consists to forget the laxity maps it’s not necessary to mention
it.
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From this we deduce successively that:
colimk∈λΓF
k(t) = colimk∈λ{
∐
(t0,··· ,tl)∈Dec(t)
Fk(t0)⊗ · · · ⊗ F
k(tl)}
=
∐
(t0,··· ,tl)∈Dec(t)
colimk∈λ{F
k(t0)⊗ · · · ⊗ F
k(tl)}
=
∐
(t0,··· ,tl)∈Dec(t)
F∞(t0)⊗ · · · ⊗ F
∞(tl)
= ΓF∞(t)
which shows that T = UΓ preserves directed colimits as desired. 
Now we can give the proof of Theorem 5.1 as follows.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Thanks to Theorem C.9 we know that U : MS(X) −→ KX is monadic
therefore MS(X) is equivalent to the category T-alg of T-algebra. Now since T is a finitary monad
on the locally presentable category KX , we know from a classical result that T-alg (hence MS(X))
is also locally presentable (see [1, Remark 2.78]). 
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6 Locally Reedy 2-categories
In the following we give an ad hoc definition of a locally Reedy 2-category. One can generalize this
notion to O-algebra but we will not go through that here. The horizontal composition in 2-categories
will be denoted by ⊗.
Definition 6.1. A small 2-category C is called a locally Reedy 2-category if the following holds.
1. For each pair (A,B) of objects, the category C(A,B) is a classical Reedy 1-category;
2. The composition ⊗ : C(A,B)× C(B,C) −→ C(A,C) is a functor of Reedy categories i.e takes
direct (resp. inverse) morphisms to direct (resp. inverse) morphism.
Example 6.2. 1. The examples that motivated the above definition are of course the 2-categories,
PD and SD, and their respective 1-opposite and 2-opposite 2-categories: (PD)
op, (SD)
2-op,
etc. In particular (∆,+, 0) is a monoidal Reedy category (a locally Reedy 2-category with one
object).
2. Any classical Reedy 1-category D can be considered as a 2-category with two objects 0 and
1 with Hom(0, 1) = D, Hom(1, 0) = ∅; Hom(0, 0) = Hom(1, 1) = 1 (the unit category); the
composition is the obvious one (left and right isomorphism of the cartesian product). It follow
that any classical category is also a locally Reedy 2-category.
3. As any set is a (discrete) Reedy category, it follows that any 1-category viewed as a 2-category
with only identity 2-morphisms is a locally Reedy 2-category. In that case the linear extension
are constant functor.
Warning. It’s important to notice that we’ve chosen to say ‘locally Reedy 2-category’ rather than
‘Reedy 2-category’. The reason is that the later terminology may refer to the notion of ‘Reedy
M-category’ (=enriched Reedy category) introduced by Angeltveit [2] when M = (Cat,×,1).
In our definition we’ve implicitly used the fact that if A and B are two classical Reedy categories,
then there is a natural Reedy structure on the cartesian product A × B (see [17, Prop. 15.1.6]).
This way we form a monoidal category of Reedy categories and morphisms of Reedy categories with
the cartesian product; the unit is the same i.e 1. We will denote by Cat×Reedy this monoidal category.
Our definition is equivalent to say that
Definition 6.3. A locally Reedy 2-category is a category enriched over Cat×Reedy.
Remark 6.1. 1. This definition can be generalized to locally Reedy n-categories, but we won’t
consider it, since the spirit of this paper is to use lower dimensional objects to define higher
dimensional ones.
2. One can replace Cat×Reedy by a suitable monoidal category M -CatReedy
⊗ of Reedy M -
categories in the sense of Angeltveit [2]; but we don’t know how relevant this would be.
3. We can also enrich over the category of generalized Reedy categories in the sense of Berger-
Moerdijk [6] and in the sense of Cisinski [10, Chap. 8].
4. We can also push the definition far by considering not only Reedy O-algebras, but defining first
a Reedy multisorted operad as being multicategory enriched over Cat×Reedy,M -CatReedy
⊗, etc.
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6.1 (Co)lax-latching and (Co)lax-matching objects
Let C be a locally Reedy 2-category (henceforth lr-category). Given a lax morphism or colax
morphism F : C −→ M we would like to define the corresponding latching and matching objects
of F at a 1-morphism z of C. We will concentrate our discussion to the lax-latching object; leaving
the other cases to the reader. Our definitions are restricted to the case where C is equipped with a
global linear extension which respects the composition. This means that we have an ordinal λ
such that the linear extension deg : C(A,B) −→ λ satisfies deg(g ⊗ f) = deg(g) + deg(f).
Note. We don’t know many examples other than the 2-categories that motivated this consideration,
but we choose to have a common language for both PX , SX and the others 2-categories we can con-
struct out of them. However it’s clear to see that for a classical Reedy 1-category D, if we view D as
an lr-category with two objects (see Example 6.2) and if we declare both deg(Id0) = deg(Id1) = 0
then D has this property.
We will consider lax morphism F : C −→ M which are unitary in the sense of Bénabou i.e
such that F(Id) = Id and the laxity maps F Id⊗Ff −→ F(Id⊗f) are the natural left and right
isomorphisms.
Let λ be an infinite ordinal containing ω. We can make λ into a monoidal category with the
addition; and we can consider it a usual as a 2-category with one object having as hom-category λ.
Definition 6.4. A locally Reedy 2-category C is simple if there exist an infinite ordinal λ such that
the linear extension form a strict 2-functor deg : C −→ λ. Here on object deg : Ob(C) −→ {∗}
From this definition we have the following consequences:
− First if C is a simple lr-category then the composition reflects the identies; thus C is an
ir-O-algebra for the operad of 2-categories.
− For any object A ∈ C, we have deg(IdA) = 0 since deg(IdA) = deg(IdA⊗ IdA) = deg(IdA)+
deg(IdA).
− Another important consequence is that a 1-morphism z, cannot appear in the set
⊗−1(z) =
∐
l>1
{(s1, ..., sl);⊗(s1, ..., sl) = z}
if deg(si) > 0 for all i.
Using the Grothendieck construction For each pair (A,B) we have a composition diagram
which is organized into a functor c : ∆epi −→ Cat and represented as:
C(A,B)
∐
C(A,A1)× C(A1, B)
∐
C(A,A1)× C(A1, A2)× C(A2, B) · · ·oo
oooo
More precisely one defines:
− c(1) = C(A,B),
− c(n) =
∐
(A,...,B) C(A,A1)× C(A,A1)× · · · × C(An−1, B).
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Note that the morphisms in ∆epi are generated by the maps σ
n
i : n + 1 −→ n which are char-
acterized by σni (i) = σ
n
i (i + 1) for i ∈ n = {0, · · · , n − 1} (see [31, p.177]). Then the functor
c(σni ) : c(n+ 1) −→ c(n) is the functor which consists to compose at the vertex Ai+1.
Let
∫
c be the category we obtained by the Grothendieck construction:
− the objects are pairs (n, a) with a ∈ Ob(c(n)). Such object (n, a) can be identified with an
n-tuple of 1-morphisms (s1, ..., sn) with si ∈ C(Ai−1, Ai).
− a morphism γ : (n, a) −→ (m, b) is a pair γ = (f, u) where f : n −→ m is a morphism of ∆epi
and u : c(f)a −→ b is a morphism in c(m). Here c(f) : c(n) −→ c(m) is a functor (image of
f by c).
− the composite of γ = (f, u) and γ′ = (g, v) is γ′ ◦ γ := (g ◦ f, v ◦ c(g)u).
One can easily check that these data define a category. Note that for each n ∈ ∆epi the subcategory
of objects over n is isomorphic to c(n).
Claim. For a simple lr-category C and for each pair (A,B) there is a natural Reedy structure on∫
c.
In fact one has a linear extension by setting deg(n, a) = deg(a) = deg(s1) + · · ·+ deg(sn) for
a = (s1, ..., sn). A morphism γ = (f, u) : (n, a) −→ (m, b) is said to be a direct (resp. inverse) if
u is a direct (resp. inverse) morphism in c(m). The factorization axiom follows from the fact that
c(m) is a Reedy category.
Remark 6.2.
1. There is a general statement for the category
∫
F associated to any functor
F : D −→ Cat×Reedy.
2. For any morphism of h : x −→ y of D and any morphism u : a −→ b of F (x), the following
commutes in
∫
F :
(x, a) (y, F (h)a)
(x, b) (y, F (h)b)
(h,IdF (h)a) //
(Idx,u)

(Idy,F (h)u)

(h,IdF (h)b)
//
Let
∫ −→
c ⊂
∫
c be the direct category. We will denote by
∫ −→
c ↓ (n, a) the slice category at
(n, a).
Definition 6.5. Let z ∈ C(A,B) be a 1-morphism. Define the generalized latching category at
z, ∂•
C/z, to be the subcategory of
∫ −→c ↓ (1, z) described as follows.
− the objects are direct morphisms γ : (n, a) −→ (1, z) such that z doesn’t appear in a; or
equivalently we have a = (s1, ..., sn) with deg(si) < deg(z) for all i.
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− the morphisms are the usual morphisms of the comma category
∫ −→c ↓ (1, z):
(n, a) (1, z)
(m, b)
γ //
δ

γ′
::ttttttttttttttt
− the composition is the one in
∫ −→
c ↓ (1, z).
Lax functor and diagram on
∫
c Given a lax functor F : C −→ M we can define a natural
functor denoted again F on
∫
c as follows.
1. F(n, a) = ⊗(Fs1, ...Fsn) for a = (s1, ..., sn);
2. To define F on morphisms it suffices to define the image of morphisms γ = (σni , u) since
they generated all the other morphisms. Such morphism γ : (n + 1, a) −→ (n, b) for a =
(s1, ..., sn+1) and b = (t1, ..., tn) corresponds to a n direct morphisms {αl : sl −→ tl}l 6=i,l 6=i+1∪
{αi : si ⊗ si+1 −→ ti}. With these notations one defines F(γ) : F(n + 1, a) −→ F(n, b) to be
the composite:
⊗(Fs1, ...,Fsn+1)
Id⊗...⊗ϕ(si,si+1)⊗... Id
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ⊗(Fs1, ...,F(si ⊗ si+1), ...Fsn)
⊗F(αl)
−−−−→ ⊗(Ft1, ...,Ftn)
where ϕ(si, si+1) : Fsi ⊗ Fsi+1 −→ F(si ⊗ si+1) is the laxity map.
These data won’t define a functor until we show that F(γ ◦ γ′) = F(γ) ◦ F(γ′). But this is given by
the coherence axioms for the lax functor F : C −→ M as we are going to explain. First of all we
will denote by ϕσi the above map Id⊗ · · · ⊗ ϕ⊗ · · · ⊗ Id which uses the laxity map of the ith and
(i+1)th terms. For any map f : n −→m of ∆epi and any object a ∈ c(n) there is a canonical map
fa : (n, a) −→ (m, c(f)a) given by fa = (f, Idc(f)a). As pointed out by Mac Lane [31, p.177], each
morphism f : n −→ m of ∆epi has a unique presentation f = σj1 ◦ · · · ◦ σjn−m where the string of
subscripts j satisfy:
0 ≤ j1 < · · · < jm−n < n− 1.
With the previous notations we can define ϕf = F(fa) := ϕσj1 ◦ · · · ◦ ϕσjn−m to be the laxity
map governed by f . Here we omit a in ϕf for simplicity.
Proposition 6.6. Given f : n −→ m and g : m −→ m′ then F(g ◦ fa) = F(gc(f)a) ◦ F(fa) i.e
ϕg◦f = ϕg ◦ ϕf .
The proposition will follow from the
Lemma 6.7. The maps ϕσi respect the simplicial identities σj ◦σi = σi ◦σj+1 (i ≤ j). This means
that we have ϕσj ◦ ϕσi = ϕσi ◦ ϕσj+1 .
Sketch of proof. If i < j then the assertion follows from the bifunctoriality of ⊗. In fact given two
morphisms u, v of M then u⊗ v = (Id⊗v) ◦ (u⊗ Id) = (u⊗ Id) ◦ (Id⊗v). So the only point which
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needs to be clarified is when i = j. In that case the equality is given by the coherence condition
which says that the following commutes:
Fsi ⊗ Fsi+1 ⊗ Fsi+2 Fsi ⊗ F(si+1 ⊗ si+2)
F(si ⊗ si+1)⊗ Fsi+2 F(si ⊗ si+1 ⊗ si+2)
σi+1 //
σi

σi

σi
//

To prove the proposition one needs to see how we build a presentation of g ◦ f out of the
presentation of f = σj1 ◦ · · · ◦ σjn−m and g = σl1 ◦ · · · ◦ σlm−m′ where 0 ≤ l1 < · · · < lm−m′ < m− 1
and 0 ≤ j1 < · · · < jm−n < n − 1. By induction one reduces to the case where g = σl. Then
g ◦ f = σl ◦ σj1 · · · σjn−m , and we proceed as follows.
1. if l ≥ j1 then we use the simplicial identities to replace σl ◦σj1 by σj1 ◦σl+1; if not we’re done.
2. then g ◦ f = σj1 ◦ (σl+1σj2 · · · σjn−m) and we apply the first step with g
′ = σl+1 and f
′ =
σj2 · · · σjn−m .
3. after a finite number of steps one has the presentation of g ◦ f = σk1 ◦ · · · ◦ σkn−m+1 with
0 ≤ k1 < · · · < km−n+1 < n− 1.
Proof of Proposition 6.6. By definition F(g ◦ f) = ϕσk1 ◦ · · · ◦ ϕσkn−m′
and we have
F(gc(f)a) ◦ F(fa) = ϕσl1 · · ·ϕσlm−m′
◦ ϕσj1 · · ·ϕσjn−m .
From the last expression we apply the lemma to each step we’ve followed to get the presentation
of g ◦ f ; after a finite number of steps we end up with the expression ϕσk1 ◦ · · · ◦ ϕσkn−m′
which
completes the proof. 
As we already said, each morphism f : n −→ m induces a functor c(f) : c(n) −→ c(m). A
morphism u in c(n) is a n-tuple of morphism u = (u1, ..., un). When there is no confusition we will
write ⊗(F(u)) to mean ⊗(Fu1, ...,Fun); the image of u by f will be denoted by fu instead of c(f)u
and we may consider ⊗(F(fu)).
According to these notations we can define shortly F on the morphisms of
∫
c by:
F(γ) = ⊗(Fu) ◦ ϕf with γ = (f, u)
Lemma 6.8. For every morphism f : n −→ m of ∆epi and every morphism u = (u1, ..., un) of c(n)
we have an equality:
⊗[F(fu)] ◦ ϕf = ϕf ◦ ⊗(Fu).
This means that the following commutes:
⊗(Fsi) ⊗[Ff(si)]
⊗(Fti) ⊗[Ff(ti)]
ϕf //
⊗(Fu)

⊗[F(fu)]

ϕf
//
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Sketch of proof. By standard arguments (repeating the process), one reduces the assertion to the
case where f = σi. In this case the result follows from the functoriality of the coherence for the
laxity maps, that is that all the following diagram commutes:
Fsi ⊗ Fsi+1 F(si ⊗ si+1)
Fti ⊗ Fti+1 F(ti ⊗ ti+1)
ϕσi //
Fui⊗Fui+1

F(ui⊗ui+1)

ϕσi
//

With the previous lemma at hand we conclude that
Proposition 6.9. Given two composable morphisms γ and γ′ then we have F(γ′ ◦γ) = F(γ′)◦F(γ)
i.e F is a functor on
∫
c.
Proof. Let γ = (f, u) and γ′ = (g, v). Then by definition γ′ ◦ γ = [(g ◦ f), v ◦ g(u)].
In one hand we have by definition F(γ′ ◦ γ) = ⊗[F(v ◦ g(u))] ◦ϕg◦f . On the other hand we have
F(γ) = ⊗(Fu) ◦ ϕf and F(γ
′) = ⊗(Fv) ◦ ϕg. Using the functoriality of F and ⊗ together with the
fact that ϕg◦f = ϕg ◦ ϕf we establish that
F(γ′ ◦ γ) = ⊗[F(v ◦ g(u))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fv◦Fg(u)
] ◦ ϕg◦f︸︷︷︸
=ϕg◦ϕf
= ⊗(Fv) ◦ ⊗[Fg(u)] ◦ ϕg︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ϕg◦⊗(Fu)
◦ϕf
= ⊗(Fv) ◦ ϕg︸ ︷︷ ︸
=F(γ′)
◦⊗(Fu) ◦ ϕf︸ ︷︷ ︸
=F(γ)
= F(γ′) ◦ F(γ)

Observations 3. As we pointed out earlier, for each n the category of objects in
∫
c over n is
isomorphic to c(n) and we have an embedding c(n)
ιn
−֒→
∫
c. By the universal property of the
coproduct we get a functor
ι :
∐
c(n) −→
∫
c .
Given a family of functors {FAB : C(A,B) −→ M } we can define a functor for each n, Fn : c(n) −→
M by the above formula F(s1, ..., sn) := ⊗(Fs1, ...,Fsn). These functors define in turn a functor∐
Fn :
∐
c(n) −→ M .
Then the left Kan extension of
∐
Fn along ι :
∐
c(n) −→
∫
c creates laxity maps. This is the
same idea we use to define the ‘free lax-morphism’ generated by the family {FAB : C(A,B) −→ M }
(see Appendix D.1).
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Denote by U the canonical forgetful functor U : ∂•
C/z −→
∫
c.
Definition 6.10. Let F : C −→ M be a lax functor.
1. The lax-latching object of F at z is the colimit
Latchlax(F, z) := colim∂•
C/z
U⋆ F.
2. Define the lax-matching object of F at z to be the usual matching object of the component
FAB : C(A,B) −→ M (FA,FB) at z ∈ C(A,B).
Remark 6.3.
1. By the universal property of the colimit, there is a unique map ε : Latchlax(F, z) −→ Fz.
2. There is a canonical map η : Latch(F, z) −→ Latchlax(F, z), from the classical latching object
to the lax-latching object and we have an equality
Latch(F, z) −→ Fz = ε ◦ η.
6.1.1 Locally direct categories
We focus our study to lax diagrams indexed by locally directed category C which are also simple
in the sense of Definition 6.4. This case is precisely what motivated our considerations. Indeed the
2-category (SX)
2-op has the property that each SX(A,B)
op is a direct category (like ∆opepi).
Given a lax morphism F : C −→ M and an element m ∈ λ, we would like to consider a
truncation ‘F≤m’ just like for simplicial sets. The problem is that to define such a morphism we
need to change SX into ‘SX
≤m’ and consider the corresponding notion of lax functor.
An obvious attempt is to define ‘SX
≤m’ as follows.
− The objects are the same i.e Ob(SX
≤m) = X;
− the category of morphisms between from A to B is SX
≤m(A,B) := SX(A,B)≤m, the full
subcategory of objects of degree ≤ m.
But these data don’t define a 2-category since the horizontal composition z ⊗ z′ is only defined if
deg(z) + deg(z′) ≤ m. This is the same situation where (∆,+,0) is a monoidal category but any
truncation (∆≤n,+, 0) fails to be stable by addition.
By the above observation we need to enlarge a bit our 2-categories and consider a more geral
notion of 2-groupement à la Bonnin [9]. The notion of groupement was introduced by Bonnin [9]
as a generalization of a category. The concept of groupement covers the idea of a category without
a set of objects in the following sense. For a small 1-category D denote by Arr(D) the ‘set’ of all
morphisms on D. We can embed the set of objects Ob(D) in Arr(D) using the identity morphism
and the composition gives a partial multiplication on Arr(D). This way the category structure is
transfered on Arr(D) and we no longer mention a set of objects.
Warning. We will not provide an explicit definition of 2-groupement but will use the terminology
to refer a sort of 2-category where the horizontal composition is partially defined. Our discussion
will be limited to C≤m for locally directed category C which is simple.
From now C≤m is the 2-groupement or the ‘almost 2-category’ having the same objects as C and
all 1-morphisms of degree ≤ m; the 2-morphisms are the same.
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Definition 6.11. A lax g-morphism G : C≤m −→ M consists of:
1. A family of functors GAB : C(A,B)
≤m −→ M (GA,GB);
2. laxity maps ϕ : Gs⊗ Gt −→ G(s⊗ t) if deg(s) + deg(t) ≤ m;
3. the laxity maps respect the functoriality i.e the following commutes when all the laxity maps
exist
Gs⊗ Gt G(s ⊗ t)
Gs′ ⊗ Gt′ G(s′ ⊗ t′)
ϕ //
Gu⊗Gv

G(u⊗v)

ϕ
//
4. a coherence condition which say that the following commutes if all the laxity maps are defined
Gr ⊗ Gs⊗ Gt Gr ⊗ G(s⊗ t)
G(r ⊗ s)⊗ Gt G(r ⊗ s⊗ t)
ϕ //
ϕ

ϕ

ϕ
//
There is an obvious notion of transformation of lax g-morphism given by the same data except
that we limit everything to the 1-morphisms of degree ≤ m. We will denote by Laxg(C
≤m,M ) the
category of lax g-morphisms and transformations (the g here stands for groupement).
We leave the reader to check that any lax functor F : C −→ M induces a lax g-morphisms F≤m :
C≤m −→ M , functorially in F. Thus we have a truncation functor
τm : Lax(C,M ) −→ Laxg(C
≤m,M ).
It’s natural to ask if this functor has a left adjoint. This is the same situation with simplicial
sets. In the next paragraph we will see that there is an affirmative answer to that question.
Lax Left Kan extensions Our problem can be interpreted as an existence of a lax left Kan
extension. Proceeding by induction on m we reduces our original question to the existence of a left
adjoint of the truncation functor
τm : Laxg(C
≤m+1,M ) −→ Laxg(C
≤m,M ).
Proposition 6.12. For every m ∈ λ there is a left adjoint to τm
skm : Laxg(C
≤m,M ) −→ Laxg(C
≤m+1,M )
Sketch of proof. Given a lax functor F : C −→ M and a 1-morphism z, we defined previously the
lax-latching object of F at z to be
Latchlax(F, z) := colim∂•
C/z
⊗ (Fs1, ....,Fsn)
where the colimit is taking over the sub-comma category of (direct) morphisms γ : (n, s1, ..., sn) −→
(1, z) such that deg(sj) < deg(z) for all j.
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Then given a lax g-morphism G : C≤m −→ M and a 1-morphism z of degree m+1, all the values Gsj
are defined for deg(sj) < m+ 1. Using the coherence of the lax g-morphism and the functoriality
of its components, one can show like in Proposition 6.9, that we have a functor Lz : ∂
•
C/z −→ M by
the formula Lz(γ) = ⊗(Gs1, ...,Gsn). Since M is (locally) complete, then we can define
Latchlax(G, z) = colim∂•
C/z
⊗ (Gs1, ....,Gsn) = colim∂•
C/z
Lz.
For each γ we have a canonical map ιγ : ⊗(Gs1, ....,Gsn) −→ Latchlax(G, z). If n = 1 then
γ is just a 2-morphism s −→ z of C(A,B) with z ∈ C(A,B); and ιγ is a structure map Gs −→
Latchlax(G, z). If n > 1 then ιγ is a laxity map (eventually composed with a structure map); in
particular when (s1, s2) ∈ ⊗
−1(z) and γ = Id, we have a pure laxity map
ιγ : Gs1 ⊗ Gs2 −→ Latchlax(G, z).
So for every 1-morphism z of degree m + 1 the object Latchlax(G, z) comes equipped with
structure maps and laxity map wich are compatible with the old ones. If we assemble these data
for all z of degree m+ 1 we can define skm G : C
≤m+1 −→ M as follows
− (skm G)z := Latchlax(G, z);
− (skm G)|C≤m = G
− the structure maps Gs −→ Latchlax(G, z) give the components
(skm G)AB : C(A,B)
≤m+1 −→ M (GA,GB)
− the laxity maps are the obvious ones.
− the coherences come with the definition of each Latchlax(G, z)
We leave the reader to check that these data define a lax g-morphism skm G : C
≤m+1 −→ M and
that skm is indeed a left adjoint to τm. 
Remark 6.4. 1. According to the description of skm, given a transformation α : F −→ G in
Laxg(C
≤m,M ), one defines skm(α) as the transformation given the maps αs : Fs −→ Gs
(deg(s) < m) together with the maps Latchlax(F, z) −→ Latchlax(G, z) (deg(z) = m + 1)
induced by the universal property of the colimits. In particual for each pair (A,B) we have
a natural transformation (skm α)AB : (skm F)AB −→ (skm G)AB extending αAB : FAB −→
GAB .
2. It turns out that a map α : F −→ G in Laxg(C
≤m+1,M ) is determined by its restriction α≤m
together with the following commutative squares for all z of degree m+ 1:
Fz Gz
Latchlax(F, z) Latchlax(G, z)
//
OO OO
//
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6.1.2 Colimits and Factorization system
Let M be a 2-category which is locally complete and such that each M (U, V ) has a factorization
system. For simplicity we will reduce our study to the case where M is a monoidal category having
a factorization system (L,R). Let C be as above and consider:
− R = the class of lax morphisms α : F −→ G such that for all z, the map
gz : Fz ∪Latchlax(F,z) Latchlax(G, z) −→ Gz
is in R;
− L = the class of lax morphisms α : F −→ G such that for all z the map αz : Fz −→ Gz is in
L.
Similarly for each m ∈ λ there are two classes Lm and Rm in Laxg(C
≤m,M ).
Lemma 6.13. With the above notations the following holds.
1. The functor τm : Laxg(C
≤m+1,M ) −→ Laxg(C
≤m,M ) creates colimits.
2. Let α : F −→ G be an object Laxg(C
≤m+1,M ) such that τmα has a factorization of type
(Lm,Rm):
τmF
i
−→ K
p
−→ τmG.
Then there is a factorization of α of type (Lm+1,Rm+1) in Laxg(C
≤m+1,M ).
3. Let α : F −→ G be in Lm+1 (resp. Rm+1). If τmα has the LLP (resp. RLP) with respect
to all maps in Rm (resp. Lm) then α has the LLP (resp. RLP) with respect to all maps in
Lm+1 (resp. Rm+1).
We dedicate the next paragraph for the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Lemma 6.13
Proof of (1) Let X : I −→ Laxg(C
≤m+1,M ) be a diagram such that τmX has a colimit E in
Laxg(C
≤m,M ). For i ∈ I we have a canonical map ei : τmXi −→ E.
Let z be a 1-morphism of degree m+ 1 in C≤m+1. By the universal property of the colimit there is
canonical map
πi : Latchlax(τmXi, z) −→ Latchlax(E, z).
Note that Latchlax(τmXi, z) ∼= Latchlax(Xi, z) so we can drop the τm here. Furthermore the maps
πi are functorial in i, that is we have an obvious functor π : I −→ (M ↓ Latchlax(E, z)).
Let Λz be the diagram in M made of the following spans (= pushout data) which are connected
in the obvious manner:
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Xiz Xjz
Latchlax(Xi, z) Latchlax(Xj , z)
X(i−→j) //
εi
OO
εj
OO
//
Latchlax(E, z)
πi
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
πjss❤❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤
Denote by E˜z the colimit of Λz. The are several ways to compute this colimit. One can proceed
as follows.
− Introduce X∞z = colimIXiz = colimIEvz ◦ X; we have a canonical map δi : Xiz −→ X∞z.
− Let Oi(z) = X∞z ∪Latchlax(Xi,z) Latchlax(E, z) be the object obtained by the pushout
Latchlax(Xi, z) X∞z
Latchlax(E, z) Oi(z)
δi◦εi //
πi
 
//
− The objects Oi(z) are functorial in i, that is we have a functor O(z) : I −→ M that takes i
to Oi(z).
− Then it’s easy to see that E˜z ∼= colimIO(z).
So for each i and each z of degree m + 1 we have a canonical map ιi : Xiz −→ E˜z and the
following commutes
Xiz E˜z
Latchlax(Xi, z) Latchlax(E, z)
ιi //
εi
OO
can
OO
can
//
The objects E˜z together with the obvious maps defined a unique lax g-morphism E˜ : C≤m+1 −→ M
such that τm(E˜) = E. We leave the reader to check that E˜ equipped with the natural cocone satisfies
the universal property of the colimit in Laxg(C
≤m+1,M ). This proves the assertion (1).
Proof of (2) Let α : F −→ G be in Laxg(C
≤m+1,M ) and z be of degree m+1. By hypotesis
the following commutes
Fiz Gz
Latchlax(F, z) Latchlax(G, z)Latchlax(K, z)
α //
ε
OO
ε
OO
i
//
p
//
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So we have a unique map Fz ∪Latchlax(F,z) Latchlax(K, z) −→ Gz. We use the factorization in
M to factorize this map as
Fz ∪Latchlax(F,z) Latchlax(K, z)
i′
−→ K′z
p′
−→ Gz
where i′ ∈ L and p′ ∈ R. Write pz = p
′ and iz for the composite
Fz −→ Fz ∪Latchlax(F,z) Latchlax(K, z)
i′
−→ K′z.
If we assemble these data for all z of degree m + 1, we have an object K′ ∈ Laxg(C
≤m+1,M )
such that τmK
′ = K with maps i : F −→ K′ ∈ Lm+1 and p : K
′ −→ G ∈ Rm+1 such that α = p ◦ i.
And the assertion (2) follows.
Proof of (3) Consider a lifting problem in Laxg(C
≤m+1,M ) defined by α : F −→ G and p : X −→
Y:
F X
G Y
//
α

p

//
By hypothesis, in the two cases, there is a solution h : τmG −→ τmX for the truncated problem
in Laxg(C
≤m,M ). The idea is to extend h into a lax g-morphism h′ : G −→ X. As usual we reduce
the problem to find h′z for z of degree m+1. For each z of degree m+ 1, we have by h a canonical
map Latchlax(G, z) −→ Latchlax(X, z); if we compose with ε we get a map
Latchlax(G, z) −→ Latchlax(X, z)
ε
−→ Xz.
By the universal property of the pushout we get a unique map Fz∪Latchlax(F,z)Latchlax(G, z) −→ Xz
and the following commutes:
Fz ∪Latchlax(F,z) Latchlax(G, z) Xz
Gz Yz
//
gz

pz

//
So if either gz ∈ L or pz ∈ R we can find a lift h
′
z : Gz −→ Xz making everything commutative.
In particular the following commutes:
Gz Xz
Latchlax(G, z) Latchlax(X, z)
h′z //
ε
OO
ε
OO
h
//
Thus the collection of h together with the maps h′z constitutes a lax g-morphism G −→ X which
is obviously a solution to the original problem. 
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6.2 Application: a model structure
We apply the previous material to establish the following
Theorem 6.14. Let M be a 2-category which is a locally model category and C be a locally Reedy
category which is simple and such that the degree deg : C −→ λ has a minimal value m0.
Then there is a model structure on the category Lax(C,M )u of all unitary lax morphisms; where
a morphism α : F −→ G is:
1. a weak equivalence if for all 1-morphism z, αz : Fz −→ Gz is a weak equivalence.
2. a fibration if for all 1-morphism z, αz : Fz −→ Gz is a fibration.
3. a cofibration if for all z the canonical map
gz : Fz ∪Latchlax(F,z) Latchlax(G, z) −→ Gz
is a cofibration
Corollary 6.15. For a monoidal model category M , the category MS(X) has a model structure,
called the projective model structure, with the above three classes of weak equivalences, fibration,
cofibration.
Proof of Theorem 6.14. The proof is very similar to the one given by Hovey [18, Thm 5.1.3] for
classical directed diagrams.
An easy exercise shows that the above three classes of maps are closed under retracts. Following
Hovey, we will say that α is a good trivial cofibration if for all z
gz : Fz ∪Latchlax(F,z) Latchlax(G, z) −→ Gz
is a trivial cofibration.
Let deg−1(m0) be the set of all 1-morphisms of degree m0. For F ∈ Lax(C,M )u, since m0 is
minimal then for any 1-morphism z ∈ deg−1(m0), there is no laxity maps Fs1 ⊗ Fs2 −→ Fz other
than the isomorphism:
F Id⊗Fz
∼=
−→ Fz (F Id = Id).
Consequently it’s not hard to see that the category Laxg(C
≤m0 ,M )u is just a product of copies
of M , i.e we have an isomorphism:
Laxg(C
≤m0 ,M )u
∼=
−→
∏
deg−1(m0)
M .
The above functor is the product of the evaluation functor at each z ∈ deg−1(m0). From the
previous isomorphism we deduce that Laxg(C
≤m0 ,M )u is cocomplete, and by Lemma 6.13 we
establish (by induction) that:
− Lax(C,M )u is cocomplete; it’s also complete since lax morphisms behave nicely with limits.
− Any map α can be factorized as a cofibration followed by a trivial fibration.
− Any map α can be factorized as a good trivial cofibration followed by a fibration.
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− Good trivial cofibrations have the LLP with respect to all fibrations; and trivial fibrations
have the RLP with respect to all cofibrations.
Finally following the same method as Hovey one shows using a retract argument that every map
which is both a weak equivalence and a cofibration is a good trivial cofibration. 
Remark 6.5. For a classical Reedy 1-category D, if we view it as an lr-category which is simple,
then the previous theorem gives the same model structure for diagrams in M indexed by D (see
[18, Thm 5.1.3]).
7 A model structure on MS(X)
In this section we want to show, with a different method that for a fixed set X, the category SX-
diagrams whose objects are called pre-cosegal categories has a model structure when M is monoidal
model category. In the first case we will assume that M is cofibrantly generated model category
with a set I (resp. J) of generating cofibrations (resp. acyclic cofibrations).
The model structure will be obtained by transfer of the model structure on the category
KX =
∏
(A,B)∈X2 Hom[SX(A,B)
op,M ] along the monadic adjunction MS(X)⇆ KX .
On KX we will consider for our purposes the projective and injective model structure. Each of
these model stuctures is the product of the one on each factor KX,AB = Hom[SX(A,B)
op,M ]. Since
each SX(A,B) is an inverse category (like ∆epi) the projective and Reedy model structure on the
presheaf category KX,AB are the same. In fact the identity is an isomorphism of model categories
between (KX,AB)proj and (KX,AB)Reedy see [4, 3.17], [18, Ch. 5]. In the last reference one views
KX,AB as a functor category where the source is the directed category SX(A,B)
op.
The reader can find in [4, Prop 3.3], [17, Ch. 11.6; Ch.15 ],[18, Ch. 5], [29, A.3.3] [35, Ch. 7.6.2], a
description of these model structures on diagram categories.
Denote by KX-proj (resp. KX-inj) the projective (resp. injective) model structure on KX .
These are cofibrantly generated model categories as (small) product of such model categories.
The generating cofibrations and acyclic cofibration are respectively I• =
∏
(A,B)∈X2 IAB and J• =∏
(A,B)∈X2 JAB, where IAB (resp. JAB) is the corresponding set of cofibration (resp. acyclic cofi-
brations) in Hom[SX(A,B)
op,M ]. For KX-proj one can actually tell more about the sets IAB and
JAB ; the reader can find a nice description in the above references.
In contrast to the projective model structure, there is not an explicit characterization in KX-inj
for the generating set of (trivial) cofibrations. The generating cofibrations are known so far to be
(trivial) cofibrations between presentable objects see [4], [29], [35] and references therein.
Extra hypothesis on M For the moment we will assume that all objects of M are cofibrant
The following lemma due to Schwede-Shipley [34] is the key step for the transfer of the model
structure on KX to MS(X) through the monadic adjunction
U : MS(X)⇄ KX : Γ
Lemma 7.1. Let T be a monad on a cofibrantly generated model category K, whose underlying
functor commutes with directed colimits. Let I be the set of generating cofibrations and J be the set
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of generating acyclic cofibrations for K. Let IT and JT be the images of these sets under the free
T-algebra functor. Assume that the domains of IT and JT are small relative to IT-cell and JT-cell
respectively. Suppose that
1. every regular JT-cofibration is a weak equivalence, or
2. every object of K is fibrant and every T-algebra has a path object.
Then the category of T-algebras is a cofibranty generated model category with IT a generating set
of cofibrations and JT a generating set of acyclic cofibrations.
In our case we will need only to show that the condition (1) holds. We do this in the next
paragraph.
Note. In the formulation of Schwede-Shipley [34], IT-cell and JT-cell are respectively denoted by
IT-cofreg and JT-cofreg.
7.1 Pushouts in MS(X)
Our goal here is to understand the pushout in MS(X) of Γα where α : A −→ B is a (trivial)
cofibration in KX-inj or KX-proj.
By construction Γ preserves level-wise cofibrations and weak equivalences in KX so Γα is clearly
a level-wise (trivial) cofibration if α is a (trivial) cofibration.
For an object F of MS(X) we want to analyse the pushout of ΓB
Γα
←−֓ ΓA −→ F. Before going to
this task we start below with a constant case; we consider three objects with lax morphisms which
are coherent. The goal is to outline how one builds laxity maps when we move each of the three
objects.
Analyze of the constant case Let m1,m2,m3,m12,m23 and m be objects of M with maps:
− ϕ : m1 ⊗m2 ⊗m3 −→ m,
− ϕ1,2 : m1 ⊗m2 −→ m12,
− ϕ2,3 : m2 ⊗m3 −→ m23,
− ϕ1,23 : m1 ⊗m23 −→ m,
− ϕ12,3 : m12 ⊗m3 −→ m,
Assume moreover that the following ‘associativity condition’ holds:
ϕ12,3 ◦ (ϕ1,2 ⊗ Idm3) = ϕ1,23 ◦ (Idm1 ⊗ϕ2,3) = ϕ.
These equalities are piece of the coherence conditions required for the laxity maps: think F (s) =
m1, F (t) = m2, F (u) = m3, F (s ⊗ t) = m12, ϕt,s = ϕ1,2, etc. We’ve considered only three generic
objects because the coherences for lax morphisms involves three terms.
Terminology. We will say that the objectsmi,mij together with the maps ϕ satisfying the previous
equality form a 3-ary coherent system. There is also a notion of n-ary-coherent system when
we consider n objects m1, ...,mn with compatible laxity maps. These are the ‘constant data’ of lax
morphism between O-algebras.
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Given three maps αi : mi −→ m
′
i ( i ∈ {1, 2, 3}), we consider successively:
− α12 : m12 −→ R12 the pushout of α1 ⊗ α2 along ϕ1,2. R12 = m
′
1 ⊗m
′
2 ∪m1⊗m2 m12.
− α23 : m23 −→ R23 the pushout of α2 ⊗ α3 along ϕ2,3.
These pushouts come with canonical maps: ϕ˜i,i+1 : m
′
i ⊗m
′
i+1 −→ Ri,i+1 ( i ∈ {1, 2}).
Definition 7.2. Define the coherent object m′ to be the colimit of the diagram below:
m1 ⊗m2 ⊗m3
m12 ⊗m3
m1 ⊗m23
m
ϕ⊗Id
22❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞
Id⊗ϕ ++❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
ϕ
++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲
ϕ
22❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞
m′1 ⊗m
′
2 ⊗m
′
3
R12 ⊗m
′
3
m′1 ⊗ R23
m′
ϕ˜⊗Id
22❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞
⊗αi

++

 β

Id⊗ϕ˜ ++❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲
22
Proposition 7.3. With the above notations, assume that all objects of the ambient category M are
cofibrant. Then if each αi : mi −→ m
′
i is a (trivial) cofibration, then the canonical map β : m −→ m
′
is a (trivial) cofibration as well.
Remark 7.1. The reason we demand the objects to be cofibrant is the fact that tensoring with
a cofibrant object preserves (trivial) cofibrations. This is a consequence of the pushout-product
axiom.
The strategy to prove the proposition is to ‘divide then conquer’; we will use the following lemma
which treats the case where one of the faces in the original semi-cube is a pushout square. This is
a classical Reedy-style lemma (see for example Lemma 7.2.15 in[17]).
Lemma 7.4. Let Q be a semi-cube in a model category M whose colimit is an object m′:
.
.
.
.
22❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡

δ1
22
.
m
.
22❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡
δ2

,,❨❨❨❨❨
❨❨❨❨❨❨
❨❨
,,❨❨❨❨❨
❨❨❨❨❨❨
❨
,,❨❨❨❨❨
❨❨❨❨❨❨
❨❨
Assume that the face containing δ1 is a pushout square. Then if δ2 is a (trivial) cofibration, then
the canonical map β : m −→ m′ is also a (trivial) cofibration.
In practice we will use the lemma when all the vertical map are (trivial) cofibrations.
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Proof of the lemma . We simply treat the case where δ2 is a trivial cofibration; the method is the
same when δ2 is just a cofibration. β will be a trivial cofibration if we show that it has the LLP
with respect to all fibrations.
Consider a lifting problem defined by β and a fibration p : x։ y:
m x
m′ y
i //
β

p
j //
A solution to this problem is map out of m′, h : m′ −→ x, satisfying the obvious equalities.
Since m′ is a colimit-object, we simply have to show that we can complete in a suitable way the
semi-cube Q into a commutative cube ending at x; the map h will be then induced by universal
property of the colimit.
If we join the lifting problem to the universal cube we get a commutative diagram displayed
below
.
.
.
.
22❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡

δ1
22❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡
.
m
.
m′
22❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡
 _
δ2 ≀

β

22
,,❨❨❨❨❨
❨❨❨❨❨❨
❨❨
,,❨❨❨❨❨
❨❨❨❨❨❨
❨
,,❨❨❨❨❨
❨❨❨❨❨❨
❨❨
,,
x
y
i //
j //
p

f♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠g
33
hsssssss
99ssssssssss
Since δ2 is a trivial cofibration there is a solution f to the lifting problem defined by δ2 and p.
With the map f we get a commutative square starting from the horn defining the pushout square
in the back (the one containing δ1) and ending at x; so by universal property of the pushout, there
is a unique map g making the obvious diagram commutative.
With the maps f and g we have a commutative cube ending at x, so by universal property of
the colimit we have a unique map h : m′ −→ x making everything commutative. In particular h
satisfies the equality i = h ◦ β.
By construction the two cubes ending at y obtained with the maps j and p ◦ h are the same,
so by unicity of the map out of the colimit we have j = p ◦ h. Consequently h is a solution to the
original lifting problem and β is a trivial cofibration as desired. 
Remark 7.2. The statement of the lemma remains valid if we consider a more general situation
where the pushout square containing δ1 is replaced by another commutative square in which the
morphism ε out of the pushout is a (trivial) cofibration:
. .
. .
.
//

δ1

}}44
//
 q
ε
##❋
❋❋
❋❋
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7.1.1 Proof of Proposition 7.3
To prove the proposition, we will present the cube defining m′ as a concatenation of other universals
cube where each of them satisfies the condition of the previous lemma. The proof is organized as
follows.
• First we treat the case where only m1 moves that is α2 = Idm2 and α3 = Idm3 . We will denote
by z1 the coherent object defined with these data and denote by Q1 the induced universal
cube. Denote by β1 : m −→ z1 the canonical map.
• The lower face of the cube Q1 is a coherent system ending at z1. We construct z2 to be the
coherent object with respect to that associative system, where only m2 moves i.e α1 = Idm′1
and α3 = Idm3 . We will denote by Q2 the new universal cube. There is a canonical map
β2 : z1 −→ z2.
• Finally with the lower face of Q2, we treat the case where only m3 moves, which is similar
to the first case. We have a coherent object z3 with a new cube Q3; there is also a canonical
map β3 : z2 −→ z3.
• By universal property we have z3 ∼= m
′, thus we can take β = β3 ◦ β2 ◦ β1.
• Each cube Qi is constructed from a semi-cube satisfying the conditions of the previous lemma,
thus each βi will be a (trivial) cofibration and the result will follow.
We need some piece of notations for the rest of the proof.
Notations 7.1.1.1.
1. Let O12 and P12 be the objects obtained from the pushout squares:
S1 =
m1 ⊗m2 m12
m′1 ⊗m2 O12
ϕ //
α1⊗Id

h12
ϕ˜ //
S2 =
m′1 ⊗m2 O12
m′1 ⊗m
′
2 P12
ϕ˜ //
Id⊗α2

k12
ϕ˜′ //
From lemma A.2 we know that the ‘vertical’ concatenation ‘S1S2 ’ of these pushout squares
is ‘the’ pushout square defining R12; it follows that P12 ∼= R12.
Now since colimits distribute over the tensor product, tensoring S1 and S2 by m3 gives two
pushout squares S1⊗m3 and S2⊗m3. The concatenation of the later squares is the pushout
square
D =
m1 ⊗m2 ⊗m3 m12 ⊗m3
m′1 ⊗m
′
2 ⊗m3 R12 ⊗m3
ϕ⊗Id //
α1⊗α2⊗Id

p12⊗Id
ϕ˜⊗Id //
2. Let K23 and L23 be the objects obtained from the the pushout squares:
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T1 =
m2 ⊗m3 m23
m′2 ⊗m3 K23
ϕ //
α2⊗Id
 ϕ˜ //
T2 =
m′2 ⊗m3 K23
m′2 ⊗m
′
3 L23
ϕ˜ //
Id⊗α3
 ϕ˜′ //
As usual the concatenation of T1 and T2 is the pushout square defining R23 so we can take
L23 = R23. And if we tensor everywhere by m
′
1 we still have pushout square m
′
1 ⊗ T1 and
m′1 ⊗ T2 and their concatenation is the pushout square:
E =
m′1 ⊗m2 ⊗m3 m
′
1 ⊗m23
m′1 ⊗m
′
2 ⊗m
′
3 m
′
1 ⊗ R23
Id⊗ϕ//
Id⊗α2⊗α3
 
Id⊗ϕ˜ //
Step 1: Moving m1
In this case we consider the following semi-cube whose colimit is z1:
m1 ⊗m2 ⊗m3
m12 ⊗m3
m′1 ⊗m2 ⊗m3
O12 ⊗m3
22❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡


22❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡
m1 ⊗m23
m
m′1 ⊗m23
22❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡

,,❨❨❨
,,❨❨❨❨❨
❨❨❨
,,❨❨
The face in the back is precisely the pushout square S1 ⊗m3 and the map δ2 = α1 ⊗ Idm23 is
a (trivial) cofibration since α1 is so (Remark 7.1); then by lemma 7.4 we know that the canonical
map β1 : m −→ z1 is also a (trivial) cofibration.
Step 2: Moving m2
Introduce the following semi-cube whose colimit is z2:
m′1 ⊗m2 ⊗m3
O12 ⊗m3
m′1 ⊗m
′
2 ⊗m3
R12 ⊗m3
22❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡


22❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡
m′1 ⊗m23
z1
m′1 ⊗N23
22❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡

,,❨❨
,,❨❨❨❨❨
❨❨❨
,,❨❨
The two faces not containing z1 are pushout squares; the one in the back is S2 ⊗m3 and the
other one is m′1 ⊗ T1. All the vertical maps appearing there are (trivial) cofibrations since α2 is so,
therefore by lemma 7.4 the canonical map β2 : z1 −→ z2 is also a (trivial) cofibration.
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Step 3: Moving m3
This time we consider the semi-cube below whose colimit is denoted by z3:
m′1 ⊗m
′
2 ⊗m3
R12 ⊗m3
m′1 ⊗m
′
2 ⊗m
′
3
R12 ⊗m
′
3
22❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡


22❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡
m′1 ⊗N23
z2
m′1 ⊗R23
22❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡

,,❨❨
,,❨❨❨❨❨
❨❨❨
,,❨❨
The face on the left is a pushout square and corresponds to m′1 ⊗ T2. The map δ2 = IdR12 ⊗α3
in the face on the back is a (trivial) cofibration since α3 is so; applying lemma 7.4 again we deduce
that the canonical map β3 : z2 −→ z3 is also a (trivial) cofibration.
One can easily see that the (vertical) concatenation of the previous universal cubes constitutes a
universal cube for the original semi-cube defining m′. By unicity of the colimit we can take m′ = z3
and β = β3◦β2◦β1. Since each βi is a (trivial) cofibration, by composition β is a (trivial) cofibration
as well, which is just we wanted to prove. 
Remark 7.3. The proposition remains valid if we allow the objects m12 and m23 to move by
(trivial) cofibrations. This time we will have to use the more general version of Lemma 7.4 pointed
out in Remark 7.2.
7.1.2 The main lemma
In the following our goal is to establish that
Lemma 7.5. Given a diagram ΓB
Γα
←−֓ ΓA −→ F consider the pushout in MS(X)
ΓA F
ΓB G
σ //
_
Γα

Hα

//
Then if α is a level-wise trivial cofibration in KX then UHα is a level-wise trivial cofibration; in
particular Hα is a weak equivalence in MS(X).
Proof. This is a special case of Lemma E.2 in the Appendix. In fact (SX)
2-op is an O-algebra where
O is the multisorted operad for (nonunital) 2-categories; M is a special Quillen O-algebra with all
the objects cofibrant. Furthermore:
1. (SX)
2-op is an ir-O-algebra in the sense of Definition E.1. This follows from the fact that the
composition in SX is a concatenation of chains and the 2-morphisms are parametrized by the
morphisms in ∆epi. In fact the composition of 2-morphisms is simply a generalization of the
ordinal addition of morphisms in (∆epi,+,0) ; consequently the concatenation of 2-morphisms
cannot be the identiy unless all of them are identities.
2. The pair ((SX)
2-op,M ) is an O-hc-pair in the sense of Definition E.1, since the left adjoint Γ
preserves the level-wise trivial cofibrations (see Remark B.3).
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We have MS(X) = LaxO-alg((SX)
2-op,M ). 
Remark 7.4. It’s important to notice that in the lemma we’ve considered α a level-wise cofibration
in KX ; these are precisely the injective cofibrations therein. But this situation covers also the
projective case, since projective cofibrations are also injective ones.
So in either KX-proj or KX-proj, the pushout of Γα is a lewel-wise weak equivalence and the condtion
(1) of lemma 7.1 will hold.
7.2 The projective model structure
According to a well know result on diagram categories in cofibrantly generated model category,
see [17, Theorem 11.6.1], each diagram category Hom[SX(A,B)
op,M ] has a cofibrantly generated
model structure which is know to be the projective model structure.
In these settings a morphism σ : F −→ G is:
• A weak equivalence in Hom[SX(A,B)
op,M ] if it is a level-wise equivalence: for every w the
component σw : Fw −→ Gw is a weak equivalence in M ,
• A fibration in Hom[SX(A,B)
op,M ] if it is a level-wise fibration: σw : Fw −→ Gw is a (acyclic)
fibration in M .
• A trivial fibration is a map which is both a fibration and a weak equivalence.
Left adjoint of evaluations For any object w ∈ SX(A,B)
op the evalutation functor at w :
Evw : Hom[SX(A,B)
op,M ] −→ M has a left adjoint
Fw− : M −→ Hom[SX(A,B)
op,M ]
One defines Fw− by ‘the body’ of the Yoneda functor Yw (see [17, Section 11.5.21 ]):
Fwm = m⊗ Yw =
∐
Hom(w,−)
m, for m ∈ M .
This means that for v ∈ SX(A,B)
op, Fwm(v) is the coproduct of copies of m indexed by the set
HomSX(A,B)op(w, v). The fact that F
w
− has the desired properties follows from the Yoneda lemma.
With the functor F we have that the set of generating cofibrations is:
IAB =
∐
w∈SX(A,B)
op
FwI =
∐
w∈SX(A,B)
op
{Fwm
Fwα−−→ Fwm′}(m
α
−→m′)∈I
Similarly the set of generating acyclic cofibrations is:
JAB =
∐
w∈SX(A,B)
op
FwJ
Consider the product model structure on KX-proj =
∏
(A,B)∈X2 Hom[SX(A,B)
op,M ]proj where
the three class of maps, cofibrations, fibrations, weak equivalences, are the natural ones i.e factor-
wise cofibrations, fibrations, and weak equivalences (see [18, Example 1.16]).
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7.2.1 The main theorem
Theorem 7.6. The category MS(X) has a combinatorial model structure where:
− a weak equivalence is a map σ such that U(σ) is a weak equivalence in KX-proj,
− a fibration is a map σ such that U(σ) is a fibration in KX-proj,
− a cofibration is a map having the left lifting property (LLP) with respect to all trivial fibrations,
− the set of generating cofibrations is Γ(I),
− the set of generating acyclic cofibrations is Γ(J).
We will refer this model structure as the ‘projective’ model structure on MS(X) and denoted by
MS(X)proj.
Proof. Thanks to our lemma 7.5, the condition (1) of lemma 7.1 holds. It follows from the lemma
that MS(X) is a cofibrantly generated model category with the corresponding set of generating
(trivial) cofibrations. And from Theorem 5.1) we know that MS(X) is locally presentable. 
7.3 Lifting the injective model structure on KX
By the same argument as in the projective case we establish the following.
Theorem 7.7. The category MS(X) has a combinatorial model structure where:
− a weak equivalence is a map σ such that U(σ) is a weak equivalence in KX-inj,
− a fibration is a map σ such that U(σ) is a fibration in KX-inj,
− a cofibration is a map having the left lifting property (LLP) with respect to all trivial fibrations,
− the set of generating cofibrations is Γ(I),
− the set of generating acyclic cofibrations is Γ(J).
We will refer this model structure as the ‘injective’ model structure on MS(X) and denoted it by
MS(X)inj.
Proof. The same as for the previous theorem. 
Corollary 7.8. The identity functor Id : MS(X)proj ⇄MS(X)inj : Id is a Quillen equivalence.
Proof. The weak equivalences are the same and a projective (trivial) cofibration is also an injective
(trivial) cofibration. 
Remark 7.5. Note that in both MS(X)inj and MS(X)proj the fibrations and weak equivalences
are the underlying ones in KX-inj and KX-proj respectively. Since limits in MS(X) are computed
level-wise, it’s easy to see that both MS(X)proj and MS(X)inj are right proper if M . In fact one
establish first that KX-proj and KX-inj are also right proper. For left properness the situation is a
bit complicated, we will discuss it later.
8 Variation of the set of objects
Let Set be the category of sets of some universe U ( U′. So far we’ve considered the category
MS(X) for a fixed set X ∈ U. In this section we are going to move X.
Since the construction of SX is funtorial in X, any funtion f : X −→ Y induces a homomorphism
(=strict 2-functor) Sf : SX −→ SY . We then have a functor f
⋆ : MS(X) −→ MS(Y). Below we will
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see that there is a left adjoint f! of f
⋆. When no confusion arises we will simply write again f to
mean Sf .
Let MS(Set) be the category described as follows:
objects are pairs (X,F) with X ∈ Set and F ∈ MS(X),
morphisms from (X,F) to (Y,G) are pairs (f, σ) with f ∈ Set(X,Y ) and σ ∈ MS(X)(F, f
⋆G).
In the same way we have a category KSet and a forgetful functor U : MS(Set) −→ KSet.
Lemma 8.1. If M is a symmetric closed monoidal which is cocomplete then:
1. U is monadic
2. The monad induced by U preserves directed colimits.
Proof. The assertion (1) is easy and is treated in the same way as in the fixed set case. For the
assertion (2) we simply need to see how one computes colimit in KSet. Each function f : X −→ Y
induces an adjoint pair: f! : KX ⇄ KY : f
⋆.
Every diagram J : D −→ KSet, induces a diagram pr1(J) : D −→ Set and we can take the
colimit X∞ = colimpr1(J). For each d ∈ D the canonical map id : Xd −→ X∞ induces an object
id!Jd in KX∞ . It’s not hard to see that J induces a diagram i!J : D −→ KX∞ where the morphisms
connecting the different id!Jd are induced by the universal property of the adjoint.
The colimit of J is the colimit of the pushforward diagram i!J. Given a directed diagram J, one
has to show that the pushforward of the colimit of J is the colimit of the pushforward diagram. One
proceeds exactly in the same manner as Kelly and Lack [21, Lemma 3.2, Thm 3.3] who treated
the case for M -categories. 
Theorem 8.2. Let M be a symmetric monoidal closed category.
1. If M is cocomplete then so is MS(Set) ,
2. If M is locally presentable then so is MS(Set).
Proof. All is proved in the same way as for MS(X). 
8.1 The projective model structure on MS(Set)
8.1.1 f⋆ has a left adjoint
Let f : X −→ Y be a function. As pointed above we have an adjunction f! : KX ⇄ KY : f
⋆ which
is just the product adjunction for each pair (A,B)
f!AB : Hom[SX(A,B)
op,M ]⇄ Hom[SY (A,B)
op,M ] : f⋆AB.
The last adjunction is a Quillen adjunction between the projective model structure: this is Proposi-
tion 3.6 in [4]. It follows that f! : KX ⇄ KY : f
⋆ is also a Quillen adjunction betwen the projective
model structure.
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In what follows we will show that we have also a Quillen adjunction between the projective
model structures on MS(X) and MS(Y). Let’s denote again the functor f
⋆ : MS(Y) −→ MS(X)
the pullback functor. By definition f⋆ preserves everything which is level-wise: (trivial) fibrations
, weak equivalences, limits in MS(Y) (limits are computed level-wise). To show that we have a
Quillen adjunction it suffices to show that f⋆ has a left adjoint since it already preserves fibrations
and trivial fibrations (see [18, lemma 1.3.4] ). We will use the adjoint functor theorem for locally
presentable category since MS(X) and MS(Y) are such categories.
Theorem 8.3. A functor between locally presentable categories is a right adjoint if and only if it
preserves limits and λ-directed colimits for some regular cardinal λ.
Proof. See [1, 1.66] 
Proposition 8.4. For a symmetric monoidal closed model category M and a function f : X −→ Y
the following holds.
1. The functor f⋆ has a left adjoint f! : MS(X) −→ MS(Y),
2. The adjunction f! : MS(X)⇄MS(Y) : f
⋆ is a Quillen adjunction
3. We have a square of Quillen adjunctions
MS(X) MS(Y)
KX KY
f!
//
oo f
⋆
U

OO
Γ U

OO
Γ
f!
//
oo f
⋆
in which only two squares are commutative:
− U ◦ f⋆ = f⋆ ◦ U and
− Γ ◦ f! = f! ◦ Γ .
Proof. Since f⋆ preserves limits and thanks to the adjoint functor theorem, it suffices to show that
it also preserves directed colimits. But as the functor U : MS(Y) −→ KY preserves filtered colim-
its (Proposition 5.3) , it follows that filtered colimits in MS(Y) are computed level-wise and since
f⋆ : MS(Y) −→ MS(X) preserves every level-wise property it certainly preserves them and the
assertion (1) follows.
The assertion (2) is a consequence of [18, lemma 1.3.4]: from (1) we know that f⋆ is a right
adjoint functor but as it preserves (trivial) fibrations, the adjunction f! ⊣ f
⋆ is automatically a
Quillen adjunction. The assertion (3) is clear. 
Recall that for F ∈ MS(X), G ∈ MS(Y) a morphism σ ∈ HomMS(Set)(F,G) is a pair σ = (f, σ)
where f ∈ Set(X,Y ) and σ ∈ HomMS(X)(F, f
⋆G). An easy excercise shows that
Proposition 8.5. The canonical functor P : MS(Set) −→ Set is a Grothendieck fibration (or
fibered category). The fiber category over X ∈ Set being MS(X) and the inverse image functor is
f⋆ for f ∈ Set(X,Y ).
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Remark 8.1. Note that for f ∈ Set(X,Y ) and G ∈ MS(Y), f
⋆G is the composite
(SX)
2-op (Sf )
2-op
−−−−−→ (SY )
2-op G−→ M .
The identities IdG(f(s)) gives, in a tautological way, a canonical cartesian lifting of f , therefore P
has a cleavage (or is cloven).
As we saw previously the inverse image functor has a left adjoint f! so we deduce that
Proposition 8.6. The canonical functor P : MS(Set) −→ Set is a bifibration, that is P
op :
MS(Set)
op −→ Setop is also a Grothendieck fibration (or P is cofibered).
Proof. Apply lemma 9.1.2 in [19]. 
Remark 8.2. From the adjunction f! ⊣ f
⋆, it’s not hard to see that Pop has a cleavage; thus P is
a cloven bifibration.
8.1.2 A fibered model structure on MS(Set)
In what follows we give a first model structure on MS(Set) using the previous bifibration P :
MS(Set) −→ Set. The key ingredient is to use Roig’s work [33] on Quillen model structure on the
‘total space’ of a Grothendieck bifibration. As pointed out by Stanculescu [37], there is a gap in
Roig’s theorem. A reformulation was given by Stanculescu in loc. cit and is recalled hereafter.
Theorem 8.7 (Stanculescu). Let P : E −→ B be cloven Grothendieck bifibration. Assume that
i. E is complete and cocomplete,
ii. the base category B as a model structure (cof ,we,fib)
iii. for each object X ∈ B the fibre category EX admits a model structure (cofX ,weX ,fibX),
iv. for every morphism f : X −→ Y of B, the adjoint pair is (f!, f
⋆) is a Quillen pair,
v. for f = P(σ) a weak equivalence in B, the functor f⋆ preserves and reflects weak equivalences,
vi. for f = P(σ) a a trivial cofibration in B, the unit of the adjoint pair (f!, f
⋆) is a weak
equivalence.
Then there is a model structure on E where a map σ : F −→ G in E is
• a weak equivalence if f = P(σ) ∈ we and σf : F −→ f⋆G ∈ weX
• a cofibration if f = P(σ) ∈ cof and σf : f!F −→ G ∈ cofY
• a fibration if f = P(σ) ∈ fib and σf : F −→ f⋆G ∈ fibX
Let Setmin be the category of Set with the minimal model structure: weak equivalences are
isomorphisms, cofibration and fibrations are all morphisms. In particular trivial cofibrations and
fibrations are simply isomorphisms. Recall that if f : X −→ Y an isomorphism then (Sf )
2-op is also
an isomorphism, and we can take f! = (f
−1)⋆ ; one clearly see that the conditions (v) and (vi) of
the theorem hold one the nose.
Let’s fix the projective model structure on each MS(X) as X runs through Set. By virtue of
the previous theorem we deduce that
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Theorem 8.8. For a symmetric closed monoidal model category M , the category MS(Set) has a
Quillen model structure where a map σ = (f, σ) : F −→ G is
1. a weak equivalence if f : X −→ Y is an isomorphism of sets and σ : F −→ f⋆G is a weak
equivalence in MS(X),
2. a cofibration if the adjoint map σ˜ : f!F −→ G is a cofibration in MS(Y),
3. a fibration if σ : F −→ f⋆G is a fibration in MS(X).
We will denote MS(Set) endowed with this model structure by MS(Set)-proj.
Proof. MS(Set) is complete and cocomplete as any locally presentable category. The other condi-
tions of Theorem 8.7 are clearly fulfilled. 
Remark 8.3. If we replace everywhere MS(Set) by KSet in the previous theorem we will get as
well a fibered model structure on KSet. The adjunction U : MS(Set) ⇄ KSet : Γ is a Quillen
adjunction.
8.1.3 Cofibrantly generated
In the following we simply show that the fibered model structures on MS(Set) and KSet are cofi-
brantly generated.
Some natural S-diagrams The discussion we present here follows closely Simpson’s considera-
tions in [35, 13.2].
We will denote by [n] the category described as follows:
Ob([n]) = {0, ..., , n} is the set of first n+ 1 natural numbers and
Hom[n](i, j) =

{(i, j)} if i < j
{Idi = (i, i)} if i = j
∅ if i > j
The composition is the obvious one. In the 2-category S[n] there is a special object in the category
of morphism S[n](0, n) which is represented as: 0 −→ 1 −→ · · · −→ n. It is the reduced string of
length n (i.e with no repetition of object) in S[n](0, n); or equivalently the maximal nondegenerated
simplex in the nerve. We will denote this 1-morphism by sn. Let F
sn
− : M −→ Hom[S[n](0, n)
op,M ]
be the left adjoint of the evaluation at sn.
We have as usual the categories MS([n]) and K[n] with the monadic adjunction U : MS([n])⇆
K[n] : Γ. This adjunction is moreover a Quillen adjunction. For the record MS([n]) is the category
of lax morphisms from S2 -op[n] to M and K[n] =
∏
(i,j)∈Ob([n])2 Hom[S[n](i, j)
op,M ].
For B ∈ Ob(M ) we will denote by δ(sn, B) to be the object of K[n] given by:
δ(sn, B)ij =
{
FsnB if i = 0, j = n
(∅, Id∅) the constant functor other wise.
For B ∈ Ob(M ) define h([n];B) ∈ MS([n]) to be Γδ(sn, B).
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Lemma 8.9. For any B ∈ Ob(M ) and F ∈ MS(Y) the following are equivalent.
1. a morphism σ : h([n];B) −→ F in MS(Set)
2. a sequence of elements (y0, ..., yn) of Y together with a morphism B −→ F(y0, ...., yn) in M .
Sketch of proof. Amorphism σ = (f, σ) : h([n];B) −→ F is by definition a function f : {0, ..., n} −→
Y together with a morphism σ : h([n];B) −→ f⋆F in MS([n]) . Setting yi = f(i) we get fsn =
(y0, ..., yn) and by adjunction we have:
HomMS(Set)[(h([n];B),F] = HomMS([n])[(h([n];B), f
⋆F]
= HomMS([n])[Γδ(sn, B), f
⋆F]
∼= HomK[n][δ(sn, B),U(f
⋆F)]
∼= Hom[FsnB , f
⋆Fy0yn ]
∼= Hom[B,Fy0yn(fsn)]
= Hom[B,F(y0, ...., yn)]

Remark 8.4. h and δ are, in an obvious way, left adjoint to the evaluation on generic 1-morphisms
of lenght n: Evn : MS(Set) −→ M and Evn : KSet −→ M respectively. It’s not hard to see that
they are moreover left Quillen functors.
Recall that I and J are the respective generating set of cofibration and trivial cofibrations in
M . Since projective (trivial) fibrations are the object-wise (trivial) fibrations, it follows that a map
σ = (f, σ) : F −→ G is a (trivial) fibration if for all s the map Fs
σs−→ Gf(s) has the right lifting
property with respect to (I) J.
If we combine this observation and lemma 8.9 we deduce that
Proposition 8.10. The following sets constitute respectively a set of generating cofibrations and
trivial cofibrations in MS(Set)proj.
IMS(Set) =
∐
[n],n≥1
{h([n]; q) : h([n];A) −→ h([n];B)}q:A−→B∈I
JMS(Set) =
∐
[n],n≥1
{h([n]; q) : h([n];A) −→ h([n];B)}q:A−→B∈J
Similarly the following sets constitute respectively a set cofibrations and trivial cofibrations in KSet -proj:
IKSet =
∐
[n],n≥1
{δ(sn, q) : δ(sn, A) −→ δ(sn, B)}q:A−→B∈I
JKSet =
∐
[n],n≥1
{δ(sn, q) : δ(sn, A) −→ δ(sn, B)}q:A−→B∈J
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Proof. All is proved by adjointness.
Let F ∈ MS(X), G ∈ MS(Y), f : X −→ Y and σ : F −→ f
⋆G a morphism in MS(X). For every
1-morphism s = (y0, ..., yn) in SX using lemma 8.9, it’s easy to see that for all q : A −→ B ∈ Arr(M )
we have isomorphism between Hom in arrow-categories:
HomArr[MS(Set)][h([n]; q), σ]
∼= HomArr[KSet][δ(sn; q),Uσ]
∼= HomArr(M )[q, σs]
These are bijection of set of commutative squares. It follows that σs has the RLP with respect to
I (resp. J) if and only if Uσ has the RLP with respect to IKSet (resp. JKSet); finally Uσ has the RLP
with respect to IKSet (resp. JKSet) if and only if σ has the RLP with respect to ΓIKSet = IMS(Set)
(resp. JMS(Set)). 
Remark 8.5. Since the functor h and δ are left Quillen funtors they preserve (trivial) cofibrations.
In particular if A is cofibrant then so are h([n];A) and δ(sn, A). It follows that if the domain of
maps in I are cofibrant in M then so are the domain of maps in IMS(Set) and IKSet.
Corollary 8.11. The fibered model structure on MS(Set) (resp. KSet) is a combinatorial model
category.
Proof. Combine Proposition 8.10, Remark 8.5 and Theorem 8.2. 
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9 Co-Segalification of S-diagrams
Environment: In this section (M ,W ) is a symmetric monoidal model category where W
represents the class of weak equivalences. We refer the reader to [18] for the definition of (symmetric)
monoidal model categories.
For simplicity we consider in this section only SX-diagrams of (M ,W ). For a general category
C the methods we will use will be the same.
Notations 9.0.3.1.
A cofibration of M will be represented by an arrow of the form: →֒.
A fibration will be represented by: ։
A weak equivalence will be represented by an arrow:
∼
−→.
An isomorphism will be represented by:
∼=
−→.
ℵ0 = the first countable cardinal. ℵ0 is identified with the ordinal ω = (N, <).
κ = a regular uncountable cardinal.
End[MS(X)] = the category of endofunctors of MS(X).
I = the class of cofibrations of M .
I-inj = the class of I-injective maps.
M [1] = Hom([1],M ) = the category of arrows of M (here [1] is the interval category).
∅ = the initial object of M .
All along our discussion X is a fixed nonempty κ-small set.
The purpose of this section is to build a process which associates to any SX-diagram F a Co-Segal
SX-diagram S (F ). This process will be needed in the upcoming sections when we will localize the
previous model structures on the category MS(X).
We are going to construct a functor S : MS(X) −→ MS(X) equiped a natural transformation
ηS : IdMS(X) →֒ S
whose component at each F , ηS ,F : F →֒ S (F ), will be a cofibration in MS(X).
The natural transformation ηS will arise automatically from the construction of the functor S .
The functor S will be obtained as a colimit of a κ-sequence of cofibrations in MS(X):
IdMS(X) = S0 →֒ S
1 →֒ S 2 · · · →֒ S n−1 →֒ S n →֒ · · ·
9.1 Co-Segalification by Generators and Relations
Recall that an SX-diagram F is given by a family of functors {FAB}(A,B)∈X2 together with some
laxity maps {ϕs,t} and the suitable coherences.
Here each FAB is a classical functor FAB : SX(A,B)
op −→ M , with SX(A,B) a category over ∆epi.
Such F is said to be a Co-Segal SX-diagram if for every pair (A,B) and any morphism u : t −→ s
of SX(A,B), the morphism F (u) : F (s) −→ F (t) is a weak equivalence in M . Following the Obser-
vation 2 we know that it suffices to have these conditions for u = ut for all t, where ut : t −→ (A,B)
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is the unique map from t to (A,B).
The functor S we are about to construct will have the property that S (F )(ut) will be a trivial
fibration in M for all t. But since M is a model category 4 S (F )(ut) is a trivial fibration if and
only if S (F )(ut) ∈ I-inj i.e it has the right lifting property (RLP) with respect to the class I of all
cofibrations (see [18, Lemma 1.1.10], [32, Ch.5]). This lifting property amounts to say that whenever
we have a commutative diagram in M
U S [F ](A,B)
V S [F ](t)
f //
_
h

S [F ](ut)
g //
k
::
with h ∈ I then we can find a lifting i.e there exists k : V −→ S [F ](A,B) such that k ◦ h = f
and S [F ](ut) ◦ k = g.
If we consider separately in M the map F (ut) the classical trick to produce S [F ](ut) is to
use the small object argument which gives, up-to some hypothesis on I, a functorial factorization
F (ut) = βt(F ) ◦ αt(F ) with:
αt(F ) : F (A,B) −→ D an I-cell complex
βt(F ) : D −→ F (t) an element of I-inj
for some D ∈ Ob(M ).
The map αt(F ) is obtained as a transfinite composition of pushouts of a coproduct of the maps in
I. The smallness or compacity of D is used to show that βt(F ) has the RLP with respect to I. The
reader can find an exposition of the small object argument for example in [13, Section 7.12], [18,
Theorem 2.1.14].
In this situation we can set S [F ](A,B) = D, S [F ](t) = F (t), S [F ](ut) = βt(F ) and the nat-
ural transformation ηS ,F will be given by αt(F ) : F (A,B) −→ S [F ](A,B) and IdF (t) : F (t) −→
S [F ](t).
In our case we want to use the same trick i.e using a transfinite composition of pushout of maps
of some class IMS(X) ⊂ Arr(M ), but we want these pushouts as well as the other operations to take
place in MS(X).
9.1.1 An important adjunction
Let t be a 1-morphism of SX of length > 1 i.e t ∈ Ob(SX(A,B)
op) for some pair of elements (A,B)
of X. Recall that t corresponds to a sequences (A0, A1, ..., An) with A0 = A and An = B.
Let Pt : MS(X) −→ M
[1] be the evaluation functor at ut : (A,B) −→ t:
4Here we adopt the modern language and simply say ‘model category’ to mean what Quillen [32, Ch.5] called
‘closed model category’.
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• For F ∈ MS(X) we have Pt(F) = F(ut),
• For σ ∈ HomMS(X)[F,G], we have Pt(σ) = (σ(A,B), σt) which corresponds to the commutative
square:
F(A,B) G(A,B)
F(t) G(t)
σ(A,B) //
F(ut)

G(ut)

σt //
Proposition 9.1. For every object t of length > 1 the following holds.
1. The functor Pt has a left adjoint, that is there exists a functor
Pt! : M
[1] −→ MS(X)
such that for every F ∈ MS(X) and every h ∈ M
[1] we have an isomorphism of sets:
HomMS(X)[Pt!h,F]
∼= HomM [1][h,F(ut)]
which is natural in both h and F .
2. Pt! is a left Quillen functor.
Sketch of proof. For the assertion (1), we write Pt as the composite of the following functors:
MS(X)
U
−→
∏
(A′,B′)∈X2
Hom[SX(A
′, B′)op,M ]
prAB−−−→ Hom[SX(A,B)
op,M ]
Evut−−−→ M [1]
where:
• U is the functor which forgets the laxity maps,
• prAB is the functor which gives the component at (A,B),
• Evut is the evaluation at ut.
Thanks to lemma B.1 in the Appendix, U has left adjoint Γ. Evut has a left adjoint F
ut (see
Appendix B.2). Finally prAB has clearly a left adjoint δAB as explained below. The composite of
these left adjoints gives a left adjoint of Pt.
The functor δAB is simply the ‘Dirac extension’. For F ∈ Hom[SX(A,B)
op,M ] we define
δ(F) ∈ KX by
δ(F)A′B′ =
{
F if (A′, B′) = (A,B)
(∅, Id∅) the constant functor other wise.
One can easily see that δ is a functor and that we have indeed an isomorphism of sets:
Hom[F,GAB ] ∼= Hom[δ(F),G]
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which is natural in both F and G; this completes the proof of the assertion (1).
The assertion (2) follows from the fact that all the three functors Γ, δ and Fut are left Quillen
functors. In fact Γ is a left Quillen functor by construction of the model structure on MS(X)
(injective or projective). δ is clearly a left Quillen functor, for Fut see Corollary B.3 and Corollary
B.5. It follows that Pt! is a composite of left Quillen functors therefore it’s a left Quillen functor. 
For any map h : U −→ V of M , we have a tautological commutative square:
U V
V V
h //
h

IdV
IdV //
which says that (h, IdV ) is, in a natural way, a morphism in M
[1] from h to IdV . We will denote
by h/V this morphism.
5
Lemma 9.2. For a symmetric monoidal model category M which is also tractable, for any pushout
square in either MS(X)inj or MS(X)proj:
Pt!(h) F
Pt! IdV G
σ //
_
Pt!(h/V )

H
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
σ //❴❴❴❴❴❴
the following holds.
1. If h : U −→ V is a cofibration in M then H is a cofibration in MS(X)inj.
2. If moreover h : U −→ V is a trivial cofibration in M then H is a weak equivalence in both
MS(X)inj and MS(X)proj.
Proof. The map h/V is an injective (trivial) cofibration in M
[1] and since Pt! is a left Quillen functor,
we know that Pt!(h/V ) is a (trivial) cofibration in MS(X)inj. Applying lemma 7.5 we deduce that
H is a weak equivalence in MS(X)inj but weak equivalences in MS(X)inj and MS(X)proj are the
same. 
9.1.2 The local ‘Co-Segalification’ process
Let t be a fixed object in SX(A,B) and F be an object of MS(X).
5The notation ‘h/V ’ is inspired from the fact that the commutative square above is the (unique) canonical map
from h to IdV in the slice category M/V . We recall that IdV is final in M/V .
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As M is a model category we can factorize the map F(ut) as: F(ut) = j◦h where h : F(A,B) →֒
U is a cofibration and j : U ։ Ft is a trivial fibration.
The pair (IdF(A,B), j) defines a morphism S(j, h) ∈ HomM [1] [h,F(ut)] in a tautological way:
F(A,B) F(A,B)
U Ft
Id
h

j
//
F(ut)

When necessary we will write h = h(F, t) and j = j(F, t) to mention that we working with the
factorization of F(ut).
By adjunction we have a unique map T (h, j,F, t) ∈ HomMS(X)[Pt!(h),F] ‘lifiting’ S(j, h) .
Define the Gluing Construction S 1t (F) to be the object of MS(X) given by the pushout diagram
Pt!(h) F
Pt! IdU S
1
t (F)
T (h,j,F,t) //
_
Pt!(h/U )

H1
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
α //❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴
Proposition 9.3. With the above notations the following holds.
1. For every such factorization (h, j) ∈ (cof ,we∩fib) of F(ut) the map H1 : F −→ S
1
t (F) is
an injective cofibration in MS(X).
2. If F(ut) is a weak equivalence in M , then H1 is an injective trivial cofibration. In particular
H1 is a weak equivalence in both MS(X)inj and MS(X)proj and the map [S
1
t F]ut is a weak
equivalence in M .
3. If the factorization axioms in M is functorial then the operation F 7→ S 1t F is a functor.
Sketch of proof. As h is a cofibration in M , the assertion (1) follows immediately from the lemma
9.2 1.
If F(ut) = j ◦ h is a weak equivalence and as j is a weak equivalence by hypothesis, then by the
3-out-of-2 property we deduce that h is also a weak equivalence; therefore h is a trivial cofibration
and the half of assertion (2) follows also from the lemma 9.2 2.
By definition of map in MS(X), we know that the pair (H1,AB ,H1,t) defines a map in M
[1] from
F(ut) to [S
1
t F](ut). In particular we have an equality:
[S 1t F]ut ◦H1,AB = H1,t ◦ F(ut).
Since H1 is a weak equivalence, then both H1,AB, H1,t are weak equivalences in M ; it follows
that H1,t ◦ F(ut) is a weak equivalence if F(ut) is so. Now by the 3-out-of-2 property we deduce
that [S 1t F](ut) is also a weak equivalence. This complete the proof of (2).
The assertion (3) is clear and is left to the reader. 
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Remark 9.1. By adjoint transpose we have the following commutative square in M [1]:
h F(ut)
IdU S 1t (F)(ut)
S(j,h) //
_
h/U

Pt(H1)
✤
✤
✤
✤
α //
To simplify the notations in diagrams we will write F1 for S 1t (F). The above diagram is displayed
as a commutative cube in M
F(A,B) F(A,B)
U Ft
Id //

F(ut)
j //
U F1(A,B)
U F1t
αAB //
Id

F1ut
αt //
h
yyrrr
rr
rr
rr
rr
r
H1,AB
yyrrr
rr
rr
rr
r
Id
yyrrr
rrr
rrr
rrr
rr
H1,tyyrrr
rr
rr
rr
rr
r
From the upper and bottom faces of that cube we deduce that H1,AB = αAB ◦h and αt = H1,t◦j;
from the front face we have that αt = F
1ut◦αAB . If we put these together we see that in the diagram
below everything is commutative (triangles and squares):
F(A,B) F1(A,B)
Ft F1t
U
H1,AB //
Fut

F1ut
H1,t //
 r
h
$$❍❍
❍❍
j
≀
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
☛☛
αAB 33❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣
Warning. For the rest of the discussion we assume that the factorization axioms in M is functorial.
For k > 1 we define inductively objects S kt (F) of MS(X) by setting: S
k
t (F) := S
1
t [S
k−1
t (F)]
with S 0t (F) = F. One uses a (functorial) factorization (hk, jk) ∈ (cof ,we∩fib) of the map
S
k−1
t (F)ut and apply the previous construction.
We have a canonical map Hk : S
k−1
t (F) −→ S
k
t (F) which is a cofibration in MS(X)inj.
We have a κ-sequence in MS(X)inj:
F = S 0t (F)
H1
−֒→ S 1t (F) →֒ · · · →֒ S
k−1
t (F)
Hk
−֒→ S kt (F) →֒ · · ·
Define S∞t (F) = colimkS
k
t (F) and denote by ηt : F −→ S
∞
t (F) the canonical map.
Proposition 9.4. For every F ∈ MS(X) then:
1. The map S∞t (F)(ut) has the RLP with respect to all cofibrations in M i.e it’s a trivial fibration
in M
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2. The map ηt is a cofibration in MS(X)inj.
3. If F(ut) is a weak equivalencein M , then ηt is trivial cofibration in MS(X)inj, in particular a
weak equivalence in MS(X).
Proof. For notational convenience we will write in this proof Fk = S kt (F) and F
∞ = S∞t (F).
The assertion (2) and (3) are straightforward: if F(ut) is a weak equivalence then applying
inductively the lemma 9.2, we get that all Hk are either cofibrations in case (2) or trivial cofibration
in case (3). In both cases ηt is a transfinite composition of such morphisms so it’s also either a
cofibration or a trivial cofibration in MS(X)inj.
To prove the assertion (1) we use the small object argument in the locally presentable category
MS(X). Choosing κ big enough we can assume that Pt!(g) is small for every cofibration g of M .
Let g be a cofibration in M and consider a lifting problem defined by g and F∞(ut):
P F∞(A,B)
Q F∞ t
f //
_
g

F∞ ut
l //
Such a lifting problem is equivalent to a morphism θ ∈ Hom
M [1]
[g,F∞(ut)]. By adjunction θ
corresponds to a unique morphism θ˜ ∈ HomMS(X)[Pt!g,F
∞]. Since Pt!g is κ-small, θ˜ factorizes
through one of the Fk, say Fk0 : there is a map θ˜0 : Pt!(h) −→ F
k0 such that θ˜ = ιk0 ◦ θ˜0, where
ιk0 : F
k0 −→ F∞ is the canonical map.
By construction ιk0 = ιk0+1 ◦Hk0 and from the adjunction we have an equality:
θ = Pt(ιk0) ◦ θ0 = Pt(ιk0+1) ◦ Pt(Hk0) ◦ θ0
where θ0 = (f0, l0) is the adjoint transpose of θ˜0.
It follows that our original lifting problem can be factorized as:
P F∞(A,B)
Q F∞ t
f //
_
g

F∞ ut
l //
=
P Fk0(A,B)
Q Fk0t
Uk0
f0//
_
g

Fk0ut

l0
//
Fk0+1(A,B)
Fk0+1t
Fk0+1ut

Hk0,AB //
Hk0,t //
F∞(A,B)
F∞ t
F∞ ut

ι //
ι //
hk0
**❯❯❯❯
❯
jk0zzzz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉
αk0
44✐✐✐✐
55❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
The pair (hk0 , jk0) is ‘the’ factorization cofibration-trivial fibration used to construct Hk0 and
αk0 is the obvious map (see Remark 9.1). As jk0 is a trivial fibration, the induced lifting problem
by g and jk0 has a solution: there is a map β0 : Q −→ U satisfying the obvious equalities. We leave
the reader to check that the composite
ι ◦ αk0 ◦ β0 : Q −→ F
∞(A,B)
is a solution to the original lifting problem.
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It follows that F∞(ut) has the RLP with respect to all cofibrations of M , thus it’s a trivial
fibration as desired.

S∞t is homotopically minimal Let ho(MS(X)) be the homotopy category associated to both
MS(X)inj and MS(X)proj. Given a map σ : F −→ G in MS(X), we will denote by [σ] the classe of σ
in ho(MS(X)).
Denote by R ⊂ MS(X) the subcategory consisting of co-Segal categories; these are object F such
that for every t, F(ut) is a weak equivalence. For a fixed t denote by Rt ⊂ MS(X) the subcategory
of object F such that F(ut) is a weak equivalence. We have R ⊂ Rt ⊂ MS(X).
Thanks to Proposition 9.4, for any F ∈ MS(X) we have S
∞
t F ∈ Rt. In what follows we show
that among all objects of Rt, S
∞
t F is the ‘homotopic-nearest object’ to F.
Definition 9.5. Let F be an object of MS(X) and G be an object of Rt. A map σ0 : F −→ G is
homotopically minimal with respect to Rt if for any Q ∈ Rt and any morphism σ : F −→ Q there
exist a morphism γ : [G] −→ [Q] in ho(MS(X)) such that [σ] = γ ◦ [σ0].
Diagrammatically this is displayed in ho(MS(X)) as
[F] [Q]
[G]
[σ] //
[σ0]

γ
::
Proposition 9.6. For every F ∈ MS(X) the map ηt : F −→ S
∞
t F is homotopically minimal with
respect to Rt.
Proof. For a map σ : F −→ Q with Q ∈ Rt, by functoriality we have an induced map
S
∞
t (σ) : S
∞
t F −→ S
∞
t Q
and the following commutes:
[F] [Q]
[S∞t F] [S
∞
t Q]
σ //
(ηt)F

S∞t σ
//
(ηt)Q

Note that the map S∞t σ is induced by universal property of the pushout (inductively), so
it’s a universal morphism. Since Q ∈ Rt we have from the Proposition 9.4 (3) that (ηt)Q is a weak
equivalence in MS(X), thus [(ηt)Q] is an isomorphism in ho(MS(X)). Take γ = [(ηt)Q]
−1◦[S∞t σ]. 
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9.1.3 The global Co-Segalification process
In what follows we use the previous functors S∞t to construct the desired functor S such that for
any t and any F, S (F)ut is a weak equivalence, that is S (F) is an object of R.
Denote by Mor(SX) the set of all 1-morphisms t of degree > 1 in SX .
Define the general gluing construction to be the object S 1F obtained from the generalized pushout
diagram formed by all the morphisms ηt : F −→ S
∞
t F as t runs through the set of all 1-morphisms
of degree > 1:
F S
∞
t F
S∞t′ F S
∞
t′′ F
  //
_

 r
%%❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏
S
1F := colimt,deg(t)>1{ηt : F −→ S
∞
t F}.
Let η1 : F −→ S 1F and ι1t : S
∞
t F −→ S
1F be the canonical maps. It follows that for all t we
have η1 = ι1t ◦ ηt.
Like every S∞t , S
1 is functorial in F.
Remark 9.2. We leave the reader to check that we have the following properties.
1. For every F the map η1 is a cofibration in MS(X)inj (see lemma A.6).
2. If F ∈ R then S 1F ∈ R. Equivalently S 1 induces an endofunctor on R. Morever η1 is a
trivial cofibration in MS(X)inj; in particular a weak equivalence in MS(X).
Define inductively have a sequence of functors S k by S k(F) := S 1[S k−1(F)] :
F = S 0(F)
η1
−֒→ S 1(F) →֒ · · · →֒ S k−1(F)
ηk
−֒→ S kt (F) →֒ · · ·
Set S (F) := colimkS
k(F); denote by ηF : F −→ S (F) the canonical map.
Proposition 9.7. For every F ∈ MS(X), the following holds.
1. For all t S (F)(ut) is a trivial fibration in M , in particular a weak equivalence, thus S (F) ∈ R
i.e satisfies the Co-Segal conditions.
2. The canonical map η : F −→ S (F) is a cofibration in MS(X)inj.
3. If F ∈ R then η : F −→ S (F) is a trivial cofibration in MS(X)inj, in particular a weak
equivalence in MS(X).
Sketch of proof. The assertion (2) and (3) are clear and are left to the reader.
To prove (1) one proceeds exactly in same way as in the proof of Proposition 9.4. We will adopt
the notations Fk = S k(F) for simplicity.
For any cofibration g of M , using suitably the small object argument and the adjunction Pt! ⊣ Evut ,
any lifting problem defined by g and (S F)ut can be factorized, for some k0, as:
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P (S F)(A,B)
Q (S F)t
f //
_
g

(S F)ut

l //
=
P Fk0(A,B)
Q Fk0t
(S∞t F
k0)(A,B)
(S∞t F
k0)t
f0 //
_
g

Fk0ut

l0
//
**❯❯
44✐✐✐✐✐✐
Fk0+1(A,B)
Fk0+1t
Fk0+1ut

//
//
(SF)(A,B)
(SF)t
(S F)ut

can //
can //
(S∞t F
k0 )ut≀

ιt 33❤❤
ιt ++❱❱
❱❱❱❱
88♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
In the above diagram, everything is commutative (squares and triangles), and since (S∞t F
k0)ut
has the RLP with respect to all cofibration (Proposition 9.4(1)) there is a solution β : Q −→
(S∞t F
k0)(A,B) to the lifting problem induced by g and (S∞t F
k0)ut. Clearly the composite
can ◦ ιk0t ◦ β : Q −→ S (F)(A,B)
is a solution to the original lifting problem. Here of course ‘can’ is the canonical map going to the
colimit.
Consequently (SF)ut has the RLP with respect to any cofibration g in M , thus it’s a trivial
fibration as desired. 
Note. Since weak equivalences in MS(X)inj and MS(X)proj are the same, if we choose a functorial
factorization in MS(X)proj of the map ηF as:
ηF : F
η˜F
−֒→ Z
q
−−−։
∼
S (F)
where η˜F is cofibration and q is a trivial fibration, then we can set S (F) := Z when working in
the projective model structure. This new functor has the same properties as the previous one.
9.2 Localization by weak monadic projections
9.2.1 Weak monadic projection
LetM be a model category and R ⊂M be a subcategory stable under weak equivalences. We recall
very briefly the definition of weak monadic projection as stated in [35, 9.2.2].
A weak monadic projection from M to R is a functor F : M −→ M together with a natural
transformation ηA : A −→ F (A) such that:
1. F (A) ∈ R for all A ∈M;
2. for any A ∈ R, ηA is a weak equivalence;
3. for any A ∈M the map F (ηA) : F (A) −→ F (F (A)) is a weak equivalence;
4. If f : A −→ B is a weak equivalence between cofibrant objects then F (f) : F (A) −→ F (B) is
a weak equivalence; and
5. F (A) is cofibrant for any cofibrant A ∈M.
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Remark 9.3. If F is a monadic projection from MS(X)inj to R then we can extract a monadic
projection F˜ from MS(X)proj to R. In fact one uses the (functorial) factorization in MS(X)proj:
ηA : A
η˜A
−֒→ F˜ (A)
pA
−−−−։
∼
F (A)
where η˜A is a projective cofibration and pA a trivial fibration.
(WPr1) holds because p : F˜ (A) −→ F (A) is a weak equivalence and R is stable by weak equivalence;
(WPr2) follows by the 3-out-of-2 property of weak equivalences: pA is already a weak equivalence,
consequently if in addition ηA is a weak equivalence then η˜A is also a weak equivalence ;
(WPr3) also follows from the 3-out-of-2 property: from the functoriality of the factorization in
MS(X)proj on has that the following commutes:
F˜ (A) F˜ (F˜ (A))
F (A) F (F (A))
F˜ (η˜A) //
p ≀

F (ηA)
∼ //
p ≀

and all the other maps are weak equivalences.
For (WPr4) we use the fact that projective cofibrations are also injective cofibrations. Therefore if
A is cofibrant in MS(X)proj, then it’s also cofibrant in MS(X)inj. It follows that if f : A −→ B is
a weak equivalence between cofibrant objects in MS(X)proj, then F (f) : F (A) −→ F (B) is a weak
equivalence in MS(X). The functoriality of F˜ gives a commutative square where all the other maps
are weak equivalences:
F˜ (A) F˜ (B)
F (A) F (B)
F˜ (f) //
pA ≀

F (ηA)
∼ //
pB ≀

and F˜ (f) is a weak equivalence by 3-out-of-2;
(WPr5) holds ‘on the nose’ since η˜A : A −→ F˜ (A) is a projective cofibration: if ∅ −→ A is a
cofibration, by composition ∅ −→ F˜ (A) is also a cofibration.
In our case We would like to show that the functor S constructed previously is a weak monadic
projection from MS(X)inj or MS(X)proj to R. The only nontrivial condition in our case is the con-
dition (WPr3), namely that the map induced by universal property S (ηF) : S (F) −→ S (SF)) is
a weak equivalence.
But rather than verifying step by step that S is a weak monadic projection, we will use the
more general approach of Simpson [35, Chap. 9] who used Direct localizing systems to produce
weak monadic projections.
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9.2.2 Direct localizing system
The present discussion follows closely [35, Chap. 9].
Let (M, I, J) be a tractable left proper cofibrantly generated model category which is moreover
locally presentable. Recall that tractable means that the domains of maps in I and J are cofibrant.
Suppose we are given a subclass of objects considered as a full subcategory R ⊂ M, and a subset
K ⊂ Arr(M). We assume that:
1. K is a small set;
2. J ⊂ K;
3. K ⊂ cof(I) and the domain of arrows in K are cofibrant;
4. If A ∈ R and if A ∼= B in ho(M) then B ∈ R; and
5. inj(K) ⊂ R
Say that (R,K) is direct localizing if in addition to the above conditions:
6. for all A ∈ R such that A is fibrant, and any A −→ B which is a pushout by an element of K,
there exists B −→ C in cell(K) such that A −→ C is a weak equivalence.
Note. In our case (M, I, J) will be (MS(X)inj, IMS(X)inj ,JMS(X)inj) and R will be R, the subcategory
of Co-Segal categories.
Notations 9.2.2.1.
1. We remind the reader that h/V : h −→ IdV is the map represented by the commutative square:
U V
V V
h //
h

IdV
IdV //
2. Let Kinj be the set
JMS(X)inj ∪
∐
t∈SX,deg(t)>1
{Pt!(h/V )}h∈I.
Remark 9.4. Thanks to a theorem of Lurie [29, Prop. A.1.5.12] we can assume that every cofi-
bration of M is an in cell(I). It follows that for any cofibration i : E −→ Q the map Pt!(i/Q) is in
cell(Kinj).
As we shall see in a moment the maps h/V allow us to transport in a tautological way, a lift-
ing problem defined in M into a extension (or horn filling) problem in M [1]. And thanks to the
adjunction Pt! ⊣ Evut , we will be able to test if F(ut) is a trivial fibration or not in terms of being
injective with respect to the maps Pt!(h/V ).
The main result in this section is the following
Theorem 9.8. With the above notations the pair (R,Kinj) is direct localizing in
(MS(X)inj, IMS(X)inj ,JMS(X)inj).
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Proof of Theorem 9.8 To prove the theorem we will verify that all the conditions (A1),..., (A6)
hold.
The conditions (A1) and (A2) are clear. Since we assumed that all objects of M are cofibrant, it
follows that all objects in KX-inj are cofibrant as well; therefore the elements of IMS(X)inj = ΓIKX-inj
have cofibrant domain by definition of the model structure on MS(X)inj.
By construction Pt! : M
[1]
inj −→ MS(X)inj is a left Quillen functor and since h/V is clearly a
cofibration in M [1]inj when h ∈ I, we deduce that Pt!(h/V ) is cofibration in MS(X)inj (with cofibrant
domain). Putting these together one has (A3).
The condition (A4) follows from the stability of R under weak equivalence (Proposition 4.14).
We treat (A5) and (A6) in the next paragraphs.
The condition (A5) holds To prove this we begin by observing that
Proposition 9.9. For a commutative square in M
U X
V Y
f //
h

p
g //
considered as a morphism α = (f, g) : h −→ p in M [1] the following are equivalent.
• There is a lifting in the commutative square above i.e there exists k : V −→ X such that:
k ◦ h = f , p ◦ h = g.
• We can fill the following ‘horn’ of M [1]:
h p
IdV
α //
h/V

??
that is there exists β = (k, l) : IdV −→ p such that β ◦ h/V = α.
Proof. Obvious. 
Let F ∈ MS(X) be an object in inj(Kinj). As F is Kinj-injective, it has the left lifting property
with respect to all maps inKinj, so in particular for any generating cofibration h ∈ I and any t ∈ SX,
there is a solution to any lifting problem of the following form:
Pt!(h) F
Pt! IdV ∗
a //
_
Pt!(h/V )

!
! //
??
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where ∗ is the terminal object in MS(X). But such lifting problem is equivalent to the extension
or horn filling problem:
Pt!(h) F
Pt! IdV
a //
_
Pt!(h/V )

??
It follows by adjunction that F(ut) has the extension property with respect to all h/V , as h runs
through I. Thanks to the previous proposition, F(ut) has the RLP with respect to any generating
cofibration of h ∈ I; therefore F(ut) is a trivial fibration and in particular a weak equivalence.
Assembling this for all t we get that F is a Co-Segal category i.e an object of R, and (A5) follows. 
The condition (A6) holds The condition is given by the following
Lemma 9.10. Let F be a Co-Segal category i.e an ojbect of R. For a pushout square in MS(X)inj
A F
B Z
β //
α

//
q

if α ∈ Kinj then there exists a map ε : Z −→ E which is a pushout by an element γ ∈ cell(Kinj)
such that the composite ε ◦ q : F −→ E is a weak equivalence.
Proof. The assertion is clear if α ∈ JMS(X)inj , just take E = Z and ε = IdZ; ε ∈ Kinj is the pushout
of itself along itself and q is a trivial cofibration so in particular a weak equivalence.
Assume that α = Pt!(h/V ) : Pt!(h) −→ Pt!(IdV ); then α is clearly a cofibration in MS(X)inj. Our
map β : Pt!(h) −→ F corresponds by adjunction to a map (a1, a2) : h −→ F(ut) in M
[1]. Denote
by E the object we get from the pushout of h along a1.
U F(A,B)
V Ft
E
a1 //
_
h

a2
//
F(ut)

f
{{
88
r ##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋
This gives have a factorization of F(ut) : F(A,B)
f
−֒→ E
r
−→ Ft.
If we analyze our original pushout square at t like in Remark 9.1 we get a diagram in which
every triangle and square is commutative.
U F(A,B)
V Ft
Z(A,B)
Zt
a1 //
_
h

a2
//

qAB //
qt
//
Z(ut)

44❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
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By universal property of the pushout of h along a1, there exists a unique map δ : E −→
Z(A,B) making everything commutative. The unicity of the map out of the pushout implies the
commutativity of:
E Z(A,B)
Ft Zt
δ //
r

qt
//
Z(ut)

Choose a factorization of r: E
i
−֒→ Q
j
−−−։
∼
Ft; this yields a factorization of F(ut) by cofibration
followed by a trivial fibration:
F(ut) = F(A,B)
i◦f
−֒−→ Q
j
−−−։
∼
Ft.
This factorization is like the one we used to construct the functor S 1t . Since j is already a weak
equivalence, if F is in R then F(ut) is a weak equivalence and by 3-out-of-2, i ◦ f is a weak equiva-
lence and hence a trivial cofibration.
Let us set h′ = i ◦ f : F(A,B) −→ Q the previous trivial cofibration and denote as usual
h′/Q = (h
′, IdQ) ∈ HomM [1](h
′, IdQ) the obvious map. The morphism Pt!(h
′
/Q) is an element of Kinj
and since h′ is trivial cofibration then Pt!(h
′
/Q) is also a trivial cofibration in MS(X)inj.
Introduce as before S(h′, j) ∈ Hom
M [1]
(h′,F(ut)) the commutative square:
F(A,B) F(A,B)
Q Ft
Id
h′

j
//
F(ut)

and denote by T (h′, j,F, t) ∈ HomMS(X)[Pt!(h
′),F] its adjoint transpose. Denote by H ′1 the
pushout of Pt!(h
′
/Q) along T (h
′, j,F, t). By stability of cofibrations under pushout we know that H ′1
is a trivial cofibration, so in particular a weak equivalence in MS(X):
Pt!(h
′) F
Pt! IdQ E
T (h′,j,F,t) //
_
Pt!(h
′
/Q
) ≀

_
H′1≀

// (9.2.1)
Goal: The rest of the proof will be to show that we can factorize H ′1 as:
F
q
−→ Z
ε
−→ E
where ε is a pushout of a map γ ∈ Kinj. This will complete the proof as H
′
1 is a weak equivalence.
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Claim. The map γ is Pt!(i/Q) : Pt!(i) −→ Pt!(IdQ), where i : E →֒ Q is the previous cofibration
appearing in the factorization of the morphism E
r
−→ Ft. This map is in cell(Kinj) (see Remark 9.4).
Let R ∈ HomM [1](h, h
′) be the morphism represented by the commutative square:
U F(A,B)
V Q
E
a1 //
h

g
//
h′

<<
""

The composite S(h′, j) ◦ R : h −→ F(ut) is the map (a1, a2) whose adjoint transpose is
β : Pt!(h) −→ F of the original pushout square.
One can easily check that the morphism θ = (f, IdQ) : h
′ −→ i is the pushout in M [1] of h/V
along R and that the following commutes:
h h′
IdV IdQ
i
R //
_
h/V

_
h′
/Q≀

//
77  u
i/Q ((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗
θ
ww =
U F(A,B)
V Q
a1 //

h′

//
V Q
V Q
//
Id
 
//
h
rr
rr
rr
yyrrr
rr
r h′
rr
rr
r
yyrrr
rr
Id
rrr
rrr
yyrrr
rrr
Id
rrr
rrr
yyrrr
rrr
E
Q
i

i
!!❈
❈❈
!!❈
❈❈
33
33
rr
rr
The functor Pt! is a left adjoint, therefore preserves colimits in general, in particular it preserves
pushout squares. It follows that Pt!(θ) is the pushout of Pt!(h/V ) along Pt!(R). If we apply Pt! in
the above square and join the pushout square (9.2.1) we get the following commutative diagram in
MS(X):
Pt!(h) Pt!(h
′)
Pt!(IdV ) Pt!(IdQ)
Pt!(i)
Pt!(R) //
_
Pt!(h/V )

Pt!(h
′
/Q
)

//
99  s Pt!(i/Q)
&&▲▲
▲▲▲
▲▲
Pt!(θ)
yy
F
E
H1

T (h′,j,F,t) //
//
The naturality of the adjunction implies that T (h′, j,F, t) ◦ Pt!(R) = β : Pt!(h) −→ F. Now
introduce the pushout of Pt!(θ) along T (h
′, j,F, t):
D1 =
Pt!(h) F
Pt!(i) M
T (h′,j,F,t) //
_
Pt!(θ)

_
g
ξ //
In one hand by lemma A.2, we know that ‘a pushout of a pushout is a pushout’, thus the
concatenation of the two squares below is a pushout of Pt!(h/V ) along β ( which is the pushout of
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the lemma):
Pt!(h) Pt!(h
′)
Pt!(IdV ) Pt!(i)
Pt!(R) //
_
Pt!(h/V )

 _
Pt!(θ)

//
F
M
g

T (h′,j,F,t) //
ξ
//
By unicity of the pushout, we can assume (up-to a unique isomorphism) that M = Z and that
g = q. On the other hand if we consider D2 the pushout square of γ = Pt!(i/Q) along the previous
map ξ:
D2 =
Pt!(i) Z
Pt!(IdQ) N
ξ //
_
Pt!(i/Q)

_
ε
ζ //
then the vertical concatenation D1D2 is a pushout of Pt!(h
′
/Q) along T (h
′, j,F, t). By unicity of the
pushout we can assume (up-to a unique isomorphism) that N = E. Consequently we have H ′1 = ε◦q
and by construction ε is the pushout of Pt!(i/Q) ∈ Kinj. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
9.2.3 Localization of the injective model structure
We now go back to the functor S : MS(X)inj −→ MS(X)inj constructed before. Recall that S has
the following properties:
1. for every F ∈ MS(X), S (F) ∈ R;
2. we have a natural transformation ηF : F −→ S (F) which is a cofibration in MS(X)inj.
3. if F ∈ R then ηF : F −→ S (F) is a trivial cofibration therein.
In order to apply the material developed by Simpson in [35], we need some other properties.
The first thing we need, that will not be proved for the moment is the
Hypothesis 9.2.3.1. We will assume from now that if M is left proper then MS(X)inj is also left
proper.
Remark 9.5. We are not sure for the moment that this hypothesis is valid in all cases. But if it’s
not, there are many reasons to believe that we can have a structure of a catégorie dérivable in
the sense of Cisinski [11]
Warning. We modify S by another functor denoted Sinj which is a Kinj-injective replacement
functor. Sinj is constructed by the Gluing construction (see [13, Prop. 7.17]) and the small object
argument in the locally presentable category MS(X).
With the above modifications and hypothesis, and thanks to Theorem 9.8 we have
Proposition 9.11. The pair (Sinj, η) is a weak monadic projection from MS(X)inj to R.
Proof. This is Lemma 9.3.1 in [35]. 
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New homotopical data Let P be cofibrant replacement functor on MS(X)inj.
Define a map σ : F −→ G to be
• a new weak equivalence if the map Sinj(Pσ) : Sinj(PF) −→ Sinj(PG) is a weak equivalence
in MS(X);
• a new cofibration if σ is a cofibration;
• a new trivial cofibration if σ is a cofibration and a new weak equivalence;
• a new fibration if it has the RLP with respect to all new trivial cofibrations; and
• a new trivial fibration if it’s a new fibration and a new weak equivalence.
With the above definitions we have
Theorem 9.12. The classes of original cofibrations, new weak equivalences, and new fibrations
defined above provide MS(X) with a structure of closed model category, cofibrantly generated and
combinatorial. It is left proper. This structure is the left Bousfield localization of MS(X)inj by the
original set of maps Kinj.
The fibrant objects are the Kinj-injective objects, in particular they are Co-Segal categories; and
a morphism F −→ G to a fibrant object is a fibration if and only if it is in inj(Kinj). We will denote
by MS(X)
+
inj this new model structure on MS(X).
Proof. Follows from Theorem 9.7.1 in [35]. The fact that fibrant objects are Co-Segal categories
follows from the property (A5). 
9.3 Localization of the projective model structure
9.3.1 The Classical localization
In the fist place we begin by using the classical localization method to localize the projective model
structure MS(X)proj.
We will use the following theorem, due to Smith [36], as stated by Barwick [4, Thm 4.7 ].
Theorem 9.13. If M is left proper and U-combinatorial, and K is an U-small set of homotopy
classes of morphisms of M, the left Bousfield localization LKM of M along any set representing K
exists and satisfies the following conditions.
1. The model category LKM is left proper and U-combinatorial.
2. As a category, LKM is simply M.
3. The cofibrations of LKM are exactly those of M.
4. The fibrant objects of LKM are the fibrant K-local objects Z of M.
5. The weak equivalences of LKM are the K-local equivalences.
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We introduce some piece of notations.
Given a cofibration h, the map h/V considered previously is an injective cofibration in M
[1] but
not in general a projective cofibration. We will then replace h/V by a slight modification ζ(h) which
is a projective cofibration.
If we consider h/V as a commutative diagram, by universal property of the pushout of h along itself,
there is a unique map k : V ∪U V −→ V making everything commutative:
U V
V V
V ∪U V
  h //
_
h

Id
//
Id

i1
{{
i0
88  r
k $$■
■■■
■■
Choose a factorization ‘cofibration-trivial fibration’ of the map k : V ∪U V −→ V :
r = V ∪U V
a
−֒→ Z
q
−−−։
∼
V.
Such factorization is a relative cylinder object for the cofibration h : U −→ V .
For each cofibration h ∈ I, define ζ(h) = (h, ai0) ∈ HomM [1](h, ai1) to be the induced map
represented by the commutative square:
U V
V Z
V ∪U V
h //
_
h


ai0
//
ai1

{{
88  r
a $$■
■■■
■■
By construction we have j ◦ (ai0) = IdV and since j and IdV are weak equivalences, it follows
by 3-out-of-2 that ai0 is a weak equivalence, hence a trivial cofibration.
Remark 9.6.
1. It’s clear that ζ(h) is automatically a projective (= Reedy) cofibration in M [1]; and if h is a
trivial cofibration then so is ζ(h).
2. Since Pt! ⊣ Evut is a Quillen adjunction with the corresponding projective model structures,
then Pt!ζ(h) is a (trivial) cofibration in MS(X)proj is h is so.
The map ζ(h) plays the role of h/V , that is we can detect if F(ut) is a weak equivalence in M ,
in terms of horn filling property against all the map ζ(h) (using a homotopy lifting lemma).
Definition 9.14. Let M be a model category. Say that g : A −→ B has the right homotopy
lifting prorperty (RHLP) with respect to h : U −→ V if for any commutative square:
U A
V B
u //
h

v
//
g

r
::
there exists a map r : V −→ A such that:
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• rh = u i.e the upper triangle commutes;
• gr and v are homotopic relative to U , that is we have a relative cylinder object
V ∪U V
a
−֒→ Z
q
−−−։
∼
V
together with a map f : Z −→ B restricting to gu = vh on U ; and inducing the equalities
fai0 = v, fai1 = gr.
Remark 9.7. It’s important to observe that this definition is well defined in the sense that it
doesn’t depend on choice of the relative cylinder object for h. Indeed if r′ = V ∪U V
a′
−֒→ Z ′
q′
−−−։
∼
V
is another cylinder, then by the lifting axiom we can find a map k : Z ′ −→ Z such that a = ka′
and q′ = qk. Therefore if f : Z −→ B is a homotopy lifting with respect to r then automatically
f ′ = fk is a homotopy lifting with respect to r′.
Proposition 9.15. For a cofibration h : U −→ V and a map g : A −→ B in a model category M ,
the following are equivalent.
1. g has the RHLP with respect to h.
2. g is {ζ(h)}-injective.
Proof. We simply show how we get (1) from (2). The converse follows by ‘reversing’ the argumen-
tation since we can assume that the relative cylinder chosen in (1) is the one used to construct ζ(h)
thanks to Remark 9.7.
Assume that g is {ζ(h)}-injective. A lifting problem defined by g and h
U A
V B
u //
h

v
//
g

corresponds to a map α = (u, v) ∈ Hom
M [1]
(h, g); since g is {ζ(h)}-injective we can fill the
following horn in M [1]
h g
ai1
α //
ζ(h)

β
??
with a map β = (r, f). Displaying this horn in M we end up with with a commutative diagram
where every triangle and square commute:
U A
V B
u //
h

g

v
//
V
Z
ai1

h
yyrrr
rrr
rrr
rrr
rr
ai0
yyrrr
rrr
rrr
rrr
rr
r
33
f
33
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One clearly has that (r, f) gives the desired relative homotopy lifting. 
The following is a classical result in model categories
Lemma 9.16. In a tractable left proper model category M , if a map g : A −→ B between fibrant
objects has the RHLP with respect to any generating cofibration h, then g is a weak equivalence.
Proof. This is Lemma 7.5.1 in [35]. 
Notations 9.3.1.1.
1. We will denote for short ζ(I) = {ζ(h)}
U
h
−→V ∈I
.
2. For t ∈ SX we will write Pt!ζ(I) the image of ζ(I) by Pt!.
3. Let Kproj be the set JMS(X)proj ∪ (
∐
t∈SX,deg(t)>1
Pt!ζ(I)).
Recall that R is the subcategory of Co-Segal categories. Under the hypothesis 9.2.3.1, we have by
virtue of Theorem 9.13 that
Theorem 9.17. There exists a combinatorial model structure on MS(X)proj such that the fibrant
objects are Co-Segal categories ie object of R. This model structure is moreover left proper and is
the left Bousfield localization with respect to Kproj.
Proof. Take MS(X)proj with the Bousfield localization with respect toKproj which exists by Theorem
9.13. The maps in Kproj are weak equivalences in the Bousfield localization and since they are old
cofibrations, they become trivial cofibrations. It follows that if F is fibrant, it is thenKproj-injective.
Let F be a Kproj-injective object. In one hand as JMS(X) -proj ⊂ Kproj, we have that F is fibrant
in the old model structure, which means that F is level-wise fibrant. On the other hand since F
is {Pt!ζ(I)}-injective for all t, it follows by the adjunction Pt! ⊣ Evut , that F(ut) is ζ(I)-injective.
Combining Proposition 9.15 and Lemma 9.16, we deduce that F(ut) is a weak equivalence, thus
F ∈ R. 
9.3.2 Direct localizing the projective model structure.
Let’s consider the injective localized model structure MS(X)
+
inj constructed with the direct localizing
system (R,Kinj). As we mentioned before it’s the left Bousfield localization of the original model
structure with respect to Kinj.This is the same Bousfield localization we will have using Theorem
9.17.
Since every map in Kinj is a weak equivalence in MS(X)
+
inj , we have in particular that for all
h ∈ I, the map Pt!(h/V ) : Pt!(h) −→ Pt!(IdV ) is a weak equivalence in MS(X)
+
inj. Recall that each
map ζ(h) is constructed out of h/V and we have a factorization of h/V :
h
ζ(h)
−֒−→ ai1
ℓ
−−։ IdV .
The factorization is displayed below as:
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U V
V Z
V
V
h //
_
h


ai0
//
_
ai1≀

Id //
q
∼ // //
Id

As q is a trivial fibration, ℓ : ai1 −→ Id is a level-wise trivial fibration in M
[1] in particular
a weak equivalence therein. Since we’ve assumed that all the objects of M are cofibrant, then
both the source and target of ℓ are cofibrant in M 2proj. From Ken Brown lemma Pt! preserves
weak equivalences between cofibrant objects (as any left Quillen functor); thus Pt!(ℓ) is an old weak
equivalence, hence a new weak equivalence (= a weak equivalence in MS(X)
+
inj).
From the equality Pt!(h/V ) = Pt!(ℓ)◦Pt!ζ(h) we deduce by 3 for 2 in the model category MS(X)
+
inj,
that Pt!ζ(h) is a weak equivalence therein; moreover since projective cofibrations are also injective
cofibration, then Pt!ζ(h) is an old cofibration, hence a new cofibration. Putting these together one
has that every Pt!ζ(h) is a trivial cofibration in MS(X)
+
inj.
New projective data Recall that weak equivalences in MS(X)
+
inj are those maps σ such that
Sinj(Pσ) is a weak equivalence in the original model structure MS(X)inj. Here Sinj is a weak
monadic projection from MS(X)inj to R and P is a cofibrant replacement functor in MS(X)inj. As
pointed out in [35, Sec 9.3], the notion of new weak equivalence depends only on R and doesn’t
depend neither on Kinj nor on P.
Using again the fact that projective cofibrations are injective ones, and since old weak equiva-
lences in MS(X)inj and MS(X)proj are the same, we clearly have that a cofibrant replacement functor
in MS(X)proj is also a cofibrant replacement for MS(X)inj. Therefore we can assume that P is a
projective cofibrant replacement functor.
As mentioned in the Remark 9.3 we can extract from the weak monadic projection Sinj a
weak monadic projection Sproj from MS(X)proj to R. This is obtained by applying the functorial
factorization of the type (cof ,fib∩we) to the natural transformation η : IdMS(X) −→ Sinj in the
model category MS(X)proj. In particular there is trivial projective fibration Sproj −→ Sinj.
Warning. In the upcoming paragraphs we will precise ‘new injective’ or ‘new projective’ to avoid
confusion when saying ‘new weak equivalence’. We will remove this disctinction later since the new
weak equivalences will be the same.
Let P be cofibrant replacement functor on MS(X)proj.
Define a map σ : F −→ G to be:
• a new projective weak equivalence if the map Sproj(Pσ) : Sproj(PF) −→ Sproj(PG) is
a weak equivalence in MS(X) ;
• a new cofibration if σ is a cofibration;
• a new trivial cofibration if σ is a cofibration and a new (projective) weak equivalence;
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• a new fibration if it has the RLP with respect to all new trivial cofibrations; and
• a new trivial fibration if it’s a new fibration and a new weak equivalence.
Proposition 9.18. The class of new projective weak equivalences and and new injective weak equiv-
alences coincide.
Proof. For any morphism σ : F −→ G we have by construction the commutativity of:
Sproj(PF) Sproj(PG)
Sinj(PF) Sinj(PG)
Sproj(Pσ) //
≀

Sinj(Pσ)
//
≀

with all the above vertical maps being weak equivalences in MS(X). Therefore if one of two maps
Sproj(Pσ), Sinj(Pσ) is a weak equivalence in MS(X) then by 3 for 2 of weak equivalence in MS(X)
the other one is also a weak equivalence. 
Remark 9.8. 1. It follows from the proposition that the new projective weak equivalences are
closed under retract, composition and satisfy the 3 for 2 property. We leave the reader to
check that the class of new projective (trivia) cofibrations and (trivial) fibrations are also so
closed under retract and composition.
2. Since the old projective cofibrations are also old injective cofibrations, by the proposition we
deduce that the new projective trivial cofibrations are also a new injective trivial cofibrations.
We remind the reader that the functor Sinj is aKinj-injective replacement functor. The following
proposition tells us that
Proposition 9.19. The functor Sproj is a Kproj-injective replacement functor, that is there is a lift
to any diagram:
A Sproj(F)
B ∗
//
α

!
! //
??
for any morphism α : A −→ B in Kproj.
Sketch of proof. Such lifting problem is simply an extension problem:
A Sproj(F)
B
//

∃?
??
If α ∈ JMS(X)proj ⊂ JMS(X)inj ⊂ Kinj, by extending the above diagram using the projective trivial
fibration p : Sproj(F)
∼
−−−։ Sinj(F), we find a lift 1 in the diagram
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A Sproj(F)
B
Sinj(F)//
α

p
∼
// //
1
55
2
??
With the map 1 we have a commutative square which gives a lifting problem defined by α and
p; by the lifting axiom in the model category MS(X)proj we can find a lift B
2
−→ Sproj(F) making
everything commutative, in particular we have the desired lift of the original extension problem.
Assume now that α = Pt!ζ(h), then by extending the diagram with the map p and the map Pt!(ℓ)
we end up with the following diagram
Pt!h Sproj(F)
ai1
Sinj(F)
IdV
//
Pt!ζ(h)

p
∼
// //
Pt!ℓ

1
99
Pt!h/V

2
;;
Since Pt!h/V ∈ Kinj, there is a lift IdV
1
−→ Sinj(F); the commutative square we get is a lifting
problem defined by the projective cofibration Pt!ζ(h) and the projective trivial fribration p. By
the lifting axiom in MS(X)proj there is a lift ai1
2
−→ Sproj(F) making everything commutative; in
particular we have a lift to the original extension problem. 
Pushout by new projective trivial cofibrations We need a last piece of ingredient in order
to apply Smith recognition theorem for combinatorial model category as stated for example by
Barwick [4, Proposition 2.2 ].
Lemma 9.20. For a pushout square in MS(X)proj
A F
B G
//
f

//
g

If f is a new projective trivial cofibration then g is a new projective trivial cofibration.
Proof. Since g is already an old projective cofibration it suffices to show that g is a new projective
weak equivalence. By the Proposition 9.18, it’s the same thing as being a new injective weak equiv-
alence.
As pointed out above f is also a new injective trivial cofibration, and since (trivial) cofibrations
are closed by pushout in any model category, it follows that g is also new injective trivial cofibration
in MS(X)
+
inj. In particular g is a new injective weak equivalence, thus a new projective weak
equivalence. 
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The new weak equivalences form an accessible subcategory of Arr(MS(X)proj) because they are
the weak equivalences of the combinatorial model category MS(X)
+
inj. A map in inj(IMS(X)) is a
trivial fibration, in particular an old weak equivalence. But old weak equivalence are also new weak
equivalence, therefore any map in inj(IMS(X)) is a new weak equivalence.
By virtue of Smith theorem we have that:
Theorem 9.21. The classes of original cofibrations, new weak equivalences, and new fibrations
defined above provide MS(X) with a structure of closed model category, cofibrantly generated and
combinatorial. It is indeed left proper.
This model structure is the left Bousfield localization of MS(X)proj with respect to Kproj. Fibrant
objects are Co-Segal categories.
We will denote by MS(X)
+
proj this new model strucuture on MS(X).
Proof. The model structure is guaranteed by Smith’s theorem. A fibrant object F is by definition
an α-injective injective object for every new trivial cofibration α.
From the previous observations the maps Pt!ζ(h) become new trivial cofibrations, and since the
maps in JMS(X)proj are already new trivial cofibrations, all the elements of Kproj are new trivial
cofibrations. Consequently if F is fibrant, it’s in particular Kproj-injective and one proceeds as in
the proof of Theorem 9.17 to conclude that F is a Co-Segal category which is fibrant in the old
model structure (= level-wise fibrant).
It remains to prove that this model structure is the left Bousfield localization of MS(X)proj with
respect to Kproj. To prove this we will simply show that the model structure MS(X)
+
proj and the
one of Theorem 9.17 are the same; that is we have the same class of cofibrations and fibrations on
the underlying category MS(X)proj.
For the notations we will denote by MS(X)
c
proj the ‘classical’ localized model structure of Theo-
rem 9.17. In both MS(X)
+
proj and MS(X)
c
proj the cofibrations are the old cofibrations in MS(X)proj
so we only have to show that we have the same fibrations.
In the two model structures the fibrations are defined to be the maps having the RLP with
respect to all maps which are both cofibration and new weak equivalences. It follows that the
fibrations will be the same as soon as we show that we have the same weak equivalences. Thanks
to the lemma below we know that the weak equivalences are indeed the same. 
Lemma 9.22. Given a map σ : F −→ G in MS(X) the following are equivalent
1. σ is a weak equivalence in MS(X)
c
proj i.e a Kproj-local equivalence;
2. σ is a weak in MS(X)
+
proj, that is Sproj(P σ) is an old weak equivalence;
3. σ is a weak in MS(X)
+
inj, that is Sinj(P σ) is an old weak equivalence or equivalenty a Kinj-local
equivalence.
Proof of the lemma. The equivalence between (2) and (3) is clear; we mentioned it there just for a
reminder. We will show that (3) is equivalent to (1).
The general picture is that MS(X)
c
proj is obtained by turning the maps Pt!ζ(h) to weak equiv-
alences while MS(X)
+
inj is obtained by turning the maps Pt!h/V into weak equivalences. The two
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type of maps are related by the equality Pt!(h/V ) = Pt!(ℓ) ◦ Pt!ζ(h) where Pt!(ℓ) is already a weak
equivalence; thus if we turn one of them into a weak equivalence then the other one also become a
weak equivalence by 3 for 2. This is the general philosophy; we shall now present a proof.
In the follwoing we use the language of classical Bousfield localization of a model category with
respect to a set of maps. This requires the notion of local object and local equivalence. These defi-
nitions can be found for example in [4], [14], [12], [17], [18] , [29]. We will denote by Map(−,−) a
homotopy function complex on MS(X); the homotopy type of Map(−,−) depends only on the weak
equivalences, so we can use the same for MS(X)inj and MS(X)proj.
We start with the direction (3) ⇒ (1). Let σ : F −→ G be a Kinj-local equivalences, that is a
weak equivalence in MS(X)
+
inj. Then σ will be a weak equivalence in MS(X)
c
proj, by definition, if for
all Kproj-local object E the induced map of simplicial sets σ
⋆ : Map(G,E) −→ Map(F,E) is weak
equivalence.
Let E be a Kproj-local object. By definition E is fibrant in MS(X)proj and for any α : A −→ B
in Kproj then α
⋆ : Map(B,E) −→ Map(A,E) is a weak equivalence. As E is not fibrant in MS(X)inj
we have to introduce a fibrant replacement E˜ in MS(X)inj; we have a weak equivalence q : E −→ E˜.
But fibrant objects in MS(X)inj are also fibrant in MS(X)proj, therefore E˜ is fibrant in MS(X)proj.
Claim. E˜ is also Kproj-local and Kinj-local.
The fact that E˜ is Kproj-local is a classical thing: Kproj-locality is invariant under weak equva-
lences of fibrant objects. In fact for any α : A −→ B in Kproj, the following commutes:
Map(B,E) Map(A,E)
Map(B, E˜) Map(A, E˜)
α⋆
∼
//
q⋆ ≀

α⋆
//
q⋆≀

The maps α⋆ : Map(B,E) −→ Map(A,E) is a weak equivalences of simplicial sets by hypothesis;
the two vertical maps q⋆ are also weak equivalences (see [17, Thm 17.7.7]). Therefore by 3 for 2 in
the model category of simplicial sets the other map α⋆ : Map(B, E˜) −→ Map(A, E˜) is also a weak
equivalence which proves that E˜ is Kproj-local.
To prove that E˜ is Kinj-local we have to show that for all α ∈ Kinj then
α⋆ : Map(B, E˜) −→ Map(A, E˜) is a weak equivalence i.e E˜ is α-local. If α ∈ JMS(X)inj then α is
in particular an old weak equivalence so E˜ is α-local by [17, Thm 17.7.7] (any object is local with
respect to any weak equivalence). It remains the case where α = Pt!h/V .
In one hand since Pt!(ℓ) is a weak equivalence, we have by [17, Thm 17.7.7] again that E˜ is
Pt!(ℓ)-local. On the other hand since E˜ is Kproj-local, it’s in particular Pt!ζ(h)-local. It follows that
E˜ is {Pt!(ℓ) ◦ Pt!ζ(h)}-local (as weak equivalence of simplicial sets are closed by compositions); but
Pt!(ℓ) ◦Pt!ζ(h) = Pt!h/V , thus E˜ is Pt!h/V -local. Summing up this one has that E˜ is also Kinj-local.
Claim. A Kinj-local equivalence is also a Kproj-local equivalence.
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By the above if σ is a Kinj-local equivalence then σ
⋆ : Map(G, E˜) −→ Map(F, E˜) is a weak
equivalence of simplicial sets. If we put this in the commutative diagram below:
Map(G,E) Map(F,E)
Map(G, E˜) Map(F, E˜)
σ⋆ //
q⋆ ≀

σ⋆
∼ //
q⋆≀

All the three maps are weak equivalences, therefore by 3 for 2 the map σ⋆ :Map(G,E) −→ Map(F,E)
is also a weak equivalence. Consequently σ is also a Kproj-local equivalence as claimed.
For the direction (1)⇒ (3) the proof is the same. Let σ : F −→ G be a Kproj-local equivalence.
By definition for any Kproj-local object E, σ
⋆ :Map(G,E) −→ Map(F,E) is a weak equivalence.
Claim. If E is a Kinj-local object then it is also a Kproj-local object.
In fact if E is Kinj-local, E is fibrant in MS(X)inj (hence in MS(X)proj) and the map
α⋆ :Map(B, E˜) −→ Map(A, E˜)
is a weak equivalence for all α ∈ Kinj.
Recall that Kproj = JMS(X)proj ∪ (
∐
t∈SX,deg(t)>1
Pt!ζ(I)).
If α ∈ JMS(X)proj then α is in particular an old weak equivalence in MS(X)proj and MS(X)inj so
E is automatically α-local by [17, Thm 17.7.7].
Assume that α = Pt!ζ(h). By applying Map(−,E) to the equality Pt!(ℓ) ◦ Pt!ζ(h) = Pt!h/V
we get Pt!ζ(h)
⋆ ◦ Pt!(ℓ)
⋆ = Pt!h
⋆
/V ; and since E is Kinj-local, it is in particular Pt!ζ(h)-local, thus
Pt!ζ(h)
⋆ is a weak equivalence.
As Pt!(ℓ) is an old weak equivalence then E is Pt!(ℓ)-local by [17, Thm 17.7.7] which means that
Pt!(ℓ)
⋆ is a weak equivalence; puting these together we conclude by 3-out-of-2 that Pt!ζ(h)
⋆ is a
weak equivalence and E is α-local.
Now if σ is a Kproj-local equivalence, by the above for any Kinj-local object E the map
σ⋆ : Map(G,E) −→ Map(F,E)
is also a weak equivalence which means precisely that σ is a Kinj-local equivalence. 
9.4 A new fibered model structure on MS(Set)
In the following we want to vary the set X when MS(X) is equipped with the Bousfield localization
with respect to Kproj constructed previously.
We will use the following notations.
Notations 9.4.0.1.
From now we will specify by K(X)proj, K(Y)proj the corresponding sets.
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MS(X)
+
proj = the bousfield localization of MS(X)proj with respect to K(X)proj, for a set X.
LX : MS(X)proj −→ MS(X)
+
proj = the canonical left Quillen functor.
Recall that for any function f : X −→ Y there is a Quillen adjunction
f! : MS(X)proj ⇄MS(Y)proj : f
⋆
where f! is left Quillen and f
⋆ is right Quillen.
Proposition 9.23. For any sets X,Y and any function f : X −→ Y there is an induced Quillen
adjunction denoted again f! ⊣ f
⋆:
f! : MS(X)
+
proj ⇆MS(Y)
+
proj : f
⋆
and the following commutes:
MS(X)proj MS(Y)proj
MS(X)
+
proj MS(Y)
+
proj
f!
//
oo f
⋆
LX

LY

f!
//
oo f
⋆
Sketch of proof. We will show that f!(K(X)proj) ⊂ K(Y)proj. The new ‘f!’ will be induced by
universal property of the Bousfield localization .
Consider α in K(X)proj = JMS(X)proj ∪ (
∐
t∈SX,deg(t)>1
Pt!ζ(I)).
Claim. If α ∈ JMS(X)proj then f!(α) ∈ JMS(Y)proj ⊂ K(Y)proj.
To see this first recall that JMS(X)proj = ΓJKX-proj, where KX =
∏
(A,B)∈X2 Hom[SX(A,B)
op,M ].
Furthermore there is also a Quillen adjunction f! : KX-proj ⇆ KY-proj : f
⋆; and by definition we
have:
JKX-proj =
∐
t∈SX
{Fth, h ∈ J},
where Ft is the left adjoint of the evaluation at t. It suffices then to show that f!(JKX-proj) ⊂ JKY-proj .
Using the adjunction one establishes that for any m ∈ M and any G ∈ KY:
Hom(f!F
t
m,G)
∼= Hom(Ftm, f
⋆G)
∼= Hom(m, (f⋆G)(t))
= Hom(m,Gf(t))
∼= Hom(Ff(t)m ,G)
Consequently f!F
t
m
∼= F
f(t)
m ; similarly f!F
t
α
∼= F
f(t)
α (we can actually assume that we have an
equality). One clearly has that f!(JKX-proj) ⊂ JKY-proj and the claim holds.
Claim. For every t and every h ∈ I then f!Pt!ζ(h) ∼= Pf(t)!ζ(h)
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This also holds by the adjunction. For any h and any G ∈ MS(Y) one has:
Hom(f!Pt!ζ(h),G) ∼= Hom(Pt!ζ(h), f
⋆G)
∼= Hom(ζ(h), (f⋆G)(ut))
= Hom(ζ(h),G f(ut)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=uf(t)
)
= Hom(ζ(h),Guf(t))
∼= Hom(Pf(t)!ζ(h),G)
and the claim follows. If we combine the two claims we have the desired result 
By virtue of Roig-Stanculescu result (Theorem 8.7) and under the hypothesis (9.2.3.1) we have
Theorem 9.24. For a symmetric closed monoidal model category M whose objects are all cofibrant,
the category MS(Set) has a Quillen model structure where a map σ = (f, σ) : F −→ G is
1. a weak equivalence if f : X −→ Y is an isomorphism of sets and σ : F −→ f⋆G is a weak
equivalence in MS(X)
+
proj,
2. a cofibration if the adjoint map σ˜ : f!F −→ G is a cofibration in MS(Y)
+
proj,
3. a fibration if σ : F −→ f⋆G is a fibration in MS(X)
+
proj.
4. fibrant objects are Co-Segal categories
We will denote by MS(Set)
+
proj the new model structure on MS(Set). There is a canonical left
Quillen functor
L : MS(Set)proj −→ MS(Set)
+
proj
whose component over X is LX : MS(X)proj −→ MS(X)
+
proj.
Proof. The proof is the same as for Theorem ??. On Set we take the minimal model structure:
cofibrations and fibrations are all maps, weak equivalences are isomorphisms. One can check eas-
ily that all the conditions of Theorem 8.7 are fulfilled; this gives the model structure described above.
For F ∈ MS(X)
+
proj, F is fibrant if the canonical map  : F −→ ∗ is a fibration MS(Set)
+
proj,
where ∗ is the terminal object therein. By definition this is equivalent to have that  : F −→ ⋆∗
is fibration is MS(X)
+
proj; and since 
⋆ is a right adjoint then it preserves the terminal object (as it
preserves any limit).
Summing up this one has that F is fibrant in MS(Set)
+
proj if and only if it is fibrant in MS(X)
+
proj,
therefore F is a Co-segal category by Theorem 9.21. 
9.4.1 Cofibrantly generated
Since the cofibrations on MS(Set)proj and MS(Set)
+
proj are the same, the set IMS(Set)proj constitutes
also a generating set for the cofibrations in MS(Set)
+
proj. Using the fact that MS(Set)
+
proj is already
a model category which is locally presentable, one can easily check that the set IMS(Set)proj and the
class of weak equivalences of MS(Set)
+
proj satisfy the conditions Smith’s recognition theorem ([4,
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Proposition 2.2]).
By Smith’s theorem we have a combinatorial model structure on MS(Set)proj with the same
cofibrations and weak equivalences of MS(Set)
+
proj. The set IMS(Set)proj constitutes a generating set
for the cofibrations and there exists a set J
MS(Set)
+
proj
which is a set of generating trivial cofibrations.
But since this new model category has the same cofibrations and weak equivalences (hence the
same fibrations) as MS(Set)
+
proj we deduce that this new model structure is in fact isomorphic to
MS(Set)proj; thus MS(Set)
+
proj is combinatorial and in particular cofibrantly generated.
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The monoidal category (MS(Set),⊗S, I)
Given a small category C, by construction there is a degree (or length) strict 2-functor deg : SC −→
S1 where 1 is the unit category and S1 ∼= (∆epi,+,0). If D is another category we can form the
genuine fiber product of 2-categories SC ×S1 SD.
Proposition 9.25. There is an isomorphism of 2-categories: SC×D ∼= SC ×S1 SD.
Proof. Obvious. 
Tensor product of S-diagrams
Let M = (M,⊗, I) be a symmetric monoidal category. Let I : (∆epi,+)
op −→ M be the constant
lax functor of value I and IdI ; the laxity maps are the obvious natural isomorphism I ⊗ I ∼= I. I
exhibits I in a tautological way as a (semi) monoid.
Given F : (SC)
2-op −→ M and G : (SD)
2-op −→ M we define F ⊗S G : (SC×D)
2-op −→ M to be
the lax functor given as follows.
1. For 1-morphisms (s, s′) ∈ (SC×D) we set (F ⊗S G)(s, s
′) := F(s)⊗ G(s′),
2. The laxity maps ϕF⊗SG : (F⊗SG)(s, s
′)⊗ (F⊗S G)(t, t
′) −→ (F⊗S G)(s⊗ t, s
′⊗ t′) are obtained
as the composite:
F(s)⊗ G(s′)⊗ F(t)⊗ G(t′)
Id⊗sym⊗Id
−−−−−−−→ F(s)⊗ F(t)⊗ G(s′)⊗ G(t′)
ϕF⊗ϕG
−−−−→ F(s⊗ t)⊗ G(s′ ⊗ t′)
where sym is the symmetry isomorphism in M (we have sym : G(s′)⊗ F(t)
∼=
−→ F(t)⊗ G(s′)).
3. One easily see that if f : C′ −→ C and g : D′ −→ D then (f × g)⋆F ⊗S G ∼= f
⋆F⊗S g
⋆G.
4. If σ = (σ, f) ∈ HomMS(Set)(F,G) and γ = (γ, g) ∈ Hom(F
′, g⋆G′) we define
σ⊗S γ = (σ ⊗ γ, f × g) ∈ HomMS(Set)[F⊗S G,F
′⊗S G
′] to be the morphism whose component
at (s, s′) is σs ⊗ σs′ .
We leave the reader to check that:
1. ⊗S is a bifunctor and is associative,
2. we have a canonical symmetry: F⊗S G ∼= G⊗S F,
3. for any F we have a natural isomorphism F⊗S I ∼= F.
10 A model structure for M -Cat for a 2-category M
In the following M is a 2-category. We will use capital letters U, V,W for the objects of M and
f, g, h, k for 1-morphisms and α, β, γ for 2-morphisms. For U, V ∈ Ob(M ) we will write MUV the
category of morphisms from U to V ; when U = V we will simply write MU . If f, g are composable
1-morphisms, we will denote by g ⊗ f the horizontal composition. Similarly for 2-morphisms α, β
we will write β ⊗ α the horizontal composition while β ◦ α will represents the vertical composition.
Definition 10.1. Let M be 2-category. We will say that M is locally a model category if the
following conditions holds:
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1. Each MUV is a model category in the usual sense.
2. M is a biclosed that is: for every 1-morphism f the following functors have a right adjoint:
f ⊗− −⊗f
3. The pushout-product axiom holds: given two cofibrations α : f −→ g ∈ Arr(MUV ) and
β : k −→ h ∈ Arr(MV W ) then the induced map βα : h ⊗ f ∪k⊗f k ⊗ g −→ h ⊗ g is a
cofibration in MUW which is moreover a trivial cofibration if either α or β is .
4. For every U and any 1-morphism f ∈ MUV , if Q(IdU ) −→ IdU is a cofibrant replacement
then the induced map Q(IdU )⊗ f −→ f is a weak equivalence in MUV .
As one can see this is a straightforward generalization of a monoidal model category considered
as a 2-category with one object. The condition (2) allows to distribute colimits with respect to the
composition on each factor.
We recall briefly below the definition of a category enriched over a 2-category M .
An M -category X consists roughly speaking of:
1. for each object U of M , a set XU of objects over U ;
2. for objects A,B over U, V , respectively an arrow X (A,B) : U −→ V ∈ MUV ;
3. for each object A over U , a 2-cell IA : IdU =⇒ X (A,A) ∈ MU ;
4. for object A,B,C over U, V,W , respectively, a 2-cell cABC : X (B,C) ⊗ X (A,B) =⇒
X (A,C) ∈ MUW satisfying the obvious three axioms of left and right identities and as-
sociativity.
Equivalently X can be defined as a lax morphism X : X −→ M or a strict homomorphism
X : PX −→ M (see [3]). Note that for each U , we have a category X|U enriched over the
monoidal category MU ; the set of objects of X|U is XU .
Given two M -categories X and Y an M -functor is given the following data:
1. a function Φ : Ob(X ) −→ Ob(Y ), Φ =
∐
U ΦU with ΦU : XU −→ YU ;
2. for A,B in X over U, V , respectively we have a morphism ΦAB : X (A,B) −→ Y (ΦA,ΦB)
in MUV
3. for each object A over U we have IΦA = ΦAA ◦ IA; satisfying the obvious compatibility with
respect to the composition on both sides.
M -categories with M -functors form the category M -Cat. There is an obvious category M -
Graph whose objects are M -graphs and morphisms are just the natural ones.
We have a forgetful functor just like in the monoidal case U : M -Cat −→ M -Graph.
Remark 10.1. As usual there is a restriction Φ|U : X|U −→ Y|U of Φ, which is a MU -functor. And
any M -functor has an underlying morphism between the corresponding M -graphs.
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Proposition 10.2. Let M be a biclosed 2-category which is locally locally-presentable that is:
each MUV is locally presentable in the usual sense. Then M -Cat is locally presentable.
Proof. All is proved in the same manner as for a monoidal category M . Below we list the different
steps:
1. First one shows that M -Graph is cocomplete, this is easy, just apply the same method as
Wolff [39]
2. U is monadic: construct a left adjoint of U with the same formula given in [39]. Then show
that M -Cat has coequalizer of parallel U-split pair, again using the same idea in loc. cit. As
U clearly reflect isomorphisms, it follows by Beck monadicity theorem that U is monadic.
3. Linton’s result [28, Corollary 2] applies and one has that M -Cat is cocomplete as well.
4. Following the same method as Kelly and Lack [21] one has that the monad induced by U
preserves filtered colimits and M -Graph is locally presentable. From this we apply [1, Remark
2.78] to establish that M -Cat is also locally presentable.
Note that being biclosed is essential in order to permute (filtered) colimits and ⊗. 
Terminology. Let W be a class of 2-morphisms in M . An M -functor Φ : X −→ Y is said to be
locally inW if for every pair of objects A,B of X the 2-morphism ΦAB : X (A,B) −→ Y (ΦA,ΦB)
is in W . We will say the same thing for a morphism between M -graphs.
The category M -Cat(X)
For each U ∈ M let’s fix a set XU of objects over U and consider X =
∐
U XU . Denote by
M -Cat(X) the category of M -categories with fixed set of objects X and M -functors which fixe X.
Similarly there is a category M -Graph(X) of M -graphs with vertices X and morphisms fixing X.
Just like in the case where M is a monoidal category there is a tensor product in M -Graph(X)
defined as follows. If X ,Y ∈ M -Graph(X) one defines X ⊗X Y by:
(X ⊗X Y )(A,B) =
∐
Z∈X
X (A,Z)⊗ Y (Z,B).
The unity of this product is the M -graph I given by
I (A,B) =
{
IdU if A and B are over the same object U
∅ = initial object in MUV If A over U , and B over V with U 6= V
As usual it’s not hard to see that M -Cat(X) is the category of monoids of (M -Graph(X),⊗X ,I ).
We have an obvious isomorphism of categories:
M -Graph(X) ∼=
∏
(U,V )∈Ob(M )2
M
(XU×XV )
UV
where M
(XU×XV )
UV = Hom(XU × XV ,MUV ). From this we can endow M -Graph(X) with the
product model structure. In this model structure, fibrations, cofibrations and weak equivalences are
simply component wise such morphism.
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Theorem 10.3. Let M be a 2-category which is locally a model category and locally cofibrantly
generated. Assume moreover that all the objects of M are cofibrant. Then we have:
1. the category M -Cat(X) admits a model structure which is cofibrantly generated.
2. if M is combinatorial, then so is M -Cat(X)
Proof. This is a special case of theorem 3.12 where O = OX , C. = X and M. = M 
Remark 10.2. One can remove the hypothesis ‘all the objects of M are cofibrant’ by using an
analogue of the monoid axiom of [34]. In fact one can use the method in loc. cit to establish the
theorem. Lurie [29] also presented a nice description of the model structure for the case where M is
the monoidal category of simplicial sets. It seems obvious that we can adapt his method to calculate
the pushout of interest in our case.
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A Some classical lemma
We present here the supplying material required in the other sections.
The first lemma we present is a classical result of category theory concerning the universal
property of a pushout diagram. We include this part for completeness.
Definition A.1. Let C be a small category and f : A −→ B, g : A −→ C be two morphisms of C
with the same source A.
A pushout of 〈f, g〉 is a commutative square:
A B
C R
f //
g

u
v //
such that for any other commutative square
A B
C S
f //
g

h
k //
there exists a unique morphism t : R −→ S such that h = t ◦ u and k = t ◦ v.
Notations A.0.1.1. To stress the fact a commutative square is a pushout square we will put the
symbol ‘y’ at the center of the diagram:
A B
C R
y
f //
g

u
v //
Observations 4. It follows from the universal property of the pushout that if a commutative square
A B
C S
f //
g

h
k //
is also a pushout of 〈f, g〉 then the unique map t : R −→ S we get from the definition is an isomor-
phism.
In this situation, up to a composition by the morphism t, we can assume that R = S, h = u
and k = v.
Terminology. The map v : C −→ R is said to be ‘the pushout of f along g’ and by symmetry v
is the pushout of g along f .
Using again the universal property of the pushout, we get the following lemma which says that
‘a pushout of a pushout is a pushout ’.
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Lemma A.2. Let C be a small category. Given two commutative squares in C:
A B
C R
f //
g

u
v //
B D
R U
p //
u

w
q //
If the two are pushout squares then the ‘composite square’:
A D
C U
p◦f //
g

w
q◦v //
is also a pushout square.
Proof. Obvious 
Remark A.1. If κ is a regular cardinal and if the set Mor(C) of all morphism of C is κ-small, then
the previous lemma can be applied for any set of consecutive pushout squares indexed by an ordinal
β with β < κ.
Definition A.3. Let K be set of cardinality |K| < κ and 1 = {O,O
IdO−−→ O} be the unit category.
We identify K with the discrete category whose set of objects is K.
The cone associated to the set K is the category ǫ(K) described as follows.
Ob(ǫ(K)) = K ⊔ {O} and for x, y ∈ Ob(ǫ(K)) we have
ǫ(K)(x, y) =

{(O, y)} if x = O and y ∈ K
{Idx} if x = y
∅ otherwise
The composition is the obvious one.
Remark A.2. Our notation ‘ǫ(K)’ is inspired from the category ǫ(n) used by Simpson (see [35]
13.1). In fact if K is a set of cardinality n then ǫ(K) is isomorphic to ǫ(n).
Following the terminology in [3], ǫ(K) is the thin brige from the 1 to K which was denoted therein
by ‘1 < K’.
With the category ǫ(K) we can give a general definition.
Definition A.4. Let M be a category and K be a set of cardinality |K| < κ.
A cone of M indexed by K is a functor τ : ǫ(K) −→ M .
The ordinal |K| is said to be the size of τ .
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Concretely a cone of M corresponds to a K-indexed family {A −→ Bk}k∈K of morphisms of
M having the same domain. We can write
τ = {A −→ Bk}k∈K
with A = τ(O), Bk = τ(k) and τ [(O, k)] = A −→ Bk.
Terminology.
• If M is a model category then a cone τ = {A −→ Bk}k∈K is said to be a cone of cofibra-
tions if every morphism A −→ Bk is a cofibration.
• More generally given a class of maps I of a category M , a cone τ = {A −→ Bk}k∈K is said
to be a cone of I if every map A −→ Bk is a member of I.
• A cone τ : ǫ(K) −→ M is said to be small if the index set K is such that |K| < κ for some
regular cardinal κ.
Definition A.5. Let M be a category.
A generalized pushout diagram in M is a colimit of a cone τ of M . Here the colimit is the
colimit of the functor τ .
One can check that for a cone τ associated to a set K of cardinality 2, then the colimit of the
diagram τ is given by a classical pushout square.
Using the fact that in a model category, the pushout of a cofibration is again a cofibration we
have the following lemma.
Lemma A.6. Let κ be regular cardinal. For any κ-small model category M the following hold.
1. Every small cone τ of M has a colimit.
2. If τ = {A →֒ Bk}k∈K if a cone of (trivial) cofibrations then all the canonical maps:
Bk −→ colim(τ)
A −→ colim(τ)
are also (trivial) cofibrations.
Sketch of proof. The assertion (1) follows from the fact that M has all small colimits by definition
of a model category.
For the assertion (2) it suffices to prove that the canonical map Bk −→ colim(τ) is a (triv-
ial) cofibration for every k. The map A −→ colim(τ) which is the composite of A →֒ Bk and
Bk −→ colim(τ), will be automatically a (trivial) cofibration since (trivial) cofibrations are stable
by composition. For the rest of the proof we will simply treat the trivial cofibration case; the other
case is implicitely proved by the same method.
We proceed by induction on the cardinality of K.
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• If |K| = 1, there is nothing to prove.
• If |K| = 2, K = {k1, k2}, the colimit of τ is a pushout diagram and the result is well known.
• Let K be an arbitrary κ-small set and assume that the assertion is true for any subset J ⊂ K
with |J | < |K|.
Let’s now choose k0 ∈ K and set J = K − {k0} and τ
′ := τ|ǫ(J).
As |J | < |K| the assertion is true for τ ′ and we have that the canonical maps:{
A −→ colim(τ ′)
Bk −→ colim(τ
′) for all k ∈ J
are trivial cofibrations .
Consider in M the following pushout square:
A Bk0
colim(τ ′) S
  //
_
 
//
Since trivial cofibrations are closed under pushout, we know that the canonical maps{
colim(τ ′) −→ S
Bk0 →֒ S
are trivial cofibrations. We deduce that the following maps are also trivial cofibrations:{
Bk →֒ S = [colim(τ
′) →֒ S] ◦ [Bk →֒ colim(τ
′)] k ∈ J
A →֒ S.
Finally one can easily verify that the object S equipped with the morphisms:
A →֒ S
Bk0 →֒ S
Bk →֒ S for all k ∈ J.
is a colimit of the functor τ , that is, it satisfies the universal property of ‘the’ colimit of τ . So
we can actually take colim(τ) = S, and the assertion follows.

Remark A.3. If I is the set of cofibrations of M then what we’ve just showed can be rephrased in
term of relative I-cell complex. We refer the reader to [18, Ch. 2.1.2]or [35, Ch. 8.7] and references
therein for the definition of relative cell complex.
In this terminology we’ve just showed that each map Bk −→ colim(τ) is a relative I-cell complex.
Now it’s well known that a relative I-cell complex is an element of some set I-cof (see [18, Lemma
2.1.10]). In general for an arbitrary class of maps I we have an inclusion I ⊂ I-cof, but in a model
category with I is the set of cofibrations of M we have an equality I-cof = I (see [18, Ch. 2.1.2]).
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B Adjunction Lemma
B.1 Lemma 1
In the following we fix M a cocomplete a symmetric closed monoidal category.
We remind the reader that being symmetric closed implies that the tensor product commutes with
colimits on both sides. In particular for every (small) diagram D : J −→ M , with J a discrete
category i.e a set, then we have:
[
∐
j∈J
D(j)] ⊗ P ∼=
∐
j∈J
[D(j) ⊗ P ]
P ⊗ [
∐
j∈J
D(j)] ∼=
∐
j∈J
[P ⊗D(j)].
Let X nonempty κ-small set and U : MS(X) −→
∏
(A,B)∈X2 Hom[SX(A,B)
op,M ] be the functor
defined as follows.
{
U(F ) = {FAB}(A,B)∈X2 for F = {FAB , ϕs,t}(A,B)∈X2 ∈ MS(X)
U(σ) = {σAB : FAB −→ GAB}(A,B)∈X2 for F
σ
−→ G
So concretely the functor U forgets the laxity maps ‘ϕs,t’.
Our goal is to prove the following lemma.
Lemma B.1. The functor U has a left adjoint, that is there exists a functor
Γ :
∏
(A,B)∈X2
Hom[SX(A,B)
op,M ] −→ MS(X)
such that for all F ∈ MS(X) and all X ∈
∏
(A,B)∈X2 Hom[SX(A,B)
op,M ], we have an isomorphism
of set:
Hom[Γ[X ], F ] ∼= Hom[X ,U(F )]
which is natural in F and X .
We will adopt the following conventions.
Conventions.
• If (U1, · · · , Un) is a n-tuple of objects of M we will write U1⊗ · · · ⊗Un for the tensor product
of U1, · · · , Un with all pairs of parentheses starting in front.
• For a nonempty set J and J1, J2 two nonempty subsets of J such that J1
⊔
J2 = J then
for every family (Uj)j∈J of objects of M we will freely identify the two objects
∐
j∈J Uj and
(
∐
j∈J1
Uj)
∐
(
∐
j∈J2
Uj) and we will call it “the” coproduct of the Uj.
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In particular for each k ∈ J1, the three canonical maps
ik : Uk −→
∐
j∈J Uj
iJ1 :
∐
j∈J1
Uj −→
∐
j∈J Uj
ik,J1 : Uk −→
∐
j∈J1
Uj
are linked by the equality: ik = iJ1 ◦ ik,J1 .
Before giving the proof we make some few observations.
Observations 5. Let (A,B) be a pair of elements of X and t ∈ SX(A,B). Denote by d the degree
(or length) of t.
Consider the set Dec(t) of all decompositions or ‘presentations’ of t given by:
Dec(t) =
∐
0≤l≤d−1
{(t0, · · · , tl),with t0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ tl = t}
where for l = 0 we have t0 = tl = t.
Given t′ ∈ SX(A,B) of length d
′ and a morphism u : t −→ t′ (hence d′ ≤ d) then for any
(t′0, · · · , t
′
l) ∈ Dec(t
′), there exists a unique (t0, · · · , tl) ∈ Dec(t) together with a unique (l+1)-tuple
of morphisms (u0, · · · , ul) with ui : ti −→ t
′
i such that:
u = u0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ul.
This follows from the fact in SX the composition is a concatenation of chains ‘side by side’ which
is a generalization of the ordinal addition in (∆epi,+, 0). In fact by construction each SX(A,B) is
a category of elements of a functor from ∆epi to the category of sets. In particular the morphisms
in SX(A,B) are parametrized by the morphism of ∆epi and we clearly have this property of decom-
position of morphisms in (∆epi,+).
It follows that any map u : t −→ t′ of SX(A,B) determines a unique function Dec(u) :
Dec(t′) −→ Dec(t). Moreover it’s not hard to see that if we have two composable maps u : t −→ t′,
u′ : t′ −→ t′′ then Dec(u′ ◦ u) = Dec(u′) ◦Dec(u).
Remark B.1. One can observe that for t ∈ SX(A,B) and s ∈ SX(B,C) we have a canonical map
of sets
Dec(s)×Dec(t) −→ Dec(s⊗ t)
which is injective, so that we can view Dec(s)×Dec(t) as a subset of Dec(s⊗ t).
And more generally for each (t0, · · · , tl) ∈ Dec(t) with l > 0 we can identify Dec(t0)× · · · ×Dec(tl)
with a subset of Dec(t).
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B.1.1 Proof of lemma B.1
Let X = (XAB) be an object of
∏
(A,B)∈X2 Hom[SX(A,B)
op,M ].
To prove the lemma we will proceed as follows.
∗ First we give the construction of the components Γ[X ]AB .
∗ Then we define the laxity maps ξs,t.
∗ Finally we check that we have the universal property i.e that the functor F 7→ Hom[X ,U(F )]
is co-represented by Γ[X ].
The components Γ[X ]AB
1. We define Γ[X ](t) by induction on degree of t by:
• Γ[X ](t) = X (t) if deg(t) = 1, i.e t = (A,B) for some (A,B) ∈ X2
• And if deg(t) > 1 then we set
Γ[X ](t) = X (t)
∐
l>0,(t0,··· ,tl)∈Dec(t)
Γ[X ](t0)⊗ · · · ⊗ Γ[X ](tl).
This formula is well defined since for every (ti)0≤i≤l ∈ Dec(t) with l > 0 we have deg(ti) < deg(t)
and therefore each Γ[X ](ti) is already defined by the induction hypothesis.
2. Note that by construction we have the following canonical maps:Γ[X ](t0)⊗ · · · ⊗ Γ[X ](tl)
ξ(t0,··· ,tl)−−−−−−→ Γ[X ](t) with l > 0
X (t)
ηt
−→ Γ[X ](t)
(B.1.1)
3. Given a map u : t −→ t′ of SX(A,B), we also define the map Γ[X ](u) : Γ[X ](t
′) −→ Γ[X ](t)
by induction.
• If t is of degree 1 we take Γ[X ](u) = X (u).
• If the degree of t is > 1, for each (t0, · · · , t
′
l) ∈ Dec(t
′) we have a unique (t0, · · · , tl) ∈ Dec(t)
together with maps ui : ti −→ t
′
i such that u = u0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ul.
By the induction hypothesis all the maps Γ[X ](ui) : Γ[X ](t
′
i) −→ Γ[X ](ti) are defined, and we
can consider the maps:{
Γ[X ](t′0)⊗ · · · ⊗ Γ[X ](t
′
l)
⊗Γ[X ](ui)
−−−−−−−→ Γ[X ](t0)⊗ · · · ⊗ Γ[X ](tl) with l > 0
X (u) : X (t′) −→ X (t)
(B.1.2)
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The composite of the maps in (B.1.2) followed by the maps in (B.1.1) gives the followingΓ[X ](t′0)⊗ · · · ⊗ Γ[X ](t′l)
ξ(t0,··· ,tl)◦(⊗Γ[X ](ui))−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Γ[X ](t) with l > 0
X (t′)
ηt◦X (u)
−−−−−→ Γ[X ](t)
(B.1.3)
Finally using the universal property of the coproduct, we know that the maps in (B.1.3) deter-
mines a unique map:
Γ[X ]AB(u) : Γ[X ]AB(t
′) −→ Γ[X ]AB(t).
4. It’s not hard to check that these data determine a functor Γ[X ]AB : SX(A,B)
op −→ M .
5. We leave the reader to check that all the maps in (B.1.1) are natural in all variable ti including
t. In particular the maps ηt determine a natural transformation
ηAB : XAB −→ Γ[X ]AB
These natural transformations {ηAB}(A,B)∈X2 will constitute the unity of the adjunction.
Remark B.2. We can define alternatively Γ[X ] without using induction by the formula:
Γ[X ](t) =
∐
(t0,··· ,tl)∈Dec(t)
X (t0)⊗ · · · ⊗X (tl).
where we include also the case l = 0 to have X (t) in the coproduct.
It’s not hard to check that the Γ[X ] we get by this formula and the previous one are naturally
isomorphic. But for simplicity we will work with the definition by induction.
The laxity maps The advantage of the definition by induction is that we have ‘on the nose’ the
laxity maps which correspond to the canonical maps :
Γ[X ](s)⊗ Γ[X ](t)
ξs,t
−−−−−−−−−→
(s,t)∈Dec(s⊗t)
Γ[X ](s ⊗ t)
for all pair of composable morphisms (s, t). And one can check that these laxity maps satisfy the
coherence axioms of a lax morphism, so that Γ[X ] is indeed an SX-diagram.
Given two objects X , X ′ with a morphism δ : X −→ X ′, one defines Γ(δ) = {Γ(δ)t} with:
Γ(δ)t = δt
∐
(t0,··· ,tl)∈Dec(t),l>0
Γ(δ)t0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Γ(δ)tl .
We leave the reader check that Γ is a functor.
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Remark B.3. If M is a symmetric monoidal model category such that all the objects are cofibrant,
then by the pushout-product axiom one has that the class of (trivial) cofibrations is closed under
tensor product. It’s also well known that (trivial) cofibrations are also closed under coproduct. If
we combine these two fact one clearly see that if δ : X −→ X ′ is a level-wise (trivial) cofibration,
then Γδ is also a level-wise (trivial) cofibrations.
The level-wise (trivial) cofibrations are precisely the (trivial) cofibration on KX-inj (= KX
equipped with the injective model structure). We have also by Ken Brown lemma (see [18, Lemma
1.1.12]) that both ⊗ and
∐
preserve the weak equivalences between cofibrant objects; thus if δ is a
level-wise weak equivalence then so is Γδ.
The universal property It remains to show that we have indeed an isomorphism of set:
Hom[Γ[X ], F ] ∼= Hom[X ,U(F )]
Recall that the functor U forgets only the laxity maps, so for any F,G ∈ MS(X) we have:
- (UF )AB = FAB ,
- For any σ ∈ HomMS(X)(F,G) then U[σ] = σ.
So when there is no confusion, we will write F instead of U(F ) and σ instead of U(σ).
Consider η : X −→ Γ[X ] the canononical map appearing in the construction of Γ[X ]. η is
actually a map from X to U(Γ[X ]).
Let θ : Hom[Γ[X ], F ] −→ Hom[X ,U(F )] be the function defined by:
θ(σ) = U(σ) ◦ η
with θ(σ)t = σt ◦ ηt. By abuse of notations we will write θ(σ) = σ ◦ η.
Claim. θ is one-to-one and onto, hence an isomorphism of sets
Injectivity of θ
Suppose we have σ, σ′ ∈ Hom[Γ[X ], F ] such that θ(σ) = θ(σ′) . We proceed by induction on the
degree of t to show that for all t, σt = σ
′
t.
• For t of degree 1 we have Γ[X ](t) = X (t) and ηt = IdΓ[X ](t) therefore θ(σ)t = σt and
θ(σ′)t = σ
′
t. The assumption θ(σ)t = θ(σ
′)t gives σt = σ
′
t.
• Let t be of degree d > 1 and assume that σw = σ
′
w for all w of degree ≤ d−1. We will denote
for short by Dec(t)∗ the set Dec(t)−{t} which is exacltly the set of all (w0, · · · , wp) in Dec(t) with
p > 0.
For each (w0, · · · , wp) ∈ Dec(t)
∗ we have two canonical maps:Γ[X ](w0)⊗ · · · ⊗ Γ[X ](wp)
ξ(w0,··· ,wp)
−−−−−−−→ Γ[X ](w0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wp) = Γ[X ](t)
F (w0)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (wp)
ϕ(w0,··· ,wp)
−−−−−−−→ F (w0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wp) = F (t)
(B.1.4)
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The map ξ(w0,··· ,wp) is the one in (B.1.1) and the map ϕ(w0,··· ,wp) is uniquely determined by laxity
maps of F and their coherences, together with the bifunctoriality of the product ⊗ and it asso-
ciativity. We remind the reader that the choice and order of composition of these maps (laxity,
associativity, identities) we use to build ϕ(w0,··· ,wp) doesn’t matter (Mac Lane coherence theorem
[31, Ch. 7]).
Now by definition of a morphism of SX-diagrams, for any (w0, w1) with w0⊗w1 = t the following
diagram commutes:
Γ[X ](w0)⊗ Γ[X ](w1) Γ[X ](t)
F (w0)⊗ F (w1) F (t)
ξw0,w1 //
σw0⊗σw1

σt
ϕw0,w1 //
And using again a ‘Mac Lane coherence style’ argument we have a general commutative diagram
for each (w0, · · · , wp) ∈ Dec(t):
Γ[X ](w0)⊗ · · · ⊗ Γ[X ](wp) Γ[X ](t)
F (w0)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (wp) F (t)
ξ(w0,··· ,wp) //
⊗
σwi

σt
ϕ(w0,··· ,wp) // (B.1.5)
If we replace σ by σ′ everywhere we get a commutative diagram of the same type.
Let’s denote by Diagt(σ) and Diagt(σ
′) the set of maps:
Diagt(σ) =
{
ϕ(w0,··· ,wp) ◦ (⊗σwi), (w0, · · · , wp) ∈ Dec(t)
∗
}
⊔ {θ(σ)t}
Diagt(σ
′) =
{
ϕ(w0,··· ,wp) ◦ (⊗σ
′
wi), (w0, · · · , wp) ∈ Dec(t)
∗
}
⊔
{
θ(σ′)t
}
.
Using the induction hypothesis σwi = σ
′
wi and the fact that θ(σ) = θ(σ
′) we have:{
ϕ(w0,··· ,wp) ◦ (⊗σwi) = ϕ(w0,··· ,wp) ◦ (⊗σ
′
wi) for all (w0, · · · , wp) ∈ Dec(t)
∗
θ(σ)t = θ(σ
′)t
so that Diagt(σ) = Diagt(σ
′).
The universal property of the coproduct says that there exists a unique map δt : Γ[X ](t) −→ F (t)
such that: 
ϕ(w0,··· ,wp) ◦ (⊗σwi) = δt ◦ ξ(w0,··· ,wp)
ϕ(w0,··· ,wp) ◦ (⊗σ
′
wi) = δt ◦ ξ(w0,··· ,wp)
θ(σ)t = δt ◦ ηt
θ(σ′)t = δt ◦ ηt
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But we know from the commutative diagrams (B.1.5) that both σt and σ
′
t satisfy these relations so
by unicity we have σt = δt = σ
′
t .
By induction we have the equality σt = σ
′
t for all t which means that σ = σ
′ and θ is injective.
Remark B.4. The set of maps:{
ϕ(w0,··· ,wp) : F (w0)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (wp) −→ F (t) for all (w0, · · · , wp) ∈ Dec(t)
∗
IdF (t) : F (t) −→ F (t)
determines by the universal property of the coproduct a unique map :
ε′t :
∐
Dec(t)
F (w0)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (wp) −→ F (t).
Note that the source of that map is a coproduct taken on Dec(t) i.e including t. We have the
obvious factorizations of ϕ(w0,··· ,wp) and IdF (t) through ε
′
t. From the Remark B.2 we have
Γ[UF ](t) ∼=
∐
Dec(t)
F (w0)⊗ · · · ⊗ F (wp)
and ε′t gives a map εt : Γ[UF ](t) −→ F (t). That map εt will constitute the co-unit of the adjunction.
Surjectivity of θ
Let π : X −→ U(F ) be an element of Hom[X ,U(F )]. In the following we construct by induction
a morphism of SX-diagrams σ : Γ[X ] −→ F such that θ(σ) = π.
Let t be a morphism in SX of degree d.
• For d = 1 since Γ[X ](t) = X (t) and ηt = IdΓ[X ](t), we set σt = πt. We have:
θ(σ)t = σt ◦ ηt = πt ◦ IdΓ[X ](t) = πt.
• For d > 1, let’s assume that we’ve construct σwi : Γ[X ](wi) −→ F (wi) for all wi of degree ≤ d−1
such that:
θ(σ)wi = σwi ◦ ηwi = πwi .
Using the the universal property of the copruduct with respect to the following set of maps:
{
ϕ(w0,··· ,wp) ◦ (⊗σwi) : Γ[X ](w0)⊗ · · · ⊗ Γ[X ](wp) −→ F (t) for all (w0, · · · , wp) ∈ Dec(t)
∗
πt : X (t) −→ F (t)
we have a unique map σt : Γ[X ](t) −→ F (t) such that the following factorizations hold:{
ϕ(w0,··· ,wp) ◦ (⊗σwi) = σt ◦ ξ(w0,··· ,wp) for all (w0, · · · , wp) ∈ Dec(t)
∗
πt = σt ◦ ηt.
These factorizations implies that all the diagrams of type (B.1.5) are commutative. So by induction
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for all t we have these commutative diagrams which gives the required axioms for transformations
of lax-morphisms (see Definition 4.13).
Moreover we clear have by construction that θ(σ)t = σt ◦ ηt = πt for all t, that is θ(σ) = π and
θ is surjective.
We leave the reader to check that all the constructions considered in the previous paragraphs
are natural in both X and F . 
B.2 Evaluations on morphism have left adjoint
In the following M represents a cocomplete category. Given a small category C and a morphism
α of C we will denote by Evα : Hom(C,M ) −→ M
[1] the functor that takes F ∈ Hom(C,M ) to F(α).
Let [1] = (0 −→ 1) be the interval category. A morphism α of C can be identified with a functor
denoted again α : [1] −→ C, that takes 0 to the source of α and 1 to the target.
Then we can identify Evα with the pullback functor α
⋆ : Hom(C,M)
α◦
−→ Hom([1],M ) = M 2. With
this identification one easily establish that
Lemma B.2. For a small category C and any morphism α ∈ C the functor Evα has a left adjoint
Fα : M [1] −→ Hom(C,M ).
Proof. This is a special case of a more general situation where we have a functor α : B −→ C; the
left adjoint of α⋆ is α! which corresponds to the left Kan extension functor along α. The reader can
find a detailed proof for example in [29, A.2.8.7], [35, Ch. 7.6.1], [17, Ch. 11.6]. 
Corollary B.3. Fα is a left Quillen functor between the corresponding projective model structures.
Proof. A left adjoint is a left Quillen functor if and only if its right adjoint is a right Quillen functor
(see lemma [18, 1.3.4]); consequently Fα is a left Quillen functor if and only if Evα is a right Quillen
functor.
But in the respective projective model structure on Hom(C,M ) and M [1] = Hom([1],M ), the
(trivial) fibrations are the level-wise ones, so Evα clearly preserves them. Thus Evα is a right Quillen
functor and the result follows. 
Remark B.5. From Ken Brown lemma ([18, Lemma 1.1.12]), Fα preserves weak equivalences
between cofibrant objects. Recall that a cofibrant object in M 2proj is a cofibration in M with a
cofibrant domain. In particular if all the objects of M are cofibrant, then the cofibrant objects in
M 2proj are simply all the cofibrations of M . Therefore if all the objects of M are cofibrant then F
α
preserves weak equivalence between any two cofibrations.
Our main interest in the above lemma is when C = SX(A,B)
op and α = ut, the unique morphism
in SX(A,B)
op from (A,B) to t (see Observation 2).
Each category SX(A,B)
op is an example of direct category, that is a a category C equiped with
a linear extension functor deg : C −→ λ, where λ is an ordinal. One requires furthermore that deg
takes nonidentiy maps to nonidentiy maps; this way any nonidentity map raises the degree. Note
that SX(A,B)
op has an initial object e which corresponds to (A,B).
For such categories C one has the following
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Lemma B.4. Let C be a direct category. Then for any model category M , the adjunction
Fα : M [1] ⇄ Hom(C,M ) : Evα
is also a Quillen adjunction with the injective model structures on each side.
Corollary B.5. For any t ∈ SX(A,B) the functor
Fut : M
[1]
inj −→ Hom[SX(A,B)
op,M ]inj
is a left Quillen functor.
Proof of Lemma B.4. We assume that α is an nonidentity map since the assertion is obvious when
α is an identity. Let c0 = α(0) and c1 = α(1) be respectively the source and target of α, and
h : U −→ V be an object in M [1] = Hom([1],M ). Note that since α is an nonidentity map we
have deg(c0) < deg(c1), thus Hom(c1, c0) = ∅.
By definition of the left Kan extension along α one defines Fαh(c) as:
Fαh(c) = colim
(α(i)
k
−→c)∈α/c
α(i)
where α/c represents the over category (see [31], [35, 7.6.1]). Let Dα(c0, c) ⊂ Hom(c0, c) be
the subset of morphisms that factorizes through α. One can check that the previous colimit is the
following coproduct:
Fαh(c) = (
∐
f∈Dα(c0,c)
V )
∐
(
∐
f /∈Dα(c0,c)
U)
∐
(
∐
f∈Hom(c1,c)
V ).
In the above expression, when the set indexing the coproduct is empty, then the coproduct is
the initial object of M .
Given g : c −→ c′ the structure map Fαh(g) : F
α
h(c) −→ F
α
h(c
′) is given as follows:
1. On
∐
f∈Dα(c0,c)
V , one sends the V -summand corresponding to f : c0 −→ c to the V -summand
corresponding to gf : c0 −→ c
′ by the identity IdV . Note that this is well defined since gf
factorizes also through α.
2. On
∐
f /∈Dα(c0,c)
U , one sends the U -summand corresponding to f : c0 −→ c to:
− the V -summand corresponding to gf by the morphism h : U −→ V , if gf ∈ Dα(c0, c
′).
− the U -summand corresponding to gf , if gf /∈ Dα(c0, c
′) by the morphism IdU .
3. On
∐
f∈Hom(c1,c)
V we send the V -summand indexed by f to the V -summand in Fαh(c
′) cor-
responding to gf by the morphism IdV .
4. If one of the coproduct vanish to the initial object ∅ of M then one use simply the unique
map out of it.
It follows that given an injective (trivial) cofibration θ = (a, b) : h −→ h′:
U U ′
V V ′
  a //
h

 
b
//
h′

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the c-component of Fαθ is the coproduct
Fαθ,c = (
∐
f∈Dα(c0,c)
b)
∐
(
∐
f /∈Dα(c0,c)
a)
∐
(
∐
f∈Hom(c1,c)
b).
Since (trivial) cofibrations are closed under coproduct we deduce that Fαθ,c is a (trivial) cofibration
if θ is so, thus Fα is a left Quillen functor as desired. 
C MS(X) is cocomplete if M is so
In this section we want to prove the following
Theorem C.1. Given a co-complete symmetric monoidal category M , for any nonempty set X the
category MS(X) is co-complete.
The proof of this theorem follows exactly the same ideas as the proof of the co-completeness of
M -Cat given by Wolff [39].
We will proceed as follows.
• We will show first that MS(X) is monadic over KX =
∏
(A,B)∈X2 Hom[SX(A,B)
op,M ] using
the Beck monadicity theorem [?].
• As the adjunction is monadic we know that MS(X) has a coequalizers of U-split pair of
morphisms and preserve them.
• Since KX is cocomplete by a result of Linton [28, Corollary 2] the cateogry of algebra of the
monad, which is equivalent to MS(X), is cocomplete.
C.1 MS(X) has coequalizers of reflexive pairs
The question of existence of coequalizers in MS(X) is similar to that of coequalizers in M -Cat
which was treated by Wolff [39]. For our needs we only treat the question of coequalizer of reflexive
pairs.
Given a parallel pair of morphisms in MS(X) (σ1, σ2) : D ⇒ F one can view it as defining a
‘relation’ ‘R = Im(σ1 × σ2) ⊂ F × F ’ on F . We will call such relation ‘precongruence’. In this
situation the question is to find out when a quotient object ‘E = F/R’ (‘the coequalizer’) exists in
MS(X). We will proceed in the same maner as Wolff; below we outline the different steps before
going to details.
1. We will start by giving a criterion which says under which conditions the coequalizer computed
in KX lifts to a coequalizer in MS(X).
2. When a parallel pair of morphisms is a reflexive pair (=the analogue of the relation R to
be reflexive) we will show that the conditions of the criterion are fullfiled and the result will
follow.
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C.1.1 Lifting of coequalizer
Definition C.2. Let F be an object of MS(X).
1. A precongruence in F is a pair of parallel morphisms in KX
A UF
σ1
//
σ2 //
for some object A ∈ KX .
2. Let E be a coequalizer in KX of (σ1, σ2), with L : UF −→ E the canonical map. We say that
the precongruence is a congruence if:
• E = U(E˜) for some E˜ ∈ MS(X) and
• L = U(L˜) for a (unique) morphism L˜ : F −→ E˜ in MS(X).
When there is no confusion we simply write E for E˜ and L for L˜.
Lemma C.3. Let F be an object of MS(X) and consider a precongruence:
A UF E
σ1
//
σ2 // L //
Denote by ϕs,t : F (s)⊗ F (t) −→ F (s⊗ t) be the laxity maps of F .
Then the precongruence is a congruence if and only if for any pair (s, t) of composable 1-morphisms
in SX the following equalities hold:
Ls⊗t ◦ [ϕs,t ◦ (IdF (s)⊗σ1(t))] = Ls⊗t ◦ [ϕs,t ◦ (IdF (s)⊗σ2(t))]
Ls⊗t ◦ [ϕs,t ◦ (σ1(s)⊗ IdF (t))] = Ls⊗t ◦ [ϕs,t ◦ (σ2(s)⊗ IdF (t))].
In this case the structure of SX-diagram on E is unique.
Remark C.1. If F was (the nerve of) an M -category, taking s = (A,B), and t = (B,C), we have
s ⊗ t = (B,C) and the laxity maps correpond to the composition: cABC : F (A,B) ⊗ F (B,C) −→
F (A,C). One can check that the previous conditions are the same as in [39, Lemma 2.7].
Sketch of proof. The fact that having a congruence implies the equalities is easy and follows from
the fact that L is a morphism in MS(X) and that L is a coequalizer of σ1 and σ2. We will then
only prove that the equalities force a congruence.
To prove the statement we need to provide the laxity maps for E: φs,t : E(s)⊗E(t) −→ E(s⊗t).
By definition of E, for any 1-morphism s ∈ SX , E(s) is a coequalizer of (σ1(s), σ2(s)), which is a
particular case of colimit in M . Since M is a symmetric monoidal closed, colimits commute on each
factor with the tensor product ⊗ of M . It follows that given a pair (s, t) of composable morphisms
then E(s)⊗ E(t) is the colimit of the ‘diagram’:
ǫ(s, t) = {A(s)⊗A(t)
σi(s)⊗σj (t)
−−−−−−−→ F (s)⊗ F (t)}i,j∈{1,2}.
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Now we claim that all the composite Ls⊗t ◦ϕs,t ◦ [σi(s)⊗σj(t)] : A(s)⊗A(t) −→ E(s⊗ t) are equal.
This equivalent to say that the diagram
ǫ′(s, t) = Ls⊗t ◦ ϕs,t ◦ ǫ(s, t) := {Ls⊗t ◦ ϕs,t ◦ [σi(s)⊗ σj(t)]}i,j∈{1,2}
is a compatible cocone. Before telling why this is true let’s see how we get the laxity maps for E.
For that it suffices to observe that since ǫ′(s, t) := Ls⊗t ◦ϕs,t ◦ ǫ(s, t) is a compatible cocone, by the
universal property of the colimit of ǫ(s, t) there exists a unique map ψs,t : E(s)⊗E(t) −→ E(s⊗ t)
making the obvious diagrams commutative. In particular for any s, t the following is commutative:
F (s)⊗ F (t) F (s⊗ t)
E(s)⊗ E(t) E(s ⊗ t)
ϕs,t //
Ls⊗Lt

Ls⊗t
ψs,t //❴❴❴❴
The fact that the morphism ψs,t fit coherently is left to the reader as it’s straightforward: it
suffices to introduce a cocone ǫ(s, t, u) whose colimit ‘is’ E(s)⊗ E(t)⊗ E(u) and use the universal
property of the colimit. This shows that (E,ψs,t) is an object of MS(X) and that L extends to a
morphism in MS(X).
Now with some easy but tedious computations one gets successively the desired equalities:
Ls⊗t ◦ ϕs,t ◦ [σ1(s)⊗ σ2(t)] = Ls⊗t ◦ ϕs,t ◦ [(IdF (s)⊗σ2(t)) ◦ (σ1(s)⊗ IdA(t))]
= Ls⊗t ◦ [ϕs,t ◦ (IdF (s)⊗σ2(t))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Ls⊗t◦[ϕs,t◦(IdF (s)⊗σ1(t))]
◦(σ1(s)⊗ IdA(t))
(1) = Ls⊗t ◦ [ϕs,t ◦ (IdF (s)⊗σ1(t))] ◦ (σ1(s)⊗ IdA(t))
= Ls⊗t ◦ ϕs,t ◦ [σ1(s)⊗ σ1(t)]
From (1)  = Ls⊗t ◦ ϕs,t ◦ [(IdF (s)⊗σ1(t)) ◦ (σ1(s)⊗ IdA(t))]
= Ls⊗t ◦ ϕs,t ◦ [(σ1(s)⊗ IdF (t)) ◦ (IdA(s)⊗σ1(t))]
= Ls⊗t ◦ [ϕs,t ◦ (σ1(s)⊗ IdF (t))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Ls⊗t◦[ϕs,t◦(σ2(s)⊗IdF (t))]
◦(IdA(s)⊗σ1(t))
(2) = Ls⊗t ◦ [ϕs,t ◦ (σ2(s)⊗ IdF (t))] ◦ (IdA(s)⊗σ1(t))
= Ls⊗t ◦ ϕs,t ◦ [σ2(s)⊗ σ1(t)]
From (2)  = Ls⊗t ◦ [ϕs,t ◦ (σ2(s)⊗ IdF (t))] ◦ (IdA(s)⊗σ1(t))
= Ls⊗t ◦ ϕs,t ◦ [(IdF (s)⊗σ1(t)) ◦ (σ2(s)⊗ IdA(t))]
= Ls⊗t ◦ [ϕs,t ◦ (IdF (s)⊗σ1(t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Ls⊗t◦[ϕs,t◦(IdF (s)⊗σ2(t))
◦(σ2(s)⊗ IdA(t))
= Ls⊗t ◦ [ϕs,t ◦ (IdF (s)⊗σ2(t)) ◦ (σ2(s)⊗ IdA(t))
= Ls⊗t ◦ ϕs,t ◦ [σ2(s)⊗ σ2(t)]

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Following Linton [28] we introduce the
Definition C.4. Let σ1, σ2 : A ⇒ UF be a parallel pair of morphisms in KX i.e a precongruence
in F . We will say that a morphism L : F −→ E in MS(X) is a coequalizer relative to U if:
1. If UL ◦ σ1 = UL ◦ σ2 and
2. if for any morphism L′ : F −→ Z in MS(X) which satisfies UL
′ ◦ σ1 = UL
′ ◦ σ2 then there
exists a unique morphism H : E −→ Z in MS(X) such that L
′ = H ◦ L.
Lemma C.5. If a precongruence
A UF E
σ1
//
σ2 // L //
is a congruence then the morphism L : F −→ E is a coequalizer rel. to U.
Proof. Obvious: follows from the construction of (E,ψs,t).

Lemma C.6 (Linton). Let U : D −→ C be a faithful functor and f˜ , g˜ : A −→ B be a pair of parallel
of morphisms in D. Denote by f = Uf˜ and g = Ug˜. Then for p : A −→ E in D, the following are
equivalent:
• p is a coequalizer of (f˜ , g˜),
• p is a coequalizer rel. to U of (f, g).
Proof. See [28, Lemma 1]. 
For a given F ∈ MS(X), among the precongruences defined in F we have the ones coming from
parallel pair of morphisms in MS(X) namely:
UD UF
Uσ˜1
//
Uσ˜2 //
for some D ∈ MS(X).
The following lemma tells about these congruences.
Lemma C.7. Let F be an object of MS(X). Consider a precongruence in F
UD UF E
Uσ˜1
//
Uσ˜2 // L // .
If there exists a split i.e a morphism p : UF −→ UD in KX such that Uσ˜1 ◦ p = Uσ˜2 ◦ p = IdUF
then:
• the precongruence is a congruence and hence
• L : F −→ E is a coequalizer in MS(X) of the pair (σ˜1, σ˜2) : D ⇒ F (and is obviously preserved
by U).
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Proof. We will simply need to show that the equalities of Lemma C.3 holds. We will reduce the
proof to the first equalities since the second ones are treated in the same manner by simply per-
muting IdF ⊗σi to σi ⊗ IdF .
Setting σ1 = Uσ˜1 and σ2 = Uσ˜2, these equalities become:
Ls⊗t ◦ [ϕs,t ◦ (IdF (s)⊗σ1(t))] = Ls⊗t ◦ [ϕs,t ◦ (IdF (s)⊗σ2(t))]
And to simplify the notations we will remove the letters ‘s⊗ t, s, t’ but will mention ‘ϕ
F
’ or ‘ϕ
D
’
for the laxity maps of F and D repsectively. The previous equality will be then written, when there
is no confusion, as follows:
L ◦ [ϕ
F
◦ (IdF ⊗σ1)] = L ◦ [ϕF ◦ (IdF ⊗σ2)].
Since σ1 ◦ p = IdF = σ2 ◦ p, we have that
IdF ⊗σ1 = (σ1 ◦ p)⊗ (σ1 ◦ IdD)
= (σ1 ⊗ σ1) ◦ (p ⊗ IdD).
Similarly for σ2: IdF ⊗σ2 = (σ2 ⊗ σ2) ◦ (p⊗ IdD).
With these observations we can compute
L ◦ [ϕ
F
◦ (IdF ⊗σ1)] = L ◦ ϕF ◦ (σ1 ⊗ σ1) ◦ (p⊗ IdD)
= L ◦ σ1 ◦ ϕD ◦ (p⊗ IdD) (a)
= L ◦ σ2 ◦ ϕD ◦ (p⊗ IdD) (∗)
= L ◦ ϕF ◦ (σ2 ⊗ σ2) ◦ (p⊗ IdD) (b)
= L ◦ [ϕ
F
◦ (IdF ⊗σ2)]
This gives the desired equalities. We justify the different steps below.
• In (a) and (b) we’ve used the fact that σ1 and σ2 are morphisms in MS(X), which implies
in particluar that
ϕF ◦ (σi ⊗ σi) = σi ◦ ϕD .
This last equality is equivalent to say that the following diagram commutes:
D(s)⊗D(t) D(s⊗ t)
F (s)⊗ F (t) F (s⊗ t)
ϕ
D //
σi⊗σi

σi
ϕ
F //❴❴❴❴
• In (∗) we’ve used the fact that L is a coequalizer of σ1 and σ2 therefore: L ◦ σ1 = L ◦ σ2.
Now from the lemma C.5, we know that L is a coequalizer of (Uσ˜1,Uσ˜2) rel. to U, since U is
clearly faithful Lemma C.6 applies, hence L is a coequalizer in MS(X) of (σ˜1, σ˜2) (and is obviously
preserved by U). 
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Corollary C.8. MS(X) has coequalizers of reflexive pairs and U preserves them.
Proof. Given a pair of parallel morphisms (σ˜1, σ˜2) : D ⇒ F with a split p˜ in MS(X) , setting
p = Up˜, by definition of morphism in MS(X), p is a split of (Uσ˜1,Uσ˜2) and we conclude by the
Lemma C.7. 
C.2 Monadicity and Cocompleteness
Theorem C.9. If M is cocomplete then MS(X) is monadic over KX .
Proof. We use Beck’s monadicity theorem (see [31, Chap.6, Sec.7, Thm.1]) for U : MS(X) −→ KX
since:
• U has a left adjoitn Γ ( Lemma B.1),
• U clearcly reflect isomorphisms since by definition a morphism σ is an isomorphism in MS(X)
if U(σ) is so,
• MS(X) has has coequalizers of U-split parallel pair (= reflexive pair) and U preserves them
(Corollary C.8).

Theorem C.10. For a cocomplete symmetric closed monoidal category M , the category MS(X) is
also cocomplete.
Proof. By the previous theorem MS(X) is equivalent to the category of algebra of the monad
T = UΓ on KX . Since KX is cocomplete and MS(X) (hence T-alg) has coequalizer of reflexive pair,
a result of Linton [28, Corollary 2] implies that T-alg (hence MS(X)) is cocomplete. 
D LaxO-alg(C.,M.) is locally presentable
Our goal in this section is to prove the following
Theorem D.1. Let M. be a locally presentable O-algebra. For any O-algebra C. the category of lax
O-morphisms LaxO-alg(C.,M.) is locally presentable.
The proof of this theorem is technical and a bit long so we will divide it into small pieces, but
for the moment we give hereafter an outline of what we will do.
1. We will construct a left adjoint F, of the forgetful functor U : LaxO-alg(C.,M.) −→
∏
i∈C Hom(Ci,Mi).
2. We will show that U is monadic that is LaxO-alg(C.,M.) is equivalent to the category of algebra
of the induced monad UF. We will transfer the local-presentability by monadic adjunction
following the same idea as Kelly and Lack [21] who proved that M -Cat is locally presentable
if M is so. All we need will be to check that the monad is finitary i.e preserve filtered colimits
and the result will follow by a classical argument.
Proposition D.2. Let O be a multisorted operad and M. a cocomplete O-algebra. Then for any
O-algebra C. the category LaxO-alg(C.,M.) is cocomplete.
We will denote by KC. =
∏
i∈C Hom(Ci,Mi) and KCi = Hom(Ci,Mi) the ith-factor.
Consider U : LaxO-alg(C.,M.) −→ KC. the functor which forgets the laxity maps.
For the proof of the proposition we will establish first the following lemma.
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Lemma D.3. Let O be a multisorted operad and M. a cocomplete O-algebra. Then the functor
U : LaxO-alg(C.,M.) −→ KC.
has a left adjoint.
As the proof is long we dedicate the next section to it
D.1 The functor U has a left adjoint
In the following we give a ‘free algebra construction process’ which associates to any family of
functors F. = (Fi)i∈C , a lax O-morphism FF.. One can consider it as the analogue of the ‘monadi-
fication’ of a classical (one-sorted) operad (see for example [23, Part I, Section 3]. For the operad
OX it will cover the process which associates an M -graph to the corresponding free M -category.
Notations D.1.0.1. If (x, c1, ..., cn) ∈ O(i1, ..., in; j)×Ci1 ×· · ·×Cin , we will write ⊗x(c1, ...cn) =
ρ
i.|j (x, c1, .., cn).
ρ−1
i.|j (c) = the subcategory of O(i1, ..., in; j) × Ci1 × · · · × Cin whose objects are (x, c1, ..., cn) such
that ⊗x(c1, ...cn) = c and morphisms (f, u1, ..., un) such that ρi.|j(f, u1, ..., un) = Idc.
Fc− : Mj −→ Hom(Cj,Mj) = the left adjoint of the evaluation functor at c: Evc : Hom(Cj ,Mj) −→
Mj .
Informally from a family of (abstract) objects (Li)i∈C , one defines the associated free O-algebra
(FLi)i∈C as follows
FLj =
∐
n∈N
(
∐
(i1,...,in)
O(i1, ..., in; j) ⊠ [Li1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Lin ]).
Here ‘⊠’ is the action of O on the category containing the object Li and ⊗ is the internal product
of that category. The algebra structure is simply given by the multiplication of O and shuffles; the
reader can find a description of the algebra structure, for the one sorted case, in loc. cit.
In our case we want to use the description presented previously, according to which we view a lax
O-morphism as an O-algebra of some category Arr(Cat)+ (see 3.1). The action of O on Arr(Cat)+
was denoted by ‘⊙’.
So if we start with a family of functors (Fi : Ci −→Mi)i∈C we would like to define the associated
free algebra by:
‘ FFj =
∐
n∈N
(
∐
(i1,...,in)
O(i1, ..., in; j)⊙ [Fi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fin ]) ’
But as one can see in this coproduct the functors are not defined over the same category, which
we want to be Cj , so the previous expression actually doesn’t make sense in general. But still it
guides us to the correct object which is some left Kan extension of something similar.
For each (i1, ..., in) ∈ C
n introduce Lanj(O,Fi.) the left Kan extension of the functor
ρ
i.|j ◦ [O(i1, ..., in; j)⊙
∏
Fi] = ρi.|j ◦ [IdO(i1,...,in;j)×
∏
Fi]
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along the functor θ
i.|j . This left Kan extension exists since Mj is cocomplete and we have the
following diagram
O(i1, ..., in; j) × Ci1 × · · · × Cin Cj
O(i1, ..., in; j) ×Mi1 × · · · ×Min Mj
θ
i.|j //
ρ
i.|j
//
Lanj(O,Fi. )

IdO(i1,...,in;j)×Fi1×···×Fin

ε
i.|j
;C⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
Here ε
i.|j is the universal natural transformation arising in the construction of the left Kan
extension (see [31, Ch. X]). This diagram represents a morphism in Arr(Cat)+
Φ(i1, ..., in; j) : O(i1, ..., in; j) ⊙ [Fi1 × · · · × Fin ] −→ Lanj(O,Fi.)
which, according to the notations in section (3.1), is (θ
i.|j ; ρi.|j ; εi.|j ).
D.1.1 Definition of F is C. is a free O-algebra
Let C. be a free O-algebra. F. ∈ KC.. Then we define FF. by
F(F)j =
∐
n∈N
∐
(i1,...,in)
Lanj(O,Fi.).
Note that in this coproduct there is a hidden term for n = 0 which is just Fj itself, since Fj
is the left Kan extension of itself along the identity IdCj . The inclusion in the coproduct yields a
natural transformation:
ηj : Fj −→ F(F)j .
We have to specify the morphisms: O(i1, ..., in; j)⊙ [F(F)i1 ×· · ·×F(F)in ] −→ F(F)j . Before doing
this we need to outline some important fact about free O-algebras:
Remark D.1. Since C. is a free algebra, C. is a defined by a collections of categories (Li)i∈C and
one has
Cj =
∐
n∈N
(
∐
(i1,...,in)
O(i1, ..., in; j) × [Li1 × · · · × Lin ]).
It follows that each multiplication θ
i.|j : O(i1, ..., in; j) × Ci1 × · · · × Cin −→ Cj is an inclusion to a
coproduct, one view it as a ‘grafting trees’ operation; it’s image defines a connected component of Cj.
Therefore any cj ∈ Im(θi.|j ) has a unique presentation (x, c1, ...cn) ∈ O(i1, ..., in; j)×Ci1 ×· · ·×Cin .
Consequently the Kan extension Lanj(O,Fi.) consists to take the image by (Fi) of the presentation
i.e : Lanj(O,Fi.)c = ρi.|j(x,Fi1c1, ...,Fincn).
With this description we define the morphism: O(i1, ..., in; j) ⊙ [F(F)i1 × · · · × F(F)in ] −→ F(F)j
as follows.
− First if we expand O(i1, ..., in; j)⊙ [F(F)i1 × · · · × F(F)in ] we have:
O(i.; j)⊙ [F(F)i1 × · · · × F(F)in ] =
∐
n∈N
∐
(i1,...,in)
∐
(h1,1,...,hn,kn)
IdO(i.;j)×
∏
i
Lani(O(hi,. |i),Fhi,l. )
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− Then introduce Lanj[O(i.|j),Lani(O(hi,. |i),Fhi,l. )], the left Kan extension of the summand
IdO(i.;j)×
∏
i Lani(O(hi,. |i),Fhi,l. ) along θi.|j . This left Kan extension comes equipped with a
natural transformation:
δ : IdO(i1,...,in;j)×
∏
i
Lani(O(hi,. |i),Fhi,l. ) −→ Lanj [O(i.|j),Lani(O(hi,. |i),Fhi,l. )].
Claim. We have an equality Lanj [O(i.|j),Lani(O(hi,. |i),Fhi,l. )] = Lanj[O(h.,l. |j),Fh.,l. ].
Before telling why the claim holds, one defines the desired map by sending the summand
IdO(i.;j)×
∏
i Lani(O(hi,. |i),Fhi,l. ) of O(i1, ..., in; j) ⊙ [F(F)i1 × · · · × F(F)in ] to the summand
Lanj[O(h.,l. |j),Fh.,l. ] of F(F)j by the composite:
IdO(i.;j)×
∏
i
Lani(O(hi,. |i),Fhi,l. )
δ
−→ Lanj[O(h.,l. |j),Fh.,l. ] →֒ F(F)j .
By the universal property of the coproduct we have a unique map:
Φ
i.|j : O(i1, ..., in; j)⊙ [F(F)i1 × · · · ×F(F)in ] −→ F(F)j .
To see that the claim holds one proceeds as follows. Consider [x, (xi, di,1, ..., di,ki)1≤i≤n] an object
of O(i.|j) × [O(h1,. |i1)× C1,. ]× · · · × [O(hn,. |in)× Cn,. ]. Such presentation defines a unique object
c ∈ Cj , and each (xi, di,1, ..., di,ki) defines a unique object ci ∈ Ci.
In the free algebra C, one declares that the following objects are equal to c ∈ Cj
− (γ(x, xi); d1,1, ..., dn,kn) = c,
− (x, c1, ..., cn) = c,
Here γ is the substitution in O and (xi; di,1, ..., di,ki) = ci. Then one computes in one hand
Lanj [O(h.,l. |j),Fh.,l. ](c) = ⊗γ(x,xi)(Fd1,1, ...,Fdn,kn).
On the other hand one has:
Lanj[O(i.|j),Lani(O(hi,. |i),Fhi,l. )](c) = ⊗x[⊗xi(F(d1.), ...,⊗xn(Fdn.)].
Now as M. is an O-algebra one has the equality:
⊗γ(x,xi)(Fd1,1, ...,Fdn,kn) = ⊗x[⊗xi(F(d1.), ...,⊗xn(Fdn.)]
which means that the two functors are equal as claimed.
By virtue of the previous discussion we have the
Proposition D.4.
1. The family F(Fi)i∈C forms a lax O-morphism of algebra. Equivalently F(Fi)i∈C is an O-algebra
of Arr(Cat)+.
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2. For any G. = (Gi)i∈C ∈ LaxO-alg(C.,M.) we have a functorial isomorphism of sets:
Hom[F(Fi)i∈C ,G.] ∼=
∏
i
Hom[Fi,Gi]
Proof of Proposition D.4. We will simply give a proof of the assertion (1). The statement (2) is
tedious but straightforward to check.
The only thing we need to check is the fact that the natural transformations Φ
i.|j fit coherently. We
are asked to say if for any (h1,1, ..., h1,l1 ; i1); · · · ; (hn,1, ..., hn,ln ; in) the following is commutative:
O(i.|j)× O(h1,. |i1)× · · · × O(hn,. |in)×
∏
F(Fh.,l. ) O(h.,l. |j) ×
∏
F(Fh.,l. )
O(i.|j) ×
∏
F(Fi) F(Fj)
γ×Id //
Φ
i.|j
//
Φh.,l. |j

(IdO(i.|j)×
∏
Φ
hi,l. |i
)◦shuffle

(D.1.1)
But the commutativity of that diagram boils down to check that the following maps are identities:
Lanj[O(h.,l. |j),Fh.,l. ]
canonical
−−−−−→ Lanj [O(i.|j),Lani(O(hi,. |i),Fhi,l. )]
But this follows from the previous discussion. Consequently the maps Φ
i.|j fit coherently and
(FFi)i∈C equipped with Φi.|j is a lax O-morphism of algebra.

D.1.2 Definition of F for an arbitrary O-algebra C.
Let C. be an arbitrary O-algebra and F. ∈ KC.. For each j ∈ C consider,
F1j =
∐
n∈N
∐
(i1,...,in)
Lanj(O,Fi.).
This is the same type of expression as before; the inclusion in the coproduct yields a natural
transformation:
ej : Fj −→ F
1
j .
For each c and each (x, c1, ..., cn) ∈ ρ
−1c, we have a map:
ε : ⊗x(Fc1, ...,Fcn) −→ Lanj(O,Fi.)(c) →֒ F
1c.
By the adjunction Fc ⊣ Evc, the map ε corresponds to a unique map in Kj = Hom(Cj ,Mj):
Fc⊗x(Fc1,...,Fcn) −→ F
1.
Let R(e;x, c1, ..., cn) be the object defined by the pushout diagram in Kj :
Fc⊗x(Fc1,...,Fcn) F
1
Fc⊗x(F1c1,...,F1cn) R(e;x, c1, ..., cn)
//
Fc
⊗x(e1,...en)

p(e;x,c1,...,cn)
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
//❴❴❴❴
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An intermediate coherence
Let [x, (xi, di,1, ..., di,ki)1≤i≤n] be an object of O(i.|j) × [O(h1,. |i1)× C1,. ]× · · · × [O(hn,. |in)× Cn,. ]
such that:
− ⊗xi(di,1, ..., di,ki) = ci,
− ⊗γ(x,xi)(d1,1, ..., dn,kn) = c, and
− ⊗x(c1, ..., cn) = c; here γ is the substitution in O.
From the map
ηε : ⊗γ(x,xi)(Fd1,1, ...,Fdn,kn) −→ F
1,1(⊗γ(x,xi)(d1,1, ..., dn,kn)) = F
1,1c.
Using the adjunction Fc ⊣ Evc, we define the object Q(x, xi; d1,1, ..., dn,kn) given by the pushout
diagram in Kj:
Fc⊗γ(x,xi)(Fd1,1,...,Fdn,kn) F
1
Fc⊗x(Rc1,...,Rcn) Q(x, xi; d1,1, ..., dn,kn)
//
Fc
⊗x[(pε)1,...,(pε)n]

g(x,xi;d1,1,...,dn,kn)

//
Introduce Z(x, xi; d1,1, ..., dn,kn) to be the object obtained from the pushout:
F1 R(e, γ(x, xi); d1,1, ..., dn,kn)
Q(x, xi; d1,1, ..., dn,kn) Z(x, xi; d1,1, ..., dn,kn)
p //
g(x,xi;d1,1,...,dn,kn)

g′(x,xi;d1,1,...,dn,kn)

//
Denote by Zh.,i.,j(c) : ρ−1c −→ F1/Kj , the functor that takes [x, (xi, di,1, ..., di,ki)] to natural trans-
formation:
F1 −→ Z(x, xi; d1,1, ..., dn,kn).
Let F1,ch.,i.,j be the colimit of Zh.,i.,j(c) and denote by ηh.,i.,j : F
1 −→ F1,ch.,i.,j the canonical map.
Definition D.5. Define F1,1h.,i.,j to be the object obtained by the generalized pushout diagram in Kj
as c runs through Cj:
F
1,1
h.,i.,j = colimc∈Cj{F
1 η1,c−−→ F1,ch.,i.,j}.
We have canonical maps η : F1 −→ F1,1h.,i.,j and δ+(x, (xi, di,1, ..., di,ki)) : Z(x, xi; d1,1, ..., dn,kn) −→
F
1,1
h.,i.,j .
Define T(e,F,F1)j to be the object defined also by the generalized pushout:
T(e,F,F1)j = colim
∐
n∈N
∐
(i1,...,in)
∐
(h1,1,...,hn,kn)
{ηh.,i.,j : F
1 −→ F1,1h.,i.,j}
where e : F −→ F1 is the original morphism from the left Kan extension which gives the first laxity
maps ε.
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We will write F2 = T(e,F,F1) and η1 : F1 −→ F2 the canonical map. By construction we
end up with new laxity maps ε1 : ⊗x(F
1c1, ...,F
1cn) −→ F
2(c) which are not coherent, but we can
iterate the process to build an object F3 = T(F1,F2) which ‘bring the coherences of ε1’. But the
new laxity maps are not coherent so we have to repeat the process an infinite number of time.
Proceeding by induction we define for k ∈ λ, an object Fk wiht maps ηk : Fk −→ Fk+1 by:
1. F0 := F and η0 = e.
2. Fk+1 := T(ηk−1,Fk−1,Fk), we have a map ηk : Fk −→ Fk+1 from the construction ‘T’.
We therefore have a λ-sequence in Kj:
F = F0 −→ F1 −→ · · · −→ Fk −→ Fk+1 −→ · · ·
and we can take the colimit F∞ = colimk∈λ{F
k η
k
−→ Fk+1}.
Definition D.6. For a family F. = (Fj)j∈C we define F(F.) by setting:
F(F.)j := F
∞.
We have a canonical map η : Fj −→ F(F.)j .
We have also sequences of objects Rk, Qk and Zk which are created step by step and there are
also maps induced by universal property from Rk −→ Rk+1 and similarly for Qk and Zk.
Proposition D.7. For a cocomplete O-algebra M. we have that:
1. the family F(F.) is a lax morphism from C. to M. and
2. the functor F is left adjoint of U.
Sketch of proof. The assertion (2) is straightforward so we leave it to the reader. For the assertion
(1) we need to specify the laxity maps and check that they satisfy the coherence conditions.
By construction the following diagram involving Rk commutes
Fc
⊗x(Fkc1,...,Fcn) F
k+1
Fc
⊗x(Fk+1c1,...,Fk+1cn) R
k+1(ηk;x, c1, ..., cn) Fk+2
Fc
⊗x(Fk+2c1,...,Fk+2cn) R
k+2(ηk+1;x, c1, ..., cn)
//
Fc
⊗x(η
k
1 ,...η
k
n)

p(ηk ;x,c1,...,cn)
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
//❴❴❴❴❴ //
Fc
⊗x(η
k+1
1 ,...η
k+1
n )

//❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
''
ηk+1
''
From this diagram it’s easy to see that the sequences Rk and Fk ‘converge’ to the same object,
that is they have the same colimit object. A simple analyse shows that also Qk and Zk have as
colimit object F∞.
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Since λ is a regular cardinal for any λ-small cardinal µ the diagonal functor d : λ −→
∏
µ λ from
λ to the product of µ copies of λ is cofinal: a consequence is that diagrams indexed by λ and
∏
µ λ
have the same colimits. It follows, in particular, that for any (i1, ..., in) ∈ C
n the following colimits
are the same 
colim(k1,...,kn)∈λn{⊗x(F
k1
i1
c1, ...,F
kn
in
cn)}
colimk∈λ{⊗x(F
k
i1
c1, ...,F
k
in
cn)}
One of the assumptions on the algebra M. = (Mi)i∈C is the possibilty to commute colimits
computed in M. and the tensor products ‘⊗x’.
If we put these together the first colimit is easily computed as:
colim(k1,...,kn)∈λn{⊗x(F
k1
i1
c1, ...,F
kn
in
cn)} = ⊗x(F(Fi1)c1, ...,F(Fin)cn).
And we deduce that:
colimk∈λ{⊗x(F
k
i1c1, ...,F
k
incn)} = ⊗x(F(Fi1)c1, ...,F(Fin)cn).
All these are natural in (x, c1, .., cn). One gets the laxity maps by the universal property of the
colimit with respect to the compatible cocone which ends at F(Fj)c
⊗x(F
kc1, ...,Fcn) Fk+1c
⊗x(Fk+1c1, ...,Fk+1cn) Rk+1(ηk;x, c1, ..., cn)c Fk+2c
Rk+2(ηk+1;x, c1, ..., cn)c F(Fj)c
//
⊗x(ηk1 ,...η
k
n)

p(ηk ;x,c1,...,cn)c
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
//❴❴❴❴ //
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
))
ηk+1
))
canonical
''
canonical // 22
So we get a unique map ϕ∞(x, c1, ..., cn) : ⊗x(F(Fi1)c1, ...,F(Fin)cn) −→ F(Fj)c which makes
the bovious diagram commutative. As usual the maps ϕ∞(x, c1, ..., cn) are natural in (x, c1, ..., cn).
The fact that these maps ϕ∞(x, c1, ..., cn) satisfy the coherence conditions is easy bu tedious
to check. One use the diagram involving Qk and Zk and take the colimit everywhere; the uni-
versal property of the colimit will force (by unicity) the equality between the two maps out of
⊗γ(x,xi)(F(Fh1,1)d1,1, ...,F(Fhn,kn )dn,kn) and going to F(Fj)c. For the record these maps are:
- ϕ∞(γ(x, xi), d1,1, ..., dn,kn)
- ϕ∞(x, c1, ..., cn) ◦ [⊗x(ϕ
∞(x1, d1,1, ..., d1,k1), · · · , ϕ
∞(xn, dn,1, ..., dn,kn))].

Remark D.2. As U has a left adjoint F we have an induced monad T = UF. It’s not hard to see
that T automatically preserves the colimits appearing in the definition of F namely the λ-directed
ones. And since directed colimits are the same as filtered ones we deduce that T preserves filtered
colimits as well.
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D.2 LaxO-alg(C.,M.) is monadic over Hom(C.,M.)
Let σ1, σ2 : F. −→ G. be a pair of parallel morphisms between two lax-morphisms in LaxO-alg(C.,M.).
Denote by L : G. −→ E. the coequalizer of σ1, σ2 in KC. =
∏
i∈C Hom(Ci,Mi):
UF. UG. E.
σ1
//
σ2 // L //
Note that we’ve freely identified σi and it’s image Uσi. The following lemma is the general version
of lemma C.3 except that we do not use the language of precongruences.
Lemma D.8. Consider F.,G.,E. with σ1, σ2 and L as before. Assume that for every (x, c1, ..., cn) ∈
O(i1, ..., in; j) × Ci1 × · · · × Cin with c = ⊗x(c1, ..., cn) and any l ∈ {1, ..., n} the following equality
holds:
Lc◦ϕG(x, c1, ..., cn)◦[⊗x(IdGc1 , ..., σ1(cl), ..., IdGcn)] = Lc◦ϕG(x, c1, ..., cn)◦[⊗x(IdGc1 , ..., σ2(cl), ..., IdGcn)].
Then we have:
1. E. becomes a lax morphism and
2. L is the coequalizer of σ1 , σ2 in LaxO-alg(C.,M.).
When there is no confusion we will simply write ϕ
G
instead of ϕ
G
(x, c1, ..., cn).
Sketch of proof. The assertion (2) will follow from the proof of (1). To prove (1) we will simply give
the laxity maps; the coherence conditions are straightforward.
As mentioned before, the assumptions on M. allow to distribute (factor wise) colimits over each
tensor product ⊗x. It follows that ⊗x(Ec1, ...Ecn) equipped with the maps ⊗x(Lc1 , ..., Lcn) is the
colimit of the diagram
ǫ(σ1, σ2; c1, ..., cn) =
∐
(τ1,...,τn)∈{1,2}n
{⊗x(στ1c1, ..., στncn) : ⊗x(Fc1, ...,Fcn) −→ ⊗x(Gc1, ...,Gcn)}.
(For each l, στl is either σ1 or σ2).
For each (τ1, ..., τn) ∈ {1, 2}
n let Θ(τ1, ..., τn) = Lc ◦ϕG(x, c1, ..., cn) ◦⊗x(στ1c1, ..., στncn) be the
map illustrated in the diagram below:
⊗x(Fc1, ...,Fcn) Fc
⊗x(Gc1, ...,Gcn) Gcϕ
G
//
⊗x(στ1 c1,...,στncn)

Ec
Lc

Now we claim that Θ(τ1, ..., τn) = Θ(τ
′
1, ..., τ
′
n) for all (τ1, ..., τn) , (τ
′
1, ..., τ
′
n) in {1, 2}
n. The
claim will holds as soon as we show that for every l ∈ {1, ..., n} we have Θ(τ1, ..., τl, ...τn) =
Θ(τ1, ..., τ
′
l , ..., τn) where τl and τ
′
l are ‘conjugate’ that is: if τl = 1 then τ
′
l = 2 and vice versa.
Let’s assume that τl = 1 (hence τ
′
l = 2) that is στl = σ1.
We establish successively the following equalities:
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Θ(τ1, ..., τn) = Lc ◦ ϕG ◦ ⊗x(στ1c1, ..., σ1cl, ..., στncn)
= Lc ◦ ϕG ◦ [⊗x(IdGc1 , ..., σ1cl, ..., IdGcn) ◦ ⊗x(στ1c1, ..., IdFcl , ..., στncn)]
= {Lc ◦ ϕG ◦ [⊗x(IdGc1 , ..., σ1cl, ..., IdGcn)]} ◦ ⊗x(στ1c1, ..., IdFcl , ..., στncn)
(∗) = {Lc ◦ ϕG ◦ [⊗x(IdGc1 , ..., σ2(cl), ..., IdGcn)]} ◦ ⊗x(στ1c1, ..., IdFcl , ..., στncn)
= Lc ◦ ϕG ◦ [⊗x(IdGc1 , ..., σ2cl, ..., IdGcn) ◦ ⊗x(στ1c1, ..., IdFcl , ..., στncn)]
= Lc ◦ ϕG ◦ ⊗x(στ1c1, ..., σ2cl, ..., στncn)
= Θ(τ1, ..., τ
′
l , ..., τn)
(In (∗) we use the hypothesis to switch σ1 and σ2 in the expression contained in ‘{ }’.) 
Remark D.3. If F. is simply an object of KC. but not necessarily a lax morphism but G. is a lax
morphism, we will have a precongruence in G. and the first assertion of the lemma will hold. The
proof will exactly be the same.
The next lemma tells about the existence of coequalizer of a parallel U-split pair. This is the
generalization of lemma C.7.
Lemma D.9. Consider F.,G.,E. with σ1, σ2 and L as before. Assume that there is a U-split i.e a
morphism p : UG. −→ UF. in KC. such that σ1 ◦ p = σ2 ◦ p = IdUG. .
Then we have:
1. E. becomes a lax O-morphism,
2. L : G. −→ E. is a coequalizer in LaxO-alg(C.,M.) of the pair (σ1, σ2) and U obviously preserves
it (as a coequalizer).
Proof. All is proved in the same manner as for lemma C.7. We simply have to show that the
equalities of lemma D.8 holds.
Since for each τ ∈ {1, 2}), στ ◦ p = IdG, for every (c1, ..., cn) and every l ∈ {1, ..., n} we have
that:
⊗x(IdGc1 , ..., στ cl, ..., IdGcn) = ⊗x(στc1, ..., στ cl, ..., στ cn) ◦ ⊗x(pc1, ..., IdFcl , ..., pcn).
Moreover as στ is a morphism of lax-morphis the following commutes:
⊗x(Fc1, ...,Fcn) Fc
⊗x(Gc1, ...,Gcn) Gc
ϕ
F //
ϕ
G
//
στ c

⊗x(στ c1,...,στcn)

which means that we have an equality: στc ◦ ϕF = ϕG ◦ ⊗x(στ c1, ..., στ cn). If we combine all the
previous discussion we establish successively the following.
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Lc ◦ ϕG ◦ [⊗x(IdGc1 , ..., σ1cl, ..., IdGcn)] = Lc ◦ ϕG ◦ [⊗x(σ1c1, ..., σ1cl, ..., σ1cn) ◦ ⊗x(pc1, ..., IdFcl , ..., pcn)]
= [Lc ◦ ϕG ◦ ⊗x(σ1c1, ..., σ1cl, ..., σ1cn)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=σ1c◦ϕF
] ◦ ⊗x(pc1, ..., IdFcl , ..., pcn)
= [Lc ◦ σ1c︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Lc◦σ2c
◦ϕ
F
] ◦ ⊗x(pc1, ..., IdFcl , ..., pcn)
= [Lc ◦ σ2c ◦ ϕF︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ϕ
G
◦⊗x(σ2c1,...,σ2cl,...,σ2cn)
] ◦ ⊗x(pc1, ..., IdFcl, ..., pcn)
= [Lc ◦ ϕG ◦ ⊗x(σ2c1, ..., σ2cl, ..., σ2cn)] ◦ ⊗x(pc1, ..., IdFcl , ..., pcn)
= Lc ◦ ϕG ◦ [⊗x(σ2c1, ..., σ2cl, ..., σ2cn) ◦ ⊗x(pc1, ..., IdFcl , ..., pcn)]
= Lc ◦ ϕG ◦ [⊗x(IdGc1 , ..., σ2cl, ..., IdGcn)].

Corollary D.10. Let M. be a cocomplete O-algebra. Then we have
1. The functor U : LaxO-alg(C.,M.) −→ KC. is monadic.
2. LaxO-alg(C.,M.) is cocomplete.
3. If moreover M. is locally presentable then so is LaxO-alg(C.,M.).
Sketch of proof. The assertion (1) follows from Beck monadicity theorem since:
• U has a left adjoint F (Proposition D.2),
• U clearly reflect isomorphisms,
• LaxO-alg(C.,M.) has coequalizers of parallel U-split pairs and U preserves them (Lemma D.9).
It follows that LaxO-alg(C.,M.) is equivalent to the category T-alg for the monad T = UF. The
assertion (2) follows from Lintons’s theorem [28] since T is defined on KC. which is cocomplete and
T-alg has coequalizer of reflexive pair.
From the Remark D.2 we know that T preserves filtered colimits, and since KC. is locally presentable
we know from [1] that T-alg (hence LaxO-alg(C.,M.)) is automatically locally presentable and the
assertion (3) follows. 
E Pushout in LaxO-alg(C.,M.)
In this section we want to show that for a trivial cofibration α ∈ KC. then the pushout of Fα is
a weak equivalence in LaxO-alg(C.,M.), when M. is a special Quillen O-algebra (Definition 3.9).
On KC. we will consider the injective and projective model structures; these are product model
structures of the ones on each Kj = Hom(Cj,Mj).
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Given a diagram in LaxO-alg(C.,M.)
FA F
FB
σ //
Fα

with α is a trivial cofibrationin KC.; if we want to calculate the pushout, then the first thing to
do is to consider the pushout in KC. then build the laxity map etc. But the left adjoint F we’ve
constructed previously, when considered as an endofunctor on KC., may not preserve weak equiva-
lences for arbitrary O-algebra C. and M.. In particular it may not preserve trivial cofibrations. So
the pushout of Fα will hardly be a weak equivalence.
The obstruction of F to be a left Quillen functor can be seen in the following phenomena:
1. first the left Kan extension we’ve considered to define F1 may not in general preserves level-
wise (trivial) cofibrations:
O(i1, ..., in; j)× Ci1 × · · · × Cin Cj
O(i1, ..., in; j) ×Mi1 × · · · ×Min Mj
θ
i.|j //
ρ
i.|j
//
Lanj(O,Fi. )

IdO(i1,...,in;j)×Fi1×···×Fin

ε
i.|j
;C⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
2. second the F1,ch.,i.,j appearing in the construction of F may not be left Quillen functor . In fact
F
1,c
h.,i.,j is a colimit of a functor:
Zh.,i.,j(c) : ρ
−1c −→ F1/Kj
where the source ρ−1c can a priori be any category; so the colimit may not preserve (trivial)
cofibrations.
These two facts lead us to some restrictions on our statements, for the moment.
We will reduce our statement to the O-algebra C such that ρ−1c is a discrete category i.e a set. This
way the colimit of Zh.,i.,j(c) is a generalized pushout diagram in Kj; and pushouts interact nicely
with (trivial) cofibrations.
So rather than trying to figure out under which conditions F preserves the level-trivial cofibra-
tion as endofunctor on KC., we will work by assuming that it is.
This reduction may appear to be too restrictive, but hopefully the cases we encounter in ‘the
nature’ will be in this situation. Usually this will be the case for all the ‘simple objects’ we use to
built complicated ones eg: the operad OX , ∆, X, SX , every 1-categorie D, free O-algebra, etc.
Recall that we introduced previously the
Definition E.1. Let (C., ρ) and (M., θ) be two O-algebra.
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1. Say that C. is O-well-presented, or O-identity-reflecting if:
for every n+ 1-tuple (i1, ..., in; j) the following functor reflects identities
ρ : O(i1, ..., in; j)× Ci1 × · · · × Cin −→ Cj .
This means that the image of (u, f1, ..., fn) ∈ O(i1, ..., in; j) × Ci1 × · · · × Cin is an identity
morphism in Cj (if and) only if all u, f1, ..., fn are simultaneously identities.
2. Say that (C.,M.) is an O-homotopy-compatible pair if F : KC. −→ KC. preserves level-wise
trivial cofibrations, where KC. is endowed with the injective model structure.
Remark E.1.
1. A consequence of the definition is that if C. is an O-identity-reflecting algebra (henceforth
ir-O-algebra), then the fiber ρ−1c = ρ−1{Idc} is a set.
2. Any free O-algebra C. is an ir-O-algebra; and for any special Quillen O-algebra M. having all
its objects cofibrant, the pair (C.,M.) is O-homotopy compatible (henceforth O-hc pair).
With the previous material we can announce the main result:
Lemma E.2. Let M. be a special Quillen O-algebra such that all objects of M. are cofibrant.
Let C. be ir-O-algebra such that the (C.,M.) is an O-hc pair. Then for any pushout square in
LaxO-alg(C.,M.)
FA F
FB G
σ //
Fα

Hα

//
Hα : F −→ G is a level-wise trivial cofibration if α is so.
Proof of the lemma
By the adjunction F ⊣ U the map σ : FA −→ F in the pushout is induced by a unique map
A −→ UF in KC.. Similarly the map FB −→ G is also induced by a map B −→ UG. We will
construct G out of F and focus our analyse on the construction of the map Hα : F −→ G; the map
B −→ UG will follow automatically. The first thing to do is to consider the pushout square in KC.:
UFA UF
UFB E
Uσ //
UFα

p

//
Since we assumed that Fα is a level-wise trivial cofibration, the map p : F −→ E is automatically
a level-wise trivial cofibration as well.
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Intermediate laxity maps Let (x, c1, ..., cn) be an object in O(i1, ..., in; j)×Ci1 × · · · ×Cin with
c = ⊗x(c1, ..., cn) ∈ Cj.
Using the adjunction Evc : Hom(Cj ,Mj)⇆Mj : F
c for the laxity map
⊗x(Fc1, ...,Fcn) −→ F(⊗x(c1, ..., cn)) = F(c)
define R(p;x, c1, ..., cn) to be the object we get from the pushout diagram in Kj:
L1 =
Fc⊗x(Fc1,...,Fcn) F
Fc⊗x(Ec1,...,Ecn) R(p;x, c1, ..., cn)
//
Fc
⊗x(p1,...pn)

h(x,c1,...,cn)
q //
As each pk is a trivial cofibration (with cofibrant domain) and since M is a special Quillen
O-algebra, we have that ⊗x(p1, ...pn) is trivial cofibration in Mj . Applying the left Quillen functor
Fc, we have that Fc⊗x(p1,...pn) is a projective (hence an injective) trivial cofibration. It follows that
h(x, c1, ..., cn) is also a projective trivial cofibration (as a puhout of such morphism) and therefore
a level-wise trivial cofibration.
When the context is clear we will simply write R(x, c.) or Rc., and p(x, c.), etc.
Intermediate coherences With the ‘temporary’ laxity maps we need to have a ‘temporary co-
herence’ as well. We start with the objects on the fiber ρ−1c = ⊗−1{c}.
Let [x, (xi, di,1, ..., di,ki)1≤i≤n] be an object of O(i.|j)× [O(h1,. |i1)×C1,. ]×· · ·× [O(hn,. |in)×Cn,. ]
such that:
− ⊗xi(di,1, ..., di,ki) = ci,
− ⊗γ(x,xi)(d1,1, ..., dn,kn) = c, and
− ⊗x(c1, ..., cn) = c.
The coherence condition on the lax morphism F is equivalent to say that the upper face of the
semi-cube below is commutative.
⊗γ(x,xi)(Fd1,1, ...,Fdn,kn )
Fc
⊗x(Fc1, ...,Fcn)
Fc
ϕ
11❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞
⊗x(ϕ1,...,ϕn)
++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
Id
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
ϕ
11❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞
⊗γ(x,xi)(Ed1,1, ...,Edn,kn)
R(γ(x, xi), d1,1, ..., dn,kn)
⊗x(Rd1.c1, ...,Rdn.cn)
11
⊗γ(x,xi)p

⊗x(hci )


1
❲❲❲❲
++❲❲❲❲
Here 1 represents the map:
⊗γ(x,xi)(Ed1,1, ...,Edn,kn) = ⊗x[⊗x1(Ed1.), ...,⊗xn(Edn.)]
⊗x[qd1. ,...,qdn. ]−−−−−−−−−−→ ⊗x(Rd1.c1, ...,Rdn.cn)
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with qdi. : ⊗xi(Edi,1, ...,Edi,ki) −→ R(xi, di,1, ..., di,ki).
Extend the upper face by the commutative square (L1) above; then extend the face on the right
by taking the pushout of the trivial cofibration ⊗x(hci) along the trivial cofibration ⊗x(pci). We
get a new semi-cube C(x, xi, di) where the face in the back is unchanged.
Since the face in the back is a pushout square and the vertical map in the front is a trivial cofibra-
tion, we are in the situation of the Reedy style lemma 7.4.
Introduce O(x, xi, di) to be the colimit of the semi-cube C(x, xi, di) . By virtue of lemma 7.4,
the canonical map β : Fc −→ O(x, xi, di) is a trivial cofibration. Applying the left Quillen functor
Fc we get a projective trivial cofibration Fcβ : F
c
Fc −→ F
c
O(x,xi,di)
.
The co-unit of the adjunction Fc ⊣ Evc corresponds to a map e : F
c
Fc −→ F. Define Q(x, xi, di)
to be the functor we get by the pushout of Fcβ along e in Kj :
FcFc Fj
FcO(x,xi,di) Q(x, xi, di)
e //
_
Fcβ ≀

p(x,xi,di)

//
Define F1,cj to be colim(x,xi,di)∈ρ−1c {Fj
p(x,xi,di)−−−−−→ Q(x, xi, di)}, where:
ρ−1c =
∐
n∈N∗
∐
(i1,...,in)
∐
(h1,1,...,hn,kn)
ρ−1h.,i.,j{Idc}.
Since we assumed that C is an ir-O-algebra then ρ−1c is a set, therefore the colimit is a gen-
eralized pushout diagram in Kj. This is what we called a cone of trivial cofibrations in the model
category Kj-inj. By Lemma A.6 we deduce that all the canonical maps going to the colimit are
trivial cofibrations in Kj-inj; in particular the map ιc : Fj −→ F
1,c
j is an injective trivial cofibration.
The construction ‘P’ Recall that all the previous construction are obtained from the map
p : F −→ E which is an object of the under category F/KC. . It’s not hard to see that these
constructions are functorial in p.
Definition E.3. For each j, define P(j, p,F,E) to be the colimit of the cone of trivial cofibrations
in Kj:
P(j, p,F,E) = (
∐
c∈Ob(Cj)
ιc : Fj −→ F
1,c
j ) ∪ {pj : F −→ Ej}.
Denote by η1j : Fj −→ P(j, p,F,E) and δ
1
j : Ej −→ P(j, p,F,E) the canonical trivial cofibrations.
By the above remark one clear see that P is an endofunctor of F/KC. , that takes p to η
1.
Moreover for any j the following commutes:
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Fj P(j, p,F,E)
Ej
η1j //
pj ''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖
δ1j
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
As P is an endofunctor, we can repeat the process and apply the previous construction to
η1 = {Fj
η1j
−→ P(j, p,F,E)} and repeat again and so forth.
Let κ be a regular cardinal. For each j we define a κ-sequence (Fkj )k∈κ in Kj as follows.
1. Fj = F
0
j ,
2. F1j = Ej ,
3. Fkj = P(j, η
k−1,F,Fk−1) for k ≥ 2,
4. there are canonical maps δk : Fk−1j −→ F
k
j and η
k : Fj −→ F
k
j such that η
k = δk ◦ ηk−1; with
η0j = pj
We end up with a κ-directed diagram in Kj :
Fj = F
0
j
pj
−→ F1j
δ1j
−→ · · ·
δk−1j
−−−→ Fkj
δkj
−→ Fk+1j
δk+1j
−−−→ · · ·
Define F∞j to be the colimit in Kj of that κ-sequence and denote by η
∞
j : Fj −→ F
∞
j the
canonical map.
Remark E.2. Since both δk and ηk are trivial cofibrations, it follows that η∞j is also a trivial
cofibration. Furthermore we have a factorization of η∞j as: Fj
pj
−֒→ Ej
δ∞j
−֒−→ F∞j . By construction we
have also other κ-sequences (Rk)k∈κ, (O
k)k∈κ and (Q
k)k∈κ; R
k bring the laxity maps and Qk bring
the coherences. These objects interact in the semi-cubes Ck(x, xi, di).
For each j and each c ∈ Cj, all the three sequences {R
k(c)}k∈κ, {O
k(c)}k∈κ and {Q
k(c)}k∈κ have
the same colimit object which is F∞j (c).
We complete the proof with the following
Proposition E.4.
1. For every laxity map ⊗x(Fc1, ...,Fcn) −→ F(c) we have a map ⊗x(F
∞c1, ...,F
∞cn) −→ F
∞(c)
and the following commutes:
⊗x(Fc1, ...,Fcn) F(c)
⊗x(F
∞c1, ...,F
∞cn) F
∞(c)
ϕ //
⊗x(η∞c1,...,η∞cn)

η∞
ϕ∞ //
2. The maps ϕ∞ fit coherently and (F∞j )j equipped with ϕ
∞ is a lax O-morphism i.e an object of
LaxO-alg(C.,M.).
3. The map η∞ = (η∞j ) : F −→ F
∞ is the pushout in LaxO-alg(C.,M.) of Fα along σ.
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4. U(η∞) is also a level-wise trivial cofibration, so in particular a weak equivalence.
Sketch of proof. The proof of (1) is exactly the same for the Proposition D.7. One gets the lax-
ity maps by the universal property of the colimit of {⊗x(F
kc1, ...,F
kcn)}k∈κ, with respect to the
following compatible cocone which ends at F∞(c) (and starts from ⊗x(Fc1, ...,Fcn) −→ F(c)):
⊗x(F
kc1, ...,F
kcn) Fk+1c
⊗x(Fk+1c1, ...,Fk+1cn) Rk+1(x, c1, ..., cn)c Fk+2c
Rk+2(x, c1, ..., cn)c F
∞(c)
//
⊗x(δk1 ,...δ
k
n)

p(x,c1,...,cn)c
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
//❴❴❴❴ //
✤
✤
✤
✤
✤
))
δk+1
))
canonical
''
canonical // 22
One computed the colimit of {⊗x(F
kc1, ...,F
kcn)}k∈κ by the same method explained in the proof
of Proposition D.7. The map ϕ∞(x, c1, ..., cn) : ⊗x(F
∞c1, ...,F
∞cn) −→ F
∞(c) is the unique map
which makes everything commutative.
The coherence condition follows by construction; one takes the colimit everywhere in the uni-
versal cube defined by the semi-cubes Ck(x, xi, di). The coherence is given by ‘the cube at the
infinity’. The assertion (3) is easily checked and follows by construction: F∞ with the obvious maps
satisfies the universal property of the pushout. It’s important to notice that this is valide because
both FA and FB are free objects, therefore the map FB −→ F∞ is induced by the composite
B −→ FB −→ E −→ F∞.
The assertion (4) is obvious. 
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